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tn this paper a complete model theory is constructed ft,~r ck, sses of algebras and relational 
structures satisfying certain natural algebraic onditions. TI.e paper provides a detailed exposi- 
tion of the model theory of universal classes with the amalgamation property and applies this 
the,'~ry to the study of the foundations of various classical algebraic theories. As well the 
interrelationship of this new theory with the modet tl~eory of complete full theories is fully 
explored and the similarities and differences of the structure of these model theories is carefully 
de!i :anted. We conclude than the model theory of universal classes with the amalgamt~tion 
proI,'erty has a structure closely related to the classical theory, lndeed many of the com'epts 
intrc,duced in the course of the paper are strict g~:neraliza!ions of classical notions. As well it is 
shown that the full first order languages associated with the model theory of comple'~: full 
theories have properties similar to the properties of the open languages associated with the model 
theory of universal classes with AP. 
Besides the construction of a new mod~:t theory the paper is intended to explore the 
consequences of the assumption of the amalgamation property, an algebraic mapping property 
which arises naturally in both model theory and agebra. In this regard it is shown that the 
structural ~m( linguistic consequences of the assumption of this property are intimately 
connected. This provides us with new insights into the foundations of model theory. Finally, the 
construction of the amdeI theor£' of universal classes wi~h the amalgamation property estabtishe:4 
a very general framework and tool for the s~udy of many algebraic und model theoretic notions. 
In the course cf the 9aper we prove structure theorems, plitting theorems, and results concerned 
with the properties ~ff extensions of models. Many of these results are new even in the classical 
ease, In particular we develop adetailed local strncture theory and prove that this ~heory extends 
the basic structure theory of the classical theory of afl]ne varieties in algebraic geometry. Our 
results in this area also provide a 6rm foundation f,~r t~e study of a new class of geometric objects 
as well as resolving the representation problem fc~r const,uctible subsets of affine varieties. We 
include many coujectures and open problems in the text of the paper. 
O. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. On the ane hand it is meant as a detai!ed 
exposition of the model theory of tmiversal classes with the amalgamation property. 
But this exposition serves another purpose, namely to provide a framework for the 
study of a number of theoretical problems concerning the relationship of linguistic 
features of the languages associated with the structures in a universal class and 
structural features of the models in such a class in both the local and the global 
sense. We are also concerned quite directly with this second duality, namely tI~e 
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relationship of the formal properties of the class and the structure of the models in 
the class, espet:ially the properties of sets definable by open formulas with 
parameters in a model. Although most of our results are proven in great: generality, 
one of the basic motivations underlying our research in this area is the study of 
equations and the solution sets of equations. 
One important ~enera~ conclusion that we can draw from the results of the paper 
is that the amalgamation property is to a great exte~lt an algebraic equivalent of 
quantification. We deal throughout the paper with open languages. Utilizing these 
weak languages we nevertheless ucceed in the construction of a satisfactory mode~ 
theory which has a structure similar in certain important fundamental respects to: 
the classical model theory of complete full theories. The latter of course admi~ 
elimination of quantifiers but quantification plays an important role in the theory. 
Frequently, for example, one wishes to construct new sets by quantifying over some 
set which serves as a definable set of parameters. While such a procedure is 
impossible in open languages it appears that frequently the existence of the desired 
formula can be , rover by algebraic means depending on the anaalgamation 
property. A gooo example of this phenomenon is the transitivity of algebraic 
extensions. This important fundamental result of J6nsson can be viewed as a 
definability theor¢ m which avoids the use of quantification. 
We show in ad:titien that the amalgamation property is an algebraic mapping 
property which is equivalent to a substantial portion of the classical theory of fields. 
Of course, J6nsson succeeded ir, obtaining this 1-esult in a very general context, 
except that the basic property of transitivity fails. But J6nsson's development, 
which provides a forma! model of a large portion of field theory, is lacking in 
naturalness ince his theory does not provio_e a correlate of the field theoretic 
notion of polynomial equation, We begin our development with a soIution to this 
latter problem. Fhe notion of L~-algebraic formula allows a natural development 
of the theory of algebraic extensions in the context of universal classes with AP 
which is, as we show in Section 2, parallel and equivalent o the corresponding 
theory for fields, tl !s notable that the general theory fails precisely at the point 
v,,bere the relationship of the cardinality of the solution set of a polynomial to the 
degree of a polynomi£ is first used, Apparently some such relationship is also 
neces.~ary i+q the Galois theory of commutative rings in order to obtain a satisfactory 
Galois theory. No such theory exists for arbitrary universal classes with the 
amaigama~ ion property. 
Besides ibe developmen~ of the theory of algebraic extensions the study of two 
other problems i ~ %itiated in Sec&m 2. We define a translation device linking the 
algebraic theory of ~miversal c asses defined by complete full theories to the paraItel 
theory of algebraic formulas and extensions for complete fult theories. This linkage 
provides a simple direct proof of transitivity fo~' such universal classes. The solution 
of the second problem we initiate in this chapter concerns the representation 
problem for open formulas over integral domains. Given an arbitrary Boolean 
combination of equations (-n one or several variables} defined over an ~r~tegral 
domain to what extem can we obtain a reduction to a set of eqtxations? We pro e 
that open formulas which are algebraic reduce to a sy,stem of eqt~atior~s. For 
nonalgebraic open formulas the solution is more diNctdt and requires the model 
theoretic machinery introduced in Section 4. 
In Section 3 we develop the global model ~heory of tmiversa! ciasses with AP. We 
introduce a decomposition of the class into disjoint universal c! ;sse,~ according to 
maximal E-diagrams and study the problem of *he existence and properties of 
LA-homogeneous and L.,-saturated structures ~f some particular diagram. In this 
regard we provide a number of ex'~stence and structure theorems. Of particeiar 
importance in this study is the theory of algebraic stability which we atso develop in 
this cbapter. For L,,-(w)-stabie classes a very satisfactory model theory is obtained. 
We prove the existence of an existentia~ ciosure and utiiize this closure te study the 
existential spectrum of a universal clas.~; with AP. This study cuh'ainates ir~ our proof 
of the categoricity theorem for the existential spectrum. In add'~ion we study tee 
interrelationship of the existential closure and algebraic losur.e and prove some 
b~sic structural results which can be applied to free algebras in equational classes 
v, ,th AP. We also prove that a universal class with AP has good 5orcing properties. 
The existential skeleton of a universal class of the form vr for some complete full 
theory T is just the clas:~ of models of T. Although this fact ha:; n~ correlate in the 
g.eneral theory of universal classes with AP nevertheless we conjecture that a s; tong 
parallel exists between the structure of the existential skelem,~ of such a class and 
tb, e class of models of a complete theory (since any arbitrary cc.mt,lete theory can be 
extended to a complete full theory without perturbing the class r~f models). Stror.~g 
evidence of this relationship isprovided in the course of the paper But not only the 
existential skeleton of a universal class with AP reflects the struct~re of the class of 
models of a complete theory. In the context of universal classes £ with AP the 
spectrum problem splits into the two cases of the class of arbitrmy models of X and 
the existential skeleton ~, of ~. In Section 4 we apply the machinery developed for 
the study of the local properties of models in universal classes with AP to the 
spectrum of such classes. The result obtained is a correlate of the categoricity result 
for complete theories, but in this case a new method of proof is needed. 
In our discussion above we have noted a three-way relationship which subsists 
among the three classes of theories: (1) ,,miversal classes with AP, (2) complete full 
theories, (3) the theory of algebraically closed fields of fixed characteristic. ~.n 
Section 4 we develop the general theory of ooen formulas over models in tmiversal 
classes with AP. In the process we complete the task of the construction of the 
bridges between the above three classes of theories. 
The basic tool of our study in Sec*ion 4 is the Morley rank which w.." show extends 
in all essentials to this general context. Having established the basic results we go 
on to develop the theory of in*. ependent subsets of ranked open formulas of degree 
1. Later in the chapter we show "hat this notion is a generalization of the notion of a 
generic point of an irreducible variety. We apply this notion to obtain a new proof 
of the existence of indiscernibles which is structurally similar to Morley's original 
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proof but avoids the use of Ramsey's theorem, producing the indiscernibles 
directly. We apply this notio~ also to prove the existence of weakly LA-saturated 
extensions of models in an La@o)-stable universal class with AP in all powers 
greater than or equal to the power of a given model. This provides a new proof in 
the classical case as well as a local structural characterization f saturated models. 
Finally, we utilize our machinery to prove the Exchange Theorem for S~v~ sets, thus 
establishing the foundations of the theory of this important special class of 
formulas. The proof of this result provides us wi~h another example of the 
elimination of quantifiers. 
Before ending the Section and the paper with a lengthy discussion of the theory 
of open formulas over integral domains we prove some further model theoretic 
results. Utilizing a combinatorial method d:evetoped earlier in the chapter we prove 
the existence in homogeneous models of EM-sets which are either indiscernible or 
long definable linear orders in the solutioa sets of certain complete type:~ defined 
over substructures of the homogeneous model We also prove two results concern- 
ing rank t sets and existentially closed structures, ti~e first a definability res'alt which 
applies for exampL to algebraically closed fields and the seco'~d a splitting: theorem 
which parallels both the degree theorem for a~-st:ble theories and the well-known 
splitting properties of a!gebraically closed fiel0s. These two results provide some 
general insights i'ato the definability properties of existentially closed structures. 
In the final portion of Section 4 we complete our study of open formulas over 
iv, tegra~ domains, tn the course of our development of this theory we obtain a 
solution to the representation problem mentioned above and we prove a number of 
results which place the algebraic theory, of open formulas on a firm foundation. We 
prove, for example, that every open formu!a over a ~eld has a unique finite pormal 
splitting field extending the ground field. Our analysis provides a new proof that 
every variety over a field splits into components o2 degree 1 over the a'~gebraic 
closure. We obtain a number of other results and provide a dictionary which allows 
us to conclude that a substantial portion of the basic structure theory of ,,arieties 
over a field is a consequence of the fol]owip, g set of five algebraic onditions on a 
c!ass of L-structures X: (i) X is closed under isomorphism, (ii) substructure, (iii) 
ultra-products, (iv) if A ff 2; has power to, then A has ~< ~o finitely generated 
e×tc~';~;ions i~.,X, (v) AP. 
Cortoentlot2s at~d ~olafiun 
Throughout thi~ ~aper X is a universal class in a countable language L(V). We let 
A, B, C denote sm~ctures in -Y. The symbols ~, ~ denote models of a (complete) 
theory 7". The set of all quantifier free sente~ces true in a structure A ~ 2~ is 
denoted by D,~ (A) (no~e that the subscript in DA is independent of any structure 
under consideration). We let q,, 7r, 0, denote formulas (of whatever language is undel 
consideration). The notation ~O(v~ . . . . .  v,) means that al~ free variables of 4J are 
among the set {v ... . . .  v,}. We also write ~O(v~) for 4t(th . . . . .  v,). A ~ype d~roughout 
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tl:ds paaer  mean.,; a maximal consistent set of formulas i~ some finite set of variab~ :s 
in wha~,:ver ~anguage we are considering. We denote types by I" and sometimes P. 
A structure A ~_ v iS existentiaIly closed if whenever t/s(v,) is an open (that is, 
quantifier free) formula with parameters in A then if (a has a sotution in B ~ Z 
extendi,,~g A then ~0 has a solution irt A. We use the notation A < B to mean A is a 
substructure of B. Finally, if R is an integral domain then an imegral extension in 
this pap :r means an integral domain extending R. 
1. Some basic results 
Defiaitiml 1.1. ~v is a universai elass il' .;;v is the clas.s of all models of a set T of 
un!versat first order se,~tences. 
DefiuRioa 1.2. Let 7" be a first order theory. T~en v.r = {A : A is a substructLre of 
a model of T}. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose ~,2 is a c,'ass of relational structures. If there is T such tha¢ 
;" Er. then v is closed under , t¢ .,. ~ _ = _. o~..rap, oeh.., ts. 
Proof. Suppose that (A, : i ~ I} is a family of structures in ~ indexed by the set [ 
and D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on L For each A, there is '.~I, ~ Mod T such that 
A, ~- ?[, Let B = YL~tA~/D and ~ = (I,c:?~.,/D. Then B is embeddable in ~.  For 
let b ~ B and let f, ~ H ,~A,  be a representative of the equivalence class b. Defi:~e 
2- ^ 
I, by the relation f , ( i )=f~( i )E~L;  then f~I1,~72{,. Then let g (b)= 
{ f~ tt,<~?l,: f=-oi,}. This relation defines a map g: i3---> ~.  To see that g is welt 
defined suppose f2=--Df, and f,. f., ~ 1-[~_, A,.  Let X = {i: f2(i) = f,(i)}; then X ~ D. 
So by definition we have that {i: f..(i)= f,(i)} ~ D so f.,~-,,f¢. A similar argume,~t 
shows that g is an embedding. 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose Z is a class of relational sm4ctures. Then there is T, such th.'a~ 
Z = Zr iff v satisfies the fo!lowb g conditions: 
(i) V is closed under isomorphism, 
(ii) g is closed under substructure, 
(iii) X is closed under Mtraproducts. 
Proof. Suppose there is T such tl',a~ v = Zr. Then clearly X satisfies conditions (i) 
and (ii) and Lemma t.3 implies that Y also satisfies condition (iii). On the other 
hand if X satisfies conditions ( i~( i ) - ( i i i )  then by the Keisler Ultraproduct 
Theorem ~ the class v is elementary. So there is T s~.ch that ._Y = Mod T. By 
condition (ii) it follows that Mod T is closed under substructure so E = ET. 
~We refer here to Corollary 6 l.tb (i) of 151. The details of the proof are !eft to the reader. 
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Corol lary 1.5 (Tarski). Z = Zr ,for some first order theory T i f f  v is a universal 
class. 
Proof. If ~Y = ~'r for some 7; then ~ is an elementary class closed under 
substructure. A result of >.o~-Tarski then implies that ~ is a universal class. The 
other direction is immediate. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that v is a universal class. 7"he~ v is c!osed under the union 
of chains. 
Proof. Suppose {A~:a<Z} is a chain in X. Let T=Th(X)  and define ~= 
T U DA(A)  where A = ~...J,,<~A~. Suppose that )(  is a finite subset of rr. Let 
X, = X (3 D~(A ). Let {6, . . . . . .  ~,,} bc the set of all constants appearing in formulas 
in X~. Since this s 't is fin!te there is A~ for some ~: < ,~. such that c~ ~ A,~ Vi ~ n 
(where c~ = 6~). Then for each sentence 4,(~5 . . . . . .  6, , )~X~ we have 
A~ ,~ ~/,((~ . . . . .  ~,, ). For A ,  ~ A which implies DA (A,~) C" DA (A).  Since A,, ~ Z the 
structure A,~ is a rn. ~ tel of T so X C D(A,,).  It follows by the compactness theorem 
that rr is consistent. Let ~ be a model of m Then A is embeddable in 2~ so 
A~Z.  
Definition L7. Let ~" be a class of structures~ A direct system in v is a sm 
(A~, i E I$ of stnlctures in S indexed by a directed set 2 arid having the following 
property: if i < j  for i , j  ~ I, then A, ~< As. 
If (A~, i C I) is a direct system in a class of structures, then we can define L J~A,  
in a similar fashion to the definition of the union of a chain of structures. ~ is closed 
under direct systems if the union of every direct system in .,v is a member  of v. 
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that V is a universal class. Th~'n ~" is closed under direct 
systems. 
Proof. Let (A~> i ~ I) be a direct aystem in S wi~h A = LJ ,~A, .  If I A I < ~¢<~ then 
th,,rc is L C I with I I,,i < ~o such that if j ~ I then Aj = A~ for some i E L,. Since to 
is fi.~i~e there is j E I such that fo:" all i ~ L~ we have i ~ j. It follows that for all i ~ I 
A, <~ A, so A = A, ~ v Assume then that A has infinite cardinality A. Suppose 
A ,  = {a,}, is a ~.~t.,hs~ructure of A of cardinality ~o. Le~ B, = the ~ubstructure of A,~ 
generated by {a,: j  -~ i} for each i >I 1. Since {a~:j ~< i}C_ A for each i < ~o there is 
A< (where K, -~ I )  such that {a~ : j ~< i} C A,q. Then B~ ~< A~, so B, E ~. Now since 
A,, = LJ,.~,o B, we h~ ,~ A,, ~ ~. By ir~duc~ion we see that each substructure of A of 
power < [A I is contained in 2~. Since A is the union of a chain of structures each of 
power < A we have A E Z. [ ]  
Definition 1.9. Let ,Y be a class of structures. The~ ~ has the amalgamation 
property if whenever A ~ ~ and f,: A --~ B~ and f~: A --~ B2 are e.~beddings of A 
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into structures B~ a~<; B., in X, then ~.here is C ~ v at~d embeddings g,: ~ ~- C and 
go: Be--, 127. such ~hat the diagram of Fig. ! commutes. 
C 
g I / g. : \ 
: / / /  
B, B_, 
A 
Fig. I, 
Definiltion 1.I0. Let ~' be a class of structures. Then X has the joint embedding 
property if for all A, B in the class ~, there is C ~ 5' and emt~eddings f~: A --~ C and 
We frequently abbreviate the amalgamation property by AP and the join~ 
embedding property by JEP. 
Theorem 1.11. Suppose that X is a universal class. Then v = X-r for some complete 
~hecry )~ iff xZ has the joint embedding property. 
Proof. First assume that X has JEP, Let {A, : i < A} be a welbordering of the 
countable structures in X (to be more precise ~ve choose a representative of each 
countable isomorphism class of v) .  We define a chain {B~},,,~ of structures in X by 
induction on c~ as follows. First let B~, = Ao. Suppose B~ has been defined for all 
~. </3. If /3 = 3 a limit ordinal then let /t~ = U,~<¢B,,. Since £ has the joint 
embedding property there is C E ~" such, that i~:~  C and A~, <~ C. Let B, = the 
substructure of C generated by /~ U A:~. We defir~e B 0 similarly if ¢1 = y + I for 
some y. Let B = CJ ....... B,, and define T = Th ([3). 
Claim. v = X-r. For suppose that C ~ v. We want to show that Da(C)U  T is 
consistent. Let 7r be ~ finite subset of this set and let {x, . . . . .  x,, } be the elements of (" 
,':hose names appear in yr. Then if A is the substructure of C ~:enerated by 
{x~ . . . . .  x,,} there is an embedding f ,.~ A in B. If C, ~ ~ F/D.,(C') then A ~ C~ so 
B N.f(C~). Since B~T it follows that B~Tr.  Hence there is ~ model 13~ of 
D:~(C)U T and clearly B~[L(T)  is a model of T and C embeds in B,. 
Suppose n~w ~hat ~ = Xr for some complete theory T. Let A and B be 
structures in E. We want to show that DA (A)  U Do(B)  U T is consistent. Let "n- be 
a finite subset of this set of sentences and let 7r~= ,rr n DA(A)  and ",,'2- 
I-~ Da (B). We can conjoin all etements of ~r~ to form a single seatence C~. Let the 
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set of constants appearing in C= (not in L) be replaced by a sequence of variables v~ 
and let the formula so obtained be 6'~. Ther~ A ~ 7v~(~, Let ,4 be a mode! of T 
such that / t  > A. Then e{ D 3v,(',. Since T is complete we mast have T ~- =lv,¢/'~. 
Similarly we can form a ~,cntence 3 viC'~ corresponding to tee such that T ~- B vjC_,. So 
any model C of T models =1v~(77~ and 3v, C':. With an appropr iate interpretation of
constants we can therefore obtain a model of ~r. Hence DA(A)U DA(B)U  T is 
consistent so Xr has JEP. []  
Theorem 1.12. AP  and JEP are independent properties of universal classes. 
Proof. We first exhibit an example of a universal class X~ which has AP  but not 
JEP. Let the theory T be defined as follows: L(T)  = {U(v0), 2}~ The theory T says 
that both U and -1 U are infinite sets. Then T is a consistent theory. Suppose that 
A ~ ST and A ~< B~ and A ~< Be. Let C be an L(T)  structure such that 5 E U or 
---7 U according as 2 -C U(A)  or ~ E --1 U(A ) and 
u(c)l >-! u(B,)I + l u(B,)I  
and 
--7 u (c ) l  > r-~ u(B,)I +I-~ u(B_,)I. 
Thea clearly we can define embeddings rE: B,--~ C and f;: B2--+ C such that 
C 
/ \ 
B1 B~, 
",,. / 
A 
commutes. But X, does not have the joint embedding prope :ty, for there is a model 
~/, of T in which :7 ~_ U(':[~) and a model Via of T in which 07 E -n U(PL,). 
Define a structure ?t a~ follows: A = R,,(x~),<,oU R,,(yi) .... O{x} wt,,ere (x,)~<,o 
and (y,),<,o are iqjoint sequencc~ of distinct elements and x is distinct from all x, 
and y,. We define two operations on A : f (x ,  x) = y, Vi < so and f(a, b) = a for all 
other pairs (a,b}, and f(y,)  = x, Vi < w a:~d f (a )  = a for all other a. Let T be 
Th (?I). Then since T is colnplete v r  has JEP. But note that {x} is a substructure of
?~ and the maps f,: {x}-+ ~t, where f , (x)  = x, and f:: {x}-* 8[, where fa(x) = x,, are 
both embeddings of {x} into ~t. Suppose C ff Zr  and 
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C 
/ 
/ 
i i 
9{ ?[ 
\ / 
{x} 
is a commutative diagram. We can assume that C is a model of T. Then letting 
g,f~(x) = gzf_.(x)= .~ we have that the -~ap f(vo. 2) is not the identky map. Since 
C ~ 9l there is a unique element y of C such that f(vo, y) is not the identity m~d so 
2 = y But 37 is equal to g2f(y~) since f~(x) =)(y , )  in ~, and y / [ ( z )  for any z ~2 C 
since in 91 the unique .element satisfying f (v , , ,x ) /v , ,  satisfies Vz(x / - f (z ) ) .  
Contradiction. So ~'r doe~ not have the amalgamation property. 
Definition 1.13. A first order theory T is full if for all formulas q,(v,)CL(T, ,  
there is a predicate symbol R(v,) such that T~-Vv,(#J(v,)<~R(v,)). 
In subsequent sections we will study some of the properties of complete frill 
theories T and of the universal class Xr generated by 7". The following theorem is; 
an important ool in this study. 
Theorem 1.14. Suppose that T is a complete fu[t theory Then Xr has ~he amar,- 
gamation property. 
Proof. Let A E E and suppose that f,: A ---. B, and f2: A .-, B2 are embeddings of 
A into structures B~,B~ in £-,. Let To = D. , (A)U T and "I] = Da(B, )U T for 
i = 1.2. We assume that 
(L.(T 0 - L(T,,)) N (L(T:) -. t,(To)) = 0 
and that 
Va ~ A(~ = j'~(-~)= f~'a)) (where ~ is the constant for a). 
Suppose that T Io T: is not consistent. Then by the compactness theorem there is 
= 0(& . . . .  ,&5~ . . . . .  b',)E T~, 
0 = o(a, . . . . .  &~ . . . . .  e , )~ T~ 
such that {t,b, 0} is not consistent and a, ~ A Vi ~< k. Since 7] is consistent there is a 
model "~t, of T, for i = 1,2. Then 
,?l: t L(%) ~ 3 v,q,( a, . . . . .  &v~ ) 
and 
t~!~ f L(T,,) b= 3v, O(& ..... &vj ). 
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Now sir'ice T is complete and full the theory T0 is complete, so 9I, IL(T~,)~ 
P[~ l" L(To), so 9[, [ L(T0) ~ = ::lej0(& . . . . .  &v,). From our assumptions above this easily 
yields a contradiction. So T, tO "_~ is consistent. It follows that the,e is a mode! C 
and this structure (with embeddings defined in the obvious way) satisfies the 
requirements of the assertion. [] 
Let V be a universal class. A structure A ~ E is called maximal if A has no 
proper extension: in v. Clearly A maximal implies A finite. 
Theorem 1.15. Suppose T is a first order theory and A is a finite T-generic structure. 
The~, A is maximal in Vr. 
Pr,a, of. Suppose A is T-generic and I A I = n < ¢o. Define 
r& ---- 3X, ...... 3X,, Vy(y =X,V . . . . .  vy  =X, ,AX~/X 'A  . . . . .  AX,,.-~/X,). 
Then A > g, so there is F C..i DA(A)  such that Pf~ 0. Suppose that A ~ B for some 
B in X,-, and B i:s a proper extension of A. Let x E B - A. Let Q be the following 
forcing condition 
where .r, . . . .  x,, are the elements of A. Since A ~< B the set Q; = Q u P is a forcing 
conoitioq. Let (Q,) ..... be a complete sequence of forcing conditions over Q, and let 
A: be the cancmcal :~rtlcture determined by (Q,}~ ..... Then A, is T~generic and 
PGD~(A, )  sc A,~] .  ~. But QC_D.,(A,)  so that !A , l>n+l .  Contradiction. 
Consequently ,~ is maximal in .Yr. [] 
The follow,.~g theocem provides a converse to the above re;ult. The proof is due 
to Lachlan at.d confirms a conjecture of the author. 
Theorem 1,16. Suppose that T is a first order theory and A @ Xr is a maximal 
structure, Then A is T-generic. 
Proof. The proof i~ by induction on the complexity of ~p. The only nontriviai case 
is 1hat ill which ~ = --7 &. If A I =- #, then there is Q C_ D~ (A) such that Q IF TM to by the 
induction hypothesis. Hence no P C Da(A)  forces ---n 4s. S~<pposc that A ~--nO. 
('ho~>;c P C Da (A)  such that f( r any structure M in Xr saiisfying P (tinder some 
assignmcut {¢~ the constants in P) we have: 
(i) A [L,~, is isomorphic to M IL,,. where l.a, consists of the nonlogical symbols 
in ,lJ and the isom ~rphism is generated in the natural way via the assignment of 
constants; 
(it) P has no >odet ir~ v.~. of power > JA  J. 
Suppose ;dmre is a forcing conditior~ Q extending P such that Q ID to. Then there 
is a T-generic model M, in X.r such that M, ~= O. Hence Mt D tO. Also A i'L,;, 
M,~'L~, and so A D,#. Cor~trad}ction. So by definition PID-'nq~. Hence A is 
T-generic. 
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The fol lowirg example, dt~e {0 G. Chertin, shows that there is a theory T such 
that all T-gen,~ric structures are finite. This answers a question of the author. 
Example I. Let L={P~}~<,,U{O} where each P, is a treaty predicate and Q is a 
binary predicate. F is the theory ha-,ing the following axioms: 
{Vx[P,(x)---~ VyQxy ,~ i,41~ il: i < co} 
where here A denotes the universe of a model. Consider the sentence ?]]xVyQxy. 
Let {Q,} ...... be a complete sequence of forcing conditiom,. Then there is i < a~ such 
that Q, [~-~xVyOxy or O, I~-7.qxVyOxy,  Suppose that the latter holds. Then 
there is no forcing condition P extending Q, such that P forces 3xVyQxy.  Let M 
be a model of Q~ in Sr and let M,, be the finite substructure of M generated by the 
constants in Q~. Ttlen MOP--Q~. Now M0 does not imply Pj(/?)for any j < ~0 and 
element c ~ Mo for if so then Q~ U Pj(~) is a forcing conditiom But then if M, is 
some T-generic structure with Q, U P,(E)c_" D,~(M~) we have M~t = -7 3xVyOxy 
but Mt ~ VyQ(c, y). Contradiction. f;,ince M0 is finite there is j >!M.  1. Then it is 
consistent o extend M~, by a point a such that P j (a)  holds as well as O(a,y)  
Vy C M. and Q(a, a). So then Q, U P,(8) is a consistent forcing con0ition. Once 
again this yields a cor~tradiction. So Q, 1N3xVyOxy. Hence O, tI=VyO(/: , y) fo~- 
some constant g. Suppose that no Q, forces P, (g) for any r < 0). Then if M: is the 
T-generic structure determined by the sequence {Q~} ...... we ha~e MeD-~ P~(c) 
Vr < ~o. If M, is maxima! there is nothing to prove  Otherwise M2 is not ma×imal m 
S,r and so it is consistent to extend M~'by a new point b not related to c by the 
relation Q. Then Q, U {-nO((,/~)} is consistent. Contradiction. So some O, forces 
P~(6) for some r < ~ and this implies that M2 is maximal. E] 
Question 1. is taere a set of algebraic on aitions that ensure that a universai class 
v = v r :for some complete ful~ T? For some model complete theory T? 
2. The structure of algebraic extensions 
In the following we assume that X is a universal class in a count~h!e langt,;,.ge 
L(-v). 
Definition 2.1. Suppose :hat B~ and Be are elements of }7 and A <~ B~ and 
A ~ B2. Twc points b~ E B~ and b ,~ B2 are A-equivate~! if there is an isomor- 
phism f:  A(b~)- ,A(b-) ,  such that f(o) = a Va ~ A and f(b,)= be. Here A(b)  
denotes tbo '.t,",:ct;.,re generated by A U{b}. 
Definition 2.2. Suppose L = L(Z)  and T = Th (Z). They. La is the set of all open 
(quantifier free) L formulas. If A E X, then L,. (4 )  denotes the set of all open 
formulas in the language L t J{8 :a  CA} (where d is a new constant symbol). 
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Interpret fi by a. Then DA(A)={O~LA(A}:At  =0}.  SA(A) is the set of all 
l-types in the language La(A)  consistent with DA(A)U T. ST~(A) is shnilarly 
defined for n-types. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A E SondE,  and B._ are extensions of A in X. If  b, E B~ 
and b~_ E B:, then bt and b: are ,4 -equivalent iff they realize the same F E &, ( A ). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Definition 2.4 (J6nsson). Suppose B E X and A ~< B. A point b ~ B is algebraic 
over A if VCEX with C I>A there are only a finite number of points of C 
A-equivaler~t to b E B. 
Definition 2°5. S appose A ~ Z and F E SA(A). Then F is an LA(A)-algebraic 
type if there is B >/4  in E and b E B realizing F such that b is algebraic over A. A 
~ormula +(vo)~ LA(A)  is an LA(A)-a!gebraic formula if ~'(vo) has only a finite 
number of solutions in any extension B ,  ~f A in ~. The formula ¢,0 is irreducible over 
A if there is no 0 ~ LA(A)  such that both t/J A 0 and ~ A ~0 have solutions in 
extensions of A in E. 
We can extend these definitions, as welt as the following lemmas, to the case of 
n-variable formulas and types. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose A ~ E and F -7 S,~ (A ) is a,, L.a (A )-algebraic ,ype. If B > A 
in E and b ~- B realizes 2~ then b is clgebraic over A. In any extension C of A in 
there are only a finite number of points realizing i: 
The proof of this lemma is immediate from the definitions and Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.7 (AP). Suppose theft A ~ v and F ~ 5A(A ) is La(A )-algebraic. There 
is an irreducib& LA(A )-atgebraic formula ¢P(v,0 such that: 
(i) 0 ~ r 
(it) if B ~ A in V and b E B is a solution 0]'4:. then b has LA(A )..type F. 
Proof. Let 5 be the ~et of all finite subsets of 1: If s@$.  then ^s  is the 
conjunction of al! lhc formulas in s. For each s ~ S define s,, = -::] ~ nv,,( A s). Then 
T --- l J ,~s {s, : i .:. ~o }. Now ~et 7r = {F(('~)} U {6~ / ?j} where {L } ..... is a new sequence 
of constants. Then if T is consistent with DA (A)  kJ Th (X) so is 7r, contradicting our 
a~sumption that F ;° an La(A) -a!gcbra ic  type,. This foilows from the compactness 
lheorem. Consequently, there is a fir, ire subset X of 7" which is not consistent with 
DA (.4) U Th (E). Let {s' . . . . .  s '}  be the set of all s C S such that for some i < w we 
have s, E X, and let I¢ < (~ be the greatest n such ihat for some s E S the formula s,, 
is in X. Each s' is f, nile so 1,.) s' = s is in S. Clearly st, is not consistent with 
Da(A)UTh(~') .  Since s C _ F this set of formulas is consisten; with DA(A)U 
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Th(S) .  It follo,vs that As is La (A)  algebraic. Clearly A .~ F. lf As is i~c~t 
irreducible let {F, . . . . .  f;, } be the set of all F ~Z S~, ( 4_ ) such that a s =-2_ F. Say U~ = F. 
For each F, with i > 1 we can find a formula :~ ~_ I ,  such that -n 0, ~- F. Le~ 
O= As  a A--nO,. 
Then ~/~ is irreducible over A and 0 ~ i'. El 
Suppose B is an t "tension of A in 57. It follows from the Lemmas 2.6 arid 2.7 that 
a point b U B is at~;ebraic over A iff b is a :;a'a~tion of an irreducible algebraic 
formula in LA (A) .  
Let A ~S and ~b(v0)~LA(A)  be an algebraic formuta. The degree of @ is 
defined to be max{1 g,(B) IB ~>A}. Tl-e degree rnust be < a). if X has AP then for 
any extension B of A there is C ~ B such that [~b'(C)[ = degree g~. 
A universal class X has the extensioa proper~y if VA ~ X and F,, F~, LA (A }-types 
(in way number of variables) if B > A rea[izes I', then ~C ~ v 't' _~ w~ (~ C>B such 
that C realizes F.,. Note that since open fornmlas are persistent under extension C 
flso realizes t',. 
Lemma 2.8. S has the extension property iff S has AP. 
Proof. It is immediate that AP implies tl~e extension proper~y. So suppose 2' has 
the extension property. If A E X and f,: A --> 13~ and f,: A --~ B., are embeddings of 
A into structures B, and B., in ~ v then we can use the compactness theorem to 
construct a structure C and embeddngs  g~: B~--~ C and gz: B:---> C satisfying the 
requirements of the amalgamation property as follows. Represent he diagrams of 
B, and B~ usir.g a constant fi for f~(a) and f2(a) respectively Va ~ A, and using 
disjoint sets of constants for the reraaining elements of B~ and B,. Now we can 
argue as in the proof of Theorem 1.6. []  
It follows from the above lemma that if X does not have the amalgamation 
property then 3A ~ X and an extension B of A in X st::ch that for some type 
F ~ S7~(A) (for som~. n < a,) there is no extension of F to S"A(B). 
Lemma 2,9. Suppose B E X and A ~ B. If F E Sa (A)  has ~ ,~ realizations in B, 
then F has a (nontrivial) extension P to SA(B). 
Proof. Let rr be the following set of formulas: 7r = F U {v0# x :x  ~- Y'~ where 
X = {y: P, b~ F(y)}. By assumption !X [~ ,.o. Then ,-r U D,~(B) is consistent by the 
compactness theorem with Th(X) .  Let C ',e a model; we can assume that 
B <~ C = C [ L(N) and some c E C ~ B realize; F. Then c realizes ome 3 ~ &, (B) 
so FC/~.  []  
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that A E v and t~(v:,)~ La(A)  is algebraic. There is a 
finitely " , ~ ' ' ~'' ~ t a ~ ~,toDb~.i~. gen~rmea substructure Ao of A such that ~vo)  is , -~ ~v-~,~ ,:, ,-. 
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Proof. Consider the set of sente.nces 
7r = Th (X) tJ DA (A )  tO {?-q ~ nvoO(v~,): n < to}. 
Since ~(vo) is algebraic over A this set is not consistent  so by the compactness 
theorem some finite subset m~ is net consistent. Let y = m, fq Da(A)  and let 
{&, . . . ,  &} be all the constants in LA{A)~ L,, appearing in this set. Clearly the 
constants appearing as parameters in ~, are in the above set of constants o if A,, is 
generated by d f . . . . .  a-a,, then 4, ~ La(A,;) and is algebraic over Ao. []  
If X has AP, we can si~arpen the above result. 
Lemma 2.11. Assume the amalgamation property. If A ~X and g,(vo)= 
4~(& . . . . .  &v,,) is an La(A )-algebraic fimnula (where & . . . . .  & are all the new 
constants appearing in g,), then ~ is algebraic ow'.r the substructure 4o generated by 
~1,. . . ,  ~n. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is C>~A,., and a sequence ~c,),<,o f dis~inct 
elements of C such thg~ CD g~(G)Vi '< co. Let B amalgamate C and A over A,,. 
We can assume that C ~ B and A -<-- B. But then 13 is an extension of A in which ~/~ 
has ~ oJ sotutkms. Co~tradiction. ,¢Zt_ 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that 2 has AP. Let A ~ X and ~9(vo) be an L.x(A)- 
algebraic formula. Then ~ ha.s a unique (up to logical equivalence) ]aetorization into 
irreducible LA(A)-algebraie formulas. That is, there are irredt~cible formulas 
{~b, : i<n} in La(A)  such that g<(/,,0)=~s~(v,)v . . . . .  v0,,(v0) and if t~-~ 
O,(v~) v , . . . ,  v 0~, (v,,) where each O~ is irreducible, then n = k and for each i <~ n ghere 
is ], such that ~ = Or 
Proof. Suppose that ~/, is no' irreducible over A. Then there is 0 ~! LA (A)  such 
that both ~,0 ^  0 and ~/j. ^ -7 0 have solutions in some ex~.ension B of ,4. Since '5 is 
algebraic both factors have < degree g, solutions in any extension. Since degree 
,~, < ~o we can clearly proceed inductively to obtain LA (A )-algebraic formalas 
{,q~, : i ~ M} such that each {), is irreducible and g, ~ 4'~ v . . . . .  v ~, .  Suppose filat 
0~ v . . . . .  v ,~, is anmher such factorization. Let B > A be such that i~(/3)1 = deg,~ee 
~f,. Let X = 4*(B), Then since d~ = V~Mth, and each ~,b, is nontrivial X is part it ioned 
into M sets X, with X, = gs,(B) (X , /0 ) .  Since 4,, is irrec~ucible ore - A each of the 
solutions in B of q,5 have the same type F~ over A. Ciearly i~ j  -=> N,/F,.  The 
partition {X, : i -<- n} correspo~ding to the factorization of ~ by the formulas 8 is 
also a partit ion accordi g to La (A)4ype.  Hence M = n ~ind.for each i ~ M there is 
j ~ n with X~ = X*,. 'Fhen by Lemma L7 we have v':~ --~ O, a:ld Oi -~ ~I,, so 4', ~ 0i. D 
In his paper, "Algebraic extensiovs of relational sy,'¢ter, ls," B. J6nsson considered 
classes K of relational structures atisfying the following four axioms: 
(1) K is closed under isomorpMsm, 
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(2) K is closed mW:r  substructure. 
(3) K is closed und :r direct systems, 
(4) K has the amal~,~,mation property. 
Utilizing Definition 2.z J6nsson extended a considerable portion of field theory 
to classes satisfying these axioms. He left open the folh~wing t~,o probiems: 
(A) If K is a class of relational structures aad K satisfies axioms 1-4, is K 
transitive'? 
A class K of relational structurer, is trm~sitive if whenever A ~ K and B is an 
algebraic e'.:tcnsion of A in K (that i;, m;e whose elements are aIi algebraic over A ) 
and C is aq algebraic extension of B th~ n C is an algebraic extension c,f A. 
(B) If K is a universal class with AP  (and hence a class of relational s~rucmres 
satisfying a::ioms 1-4), is there a notion equivalent to Defini.tion 2.4 and a,~ak~gous 
to the notion of polynomial equatiml in field theory? 
Our notion of algebraic formula gives a satisfactory solution to que.~tion B, as will 
become clear from our further developmeat of the theory in this chapter, and from 
our application of this theory at ~.he end of the section to fields and integral 
domains. The following example, due ~o LacMan, answers question A.* 
Example 1, We define the structure A as fc::ilow'~;: The tmiw:rse of A is tile set 
co U U {{no, rt,}' n ~2 ~o}u Y where Y is the ~;et of all sequences (x~) ...... such that 
X, = i,, or i,. The language of A is {O,f(v,,), R(v,,  v~), g(v,, v,)}. The function # is the 
identity except on co where it acts as the successor function. We define R a = 
(x,),<~ {(n, n,) i  = 0, t and n < w} and g((x,), n) = X;, where E 'Y and n ~2 co a~ld 
g t - , ,  = Z, for all other pairs. We now define the class K to be the set of all 
isomorphs of substructures of A. It is immediate that K satisfies conditions 1-3 and 
4 can be proven as follows. We give a description of the automorphi.';ras of A. For 
each s C 2" define an automorphism ]i, of A as follows. Let t" denote addition 
mod 2. Then 
f , (n )  = nVn E co, ]'~ (n,) = n ...... for a, G A ~ (Y t.! ~o) 
and 
]~((x,)) = (/~(x,)}, .... for (x,}, .... E Y. 
It is clear that each f, for s E~ 2 `° is well defined and is in fact an a~tomorphism. 
Furthermore if h is aoy automorphism of A then h = f~ for some s ~- 2". Now let 
C = co and i9 = A ~- Y. Then C and B are elements of K and we have C < B < A. 
Clearly B is algebraic over C and A is an algebraic extension of B, but from the 
above description of the automorphisms of A we see tl~at A is net algebraic over 
C. 7A 
Example 2, Let L ={U,R(vo, v,)}. T say,~: ~he following 
(i) U is infinite, 
(ii) -7 U has exactly one element, 
(iii) Vxy E U(-~R(xy)) ,  
(iv) let z C -1 U; 
*J6nsson had an ear',er unpublished example. 
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then there is exactly ene elemen~ in U in the set R(z, v). 
Then Xr is not transitive. For let x be any element of U in a model of T not in 
the set R (z, v). Then letting Ao b,~: the subst:'ucture whose elements are {x } and A~ 
the model whose elements are {x z} (where z ~ ~ U) we see that A~ is algebraic 
over Ao but letting A~ be the model whose elements are {x, z, x~} where a;~ is in 
R(z, v) we see that As is algebraic over' A~ but not over Ao. [] 
Suppose that A, B are relational structures. Then B is a l]ni~:e xtension of A if B 
is generated by A U X where X C B and IX ]< w. 
Theerera 2.13 (J6nsson). Suppose K is a class of structures atisfying conditions 
1-4 and A, B, C are elements of K. If B is a finite algebraic extension of A and C is an 
algebraic extension of B, then C is an algebraic extension of A. 
Lemma 2.14 (J6nsson). Suppose K is a class of structures satiffying conditions 1-4 
and A, B are elements of K. If B >i A and the subset U of B is algebraic over A, then 
the substructure Bo generated by A U U is a:~ algebraic extension of A. 
Theorem 2o15. Suppose X has the amalgamation property. Then v is tramitive, 
ProoL Suppose that A, B, C are elements of v, and B is an algebraic extension of 
A, and t7 is an algebraic extension of B. Let c ff C. Since c is algebraic over B it 
realizes an LA (B )-algebraic type F. Let $ be ~m irreducible La(B)-algebraic 
formula contain(d in 12 Let Bo be the substructure generated by A and the 
elements whose constants appear in ~I~. Then 4, is an LA(Bo)-algebraic formula 
which implie~ that c is algebraic over Bo. Hence (applying Lemma 2.14) the 
substructure B~ generated by Bo and c is algebraic over Bo. This implies by 
Theorem 2.13 that c is algebraic over A. [] 
This result was first proved by Jdnsson and Engeler by a different method. 
Lemma 2.16. Suppose A ~ v and 0:(vo) .. . . .  O,(v,-O are La(A )-atgebraic for- 
mula~s. Then 6~(v~,)A . . . .  , ^  O,,(v,_,)= y(v,) is algebraic over A. 
Preof. If not then there is B ~A in which y(v~) has an infinite sequence of 
distinct solutions (b,) ...... It foI~ows that there is j such that the proje tion on the jth 
coordinate of tl~is seque~ce is infinite. Contradiction. [] 
At this point we digres.; from t]'=e main line of our development of the theory of 
algebra;,c extensions to give a brief discussion of a parallel and related theory for a 
ciass Xr generated by a complete full theory T. 
Lemma 2.17. Suppose T is a complete full theory and A ~2 ST. If '~ and ~2 are 
models of T and ft: A -~ ~ ana f~: A "-> ~2 a,e embeddings, then 
Proof. Let H be an algebraic extension of A a;,d C an algebraic extension nE R 
tt> SCOW ‘hat ihc formula O,(O,) A, . ., A R,, (u,,) has :I finite number O’ SO~LI~~~>IIS in 
L-algebraic over A so assume thar. c E C - B. Let rr(&, . ., b;,u,,)E L(B) b.: an 
algehraih: formula with c as solution. For i G i d it let 0, E Lt.4 ) he an L-algebraic 
formula with b, as solution. Then we can argue similarly to fhe prwf of Lemma 2.16 
to show that the formula Hl(v,) A.. ., A @,(o,) has a finite number of solutions in 
any extension of A. Suppose that T can have m solutions. Let y(utl> be itie 
followir. 2 formula 
32!,, ., U”(b,(UIjA,. * I, A @,,I&& 1 /’ 3 G ??za,,(?r(tt,a+,)j /I 7r(a:z4Jj. 
Cteariy c is a solution of yfvo) E %.(A ), so it remains only to show that ;,(zk> is an 
L-algebraic formuta. Suppose that 9% s A contains ;in infinite sequence (r,),,, of 
solutions of r(vO). For each X, there is a sequence b, satisfying the formu?a 
@,(t;ljA,. . .1 n B,(t),). Since this formula has only a finite number oi solutions in any 
extension tkre is a sequence b! whic!~ satisfies the formula 
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O,(v,) ^  . . . . .  ^ O.(v.)  ^  ~ -< mvo(.r(V, Vo)) ^  r(v,x~) 
for an infinite number of x,. Contradiction. []  
Note that Theorem 2.19 and Lemma 2.18 yield a direct proof that for T complete 
and full XT is transitive (in the sen'se previously defined). For suppose B is 
Ln-algebraic over A and C is La-algebraic over B. Then B is L-algebraic over A 
and C is L-algebraic over B. So C is L-algebraic over A. Let c ~ C ~ A. Then c is a 
solution of an L-algebraic formu!a $(v0)~ L(A ). But then C ~ ~(c) and clearly 
is LA (A )-algebraic. 
Let T be a complete theory. We define an extension T* of T as follows. Suppose 
that O(vo . . . . .  v,__,)~ L(T). Let R~, be a new n-ary predicate symbol and let 0+ be 
the sentence Vv~(Ro(v~)~--> 4,(v,)). Then T* = r U{O:,: O ~ L(T)}. 
Lemma 2.20. Let T be a complete theory. Then T* is a fldl e :tension of T. 
Proof. Suppose tha~ T* ~ 3vo . . . .  , v,,-~t!J(v~) where 4' L(T*). Correlated with 
each predicate symbol R~ C L(T*) ~ L(T)  appearing i~ J is a formuia tb, which is 
equivalent to R, We "an form the formula 0 '  ~- L(T) by replacing ew~rywhcre in ~, 
the symbol R, by ~,. We can then show by induction on the length of g¢ that 
T*~-~ ~ 4'. Now since O 'E  L(T) there is by the definition of T* a predicate 
symbolR, .suchthat  T*,a tT,.~-~Uso T*~-R, . ,~O.  Hence T* i sa fu l t theory .  [] 
Note that if T is complete then T* is also complete. Consequently the above 
construction and lemma provide a large stock of examples of full complete theories 
and so also a large stock of examples of universal classes with AP. For if T is 
complete and full then by Corollary 1.1 XT- is a universal class and Theorem 1.14 
implies XT- has AP. 
Definition 2.21. Suppose X is a universal cla.,s with AP, and A C v. Let qJ(v,~)C 
LA (A) be algebraic over A. If B >~ A, then dJ splits in B if, for all C > B, if C ~= t/~(c) 
for some element c of C, then c E B. The structure B is a splitting extension of A 
fr~r O if ~/J splits in 13 and for all C with A -~. C ~< B if ~'~ splits in C, then B = C 
~ ~t'~e remainder of this section we assume that v is a universal class with t~e 
amalgamation property. 
Lemma 2.22. Lel ,4 ~ .~ ff tO is algebraic over A, then there is c splitting extension 
B of A for ~tJ. 
Proof, There Js C ~ A such that ~ splits in C, for if not we can construct an 
increasing chain (A~)~.~o, of structures over A such that 4~(A. , )~ ~(A~). Then if 
B = lJ A~ we have [gJ(B)[ ~ w which contradicts the fact that 0 is algebraic. Let B~ 
be the structure generate{~ by A U 4J(C) in C. Ther~ B is a splitting extension for 
4;. L-J 
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Note that if f :  A ~ B is an isomorphism. ~hen f itlduces a map f:  L.A (A }--> onto 
La(.B) defined by: 
f(~l*(a, . . . . .  a,lv,)) = 4,(f(a,) . . . . .  f(a,,), v,). 
Lemma 2.23. Suppose that A~,A :  are sgrucmres in >2 ,.:nd f: A~--+A2 is an 
isomorphism. Let q, ~ L..,(A,) be an algebraic jbrmula and suppose B~ is a spl:tging 
extension of A~ for ~F'. and B: is a splitting exgension of B~ for f(q~). Tl~en ~hem is a~ 
isamorph,sm .f~ : B, ~. ' that the followine, at,.:g:'am commutes: 
fJ 
B,  . . . . . . .  B_~ 
I 
~ I "  
i t 
, f 
A~ ~A2 
Proof. Since V has the amalgamation property there is C ~ Z' and embeddings 
g~: Bt---~ C and g:: B:--* C. such that the following diagram commu~es: 
- J J  
1~y ~ . 
~ f t / J  
A,  , Ae B: . - /  
Let {x, . . . . .  ~.} = X be the solutions of ~1~ in B, and {:~, . . . . .  .f,,} = .X be the solutions 
of *?(g~) in Be. Since the diagram commutes we have tha{ (g:i)f(,#) = (g , i )0h) -  ~. 
Hence g,(X) = g.(.~). Let g,(X) = {y~ . . . . .  y,,} and let C~ be the substructure of C 
generated by 
g, i (A )U{y ,  . . . . .  y,}, where y, := g,tx,). 
Then g, maps B~ onto C~ for if x C C, then 
x = t (g~(a , ) ,  y,,  . . . . .  y,k) = t (g , (a , ) ,  g (x , . , )  . . . . .  g(x,~)). 
Since g~ is an embedding , is an isomorphism of B~ and C,. Similarly, g.. is an 
isomorphism of B: and C> The map f~ can now be defined to be g2'g~. By the 
commutativity of the diagram f :  has  the  desired properties. 
Coro l la ry  2.24. Suppose ga is algebraic over A ~- ~. Then all splitting extensions of 
A .for 6 are isomorphic over A. 
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Definition 2.25. Let A ~ .,5. Then A is algebraically closed if A has no proper 
algebraic extensions. An extension B of .4 is an algebraic closure of A if B is an 
algebraically closed algebraic extensicn of A. 
Theorem 2.26, Suppose A ~ ~_'. Them is B ~ X which is an algebraic !osure of A. 
I f  B~ ~ ~ is an algebraic closure of A, then B and B2 are isomorphic over A. 
Proof, Let X be the set of all La (A )-algebraic fornmlas. We can welt-order this 
set: X={6, : I~<i<A}.  Define a chain (A~) for all i<A by induction on i as 
follows: A,,= A. If A,~ has been defined for all L~ </3 then we let A,  be a 
splitting extension of tp~ over I..J~<~A~,. Define B = I.-J~<~ A~,. Then if C ~>B and C 
is an algebraic extension of B then C is an algebraic extension of A. Suppose 
c E C Then c is the solution of soi'ne algebraic formula ,,/Jo ~ X. Since q~,~ splits in 
A ,  and C/> A,  we have that c E A~. Hence C ~ B which means C = B. Hence B 
is algebraically ciosed. 
Now suppose that B~ is an algebraic closure of A. We define an increasing 
sequerce of maps f~ embedding A~ in B~. First define f~,: A,--~ B to be the ident;ty 
on A. ~,,~ppose that embeddings ]:, |~ave t~een defined for all a. </3 an(i/3 = y + t. 
Since ~3 is algebraically closed there is a splitting exv.msion A~ for 0~ over f~ (A~) 
in B~. Snce f,(qfo)= ~;, and A~ is a splitting extension of A ,  for the !'ormula y~ 
there i ~ an isomorphism f~ : Aa -* onto A~ extending f~. Suppose that /~ is a limit 
ordinal Let ~ = LJo.~f~ ; we can now proceed a~ above to obtain the map f~. Let 
f = (.J~.:~f~. The~: f (B)  is algebraically closed, since it is isomorphic to B. Hence 
B~ =f (B)  since A <~f(B)~B~ and t3, is an algebraic closure of /:~. By the 
definition of f it follows that B~ and B are isomorphic over A. E2 
If A E v we say that 13 is a splitting extension of A if there is a family H of 
LA (A )-algebraic formulas, such that each 0 E H splits in B and if there is C. such 
tha. ~ A ~< C~< B and each 0 ~ 11 splits in C, then C= B. 
Definition 2.27. Suppose A E X. An algebraic extension B of A is a normal 
extension of A if, wl~enever 0 is an irreducible algebraic fornmla in L~(A)  and 
~here is x E B such tl, at B ~ 0(x), then 0 splits in B. 
Lemma 2°28, Let A E X and ~J E LA (A ) be algebraic over A. If B is a splitting 
extension of A for ~]~, &en B is a normal extension of A. 
Proof. Let {xl . .,x~} be the solution set of 6 in B. Let 0 be an irreducible 
algebraic formula :and suppose i3 ~= O(b) for some b ~ B. Supp,.~se that C ~ B and 
b~ E C ~ B is a :;olution of 0. Since 0 is irreducible the points b and bt realize the 
same F C Sa (A)  and :onsequently there is a~', isomorphism f of A (b) and A (b,) 
over A. Let B~ ~-: C be the substructure generated by A (b~)LJ {x, . . . . .  x~}. Then B~ 
is a splitting extension of ~b over A (b0. Since B is a spn ..... ~ extension of A (b) for 
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~b there is an extension f, of f mapping B isomorpl~icaily omo B,. N.:~w b :: t(x,) 
where t is an L., (A)-~erm so b, = f (b )  = f , (b)  :-- f,(l(x, )} = t ( f  (x,)). SiI~cc f, !-na~ s
the set {x~ . . . . .  x~} onto itself we have a contradiction of the assumption that h~ ff B. 
Hence 0 splits in B. 
Assume now that B is a splitting extension of A ' -  S. Let 0 be an irreducibIe 
algebraic formula in L,, (A )  and suppose that B > ~)(b) for some b ~ B. Since B is a 
splitting extension there is a fami!y ",v of algebraic formulas such that each ~b ~ 7r 
splits in B and the set {x: B > q~(x)a O E-'. rr} = Z generates /3 over A. It foliows 
thgt there is an L., (A )-term t r~d a sequence {z~ . . . . .  z,} in Z such that 
b=t(z~ . . . .  z,). Let G be an element of rr such that B>O,(z , )  and define 
4' = g'~ v . . . . .  v &,,, Let B0 be the substructure of B generated by A tO {x: B ~= <b(x)}. 
Since each 4', splits in B the structure B,, is a splitting extension of A for 0 and 
b U B,,. By the lemma it follows that ~9 splits in B,, and kence 0 splits in B. 
Consequently B is a normal extension of A. On the other hand if B is a normal 
extension of A let 
rr ={0:0C I . .~(A) . ,x0  is irreducible /x3b~B~B~0(b)} .  
Clearly each element of rr. splits in 13 and there can be no C such that A *~ C ~/3  
with ti~.is property. We have proven the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.29. Let A E S. Then B (5_ ~" is a splitKng extension of A iff B is a normal 
e:xtens~;on of  A.  
Note that if B in the statement of the above result is a finite normal extension of 
A, thin e is an LA (A )-algebraic formula ~ such that B is the splitting extension of A 
for the formula ~. Consequently B is a finite normal extension of A iff B is a 
splitting extension of A for some formula gJ which is algebraic over A. 
Theorem 2.30. Suppose A,  [3 are structures in v and B is a finite normal extension 
of A.  I f  (xl . . . . .  x,} and (),~ . . . . .  y.) are sequences in F3 realizing the same LA(A)  
n- type F(v~ ), then there is an A - automorphism g of  B, such that g (x, ) = y, V i ~ n. 
Proof, Since x~ and y~ realize the same L . , (A )  n-type F(v,) there is an i somof  
phism f of A (x~ . . . . .  x,,) and A (y, . . . . .  y,,) such that f (x~)= y, B is a finite normal 
extension of A so there is an La (A )-algebraic formula 0 such that B is the splitting 
extension of 0. Let  01(v~)v . . . . .  v 0~(vo) be a factorization of 0 int,~ irreducible 
LA-algebraic formulas over A (x, . . . . .  x,). Then since (~ split:" in /3 the formula 0, 
splits in B ;  let x,,~ be a solu~i:m of O~ in B. We can assume that 
x,,~,~ A(x ,  . . . . .  x,,). Now 
f (O , )  v . . . . .  v f (O , )  = f(O) = O. 
So f(O~) . . . . .  f(O,) splits in B and in particular f(O,) splits in B, Let y~, < be a solution 
in B of this formula. By the definition of x,,~ and y ,~ we can extend .f to a map f~ 
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which is an isomorphism of A(x~ . . . . .  x.+~) onto A(y~, . . . .  y,,÷,) with f~(x,,.~) = y,,,.~. 
Proceeding inductively in this fashion we can obtain sequerlces {x~ : i ~ k} and 
{y~+, : i  ~< k} and a map f, e:ctending f from A(x ,  . . . . .  x .~)  onto A(y ,  . . . . .  y~)  
such that (i) f~(&)= y jV j<~n + k (ii) x,,.,~ is ie the solution set of e (iii) 
A (x~ . . . . .  x,+k) = B (iv) each yj E B. 
Claim. fE is an A-auto ,norphism of B. Since f~ extends f this map leaves A fixed 
and so we need only check that f~ is onto B. Now A(x ,  . . . . .  x,,,~) = B so 0 splits 
over A (x~ . . . . .  x, ~ ~). It follows that f(O) = 0 splits in A (y~ . . . . .  y~,, ~) <~ B. Since t3 is 
generated by A UO(B)  we have B~<A(yt  . . . . .  y , ,a)  and so A(y ,  . . . . .  y,,+~)= 
B. []  
A more elaborate induction will prove the following extension of the above 
result: Suppose B is a aormal extension of A and C~ and C2 are A- isomorphic  
substructures of B. This isomorphism extends to an automorphism of B. 
Corol lary 2.31. Let Q be the field of rational numbers. If F is a normal extension of 
O, then F is homogeneous. 
Corol lary 2.32 . . . .  et B ~_ S be algebraically closed and sup;wse that B is art 
algebraic extension of A z and A,_. If f: A~--+ Az is an isomorphism then .there is an 
automorpkism g of B extending f. 
The proof is similar ~o that of Theorem 2.6. 
In the final portion of this chapter we apply the theory developed above to the 
study of open formulas over fields and integral domains. Let Acf (~l), where n = 0 
or n is a prime, be the theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic n. We 
assume the usual axioms except that we add to the language a new symbol - -  and 
axioms to the effect tha~ - -  x is the additive inverse of x. We do this only to ensure 
that every element of S,,~, ,,~ is an integral domain. There is no loss of generality in 
this assumption. We also assume flint our structures are in a universai domain. 
I emma 2.33. ZA~(m has the amalgamation property. 
Froe, f. If A ~ ~A~{,,, :lenote by .A the quotient field of A. Let A,B~,B2 be 
struc~t~rcs in Z',~:~,~ and suppose that t'~: A --* B~ and/ : :  A --* B2 are embeddings. 
We may suppo~,e tb.at both maps are actually the identity. Note that any embedding 
of structures in S ,~,,,,~ can be extended to an embedding of the quotient fields so we 
obtain the following diagram: 
, : / '  
// 
- /  
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Define X; to be a maximal algebraically independen~ subse* over .'~ of B, and C; 
the subfield of /3, generated by X~. Suppose ~hat {X~[ >: !X~[. Then the diagra~ t 
C, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ . . . . . . . .  ' C~ 
1 ii [ 12 
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
can l'e filled in by a map g so that the diagram commutes. Let 0, he the algebraic 
closure of (;. Then there is an embedding f of C'~ into C_, which extends g. 
Furthermore, B~ < d.  Define f,:/!~,--, O~, to be f restricted to B, and I~: B ' - - '  CL, to 
be the identity. Then from the above it is clear that we obtain the commutative 
C2 
/ 
/ / "  
/ 
/ 
diagram of Fig. 2. 
\ 
N f~ 
/9  
/ 
• -, -- /S  
A 
Fig. 2. 
No~ by restricting the maps to the proper structures we obtain a diagram sg~tisfying 
the conditions of the definition of AP. [] 
Theorem 2.34. Suppose A E F,,~f~,,~ and qJ(x) is an LAtA)  algebraic formula. 
Then there is a polynomial f (x )  over A such thai qJ(x) is equivalent o the formula 
I (x  ~ = o. 
Proof. First note that qJ is an L,~ (A )-algebraic formula over the quotient field A 
o f / i .  Let qJ = t/,~ v,...., v ~b,, where each q/~ is an irreducible formula over A. Then 
since 0~ is an irreducible formula if b,, b~ are solutions of @ in some extension B of 
X (B a field) then b~ and b~ satisfy the same polynomial equatioi~s over ,7~. Note 
that since b, is a solution of G in any extension C of ,a,(b0 there are only a finite 
numb :_=r of points A -equivalent to bL~ Hence ,4 (bd is an algebraic extension of A in 
the field theoretic sense. So b~ is a root of an irreducible polynomial f~(¢) over ,4. 
By the above we see that any other solution b: of @ is a root of f ,(x).  New suppose 
that c is a root of f~ in some field extension C of A. Then since f, is irreducible over 
,~ the element c is ];~-equivalent to b~ and hence c realizes F,, so c is a solution of 
q,~. Consequently q~,(x)-~ (f~(x) = 0) and therefore qf ~- (f~(x~ = O) v . . . . .  
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v (fi,(x)= 0). Let f = H,~_,,J;. Then ,p ~=-(f(x)= 0). Suppose now that 
a .  X"  a,  + a~ 2f (x )= K + . . . . .  + 'gX  b,~' 
where a~ and b, are elements of A. 
Then: 
Note that the polynomial f, in the brackets is a polynomial over A. Furthermore.  if 
B~.A  then bEB i sa  root of l i f t  b i sa  root off~. 
Claim. ~b" -= (f~ = 0) over A. 
For suppose that C i> A and c is a solution of t/." in (7. Let C, amalgamate C and 
over A. Then since fi_ ~ g,(x) ~- ( f (x)  = 0) and C,/= qJ(c) we have C, ~ f (c )  = O. 
From our remarks above we get C~f , (c )= 0 and consequentl~ C~f , (c )= O. A 
similar argument shows that if c is a solution ogf,(x)  = 0 in some extension C of A 
then C~ ¢,(c). Hence 0 ~ (f~(x) = 0) which proves the theorem. 
Let A E X~,.~,m and suppose 4J(x)~ LA(A) .  Then one of the twc formulas &(x) 
and --n q~(x) must be LA (A )-algebraic. I,~ then follows from the above theorem that 
there is a polynomial f (x )  ewer A such that tb(x) ~- i f (x)  = 0) or ~ ~ --1 ( f (x)  = 0). 
Thus the open formulas over structures in Xa¢f¢m having one free variable are 
completely determined. 
Note next that although we have stated and proven Lemma 12.33 and Theorem 
2.36 for ~v.v,;,~ the corresponding results for --YA~p)' where p is a prime, are also true 
and can be proven in exactly the same way. So if A is any integral domain (with 
trait) and qJ(x)¢ LA(A)  then g, is equivalent o some polynomml equation or 
inequation over A. 
We r~,ow turn to the problem of determining the La (A )-algebraic formulas in 
n > l variables over integral domains. We remark once again that our basic results 
are valid aEo for n-variable formulas. Denote by L.~(A) the open formulas in 
n-variables over A. 
Lemma 2°35. Let A E Z ........ ~ be ,~ field and suppose ~(.~, ) E L).(A ) is an irreducible 
L;;(A )-algebraic formula. We a:~sume n >~ 2. Then there is a set {t; (x~): i ~< m } of 
pohmomiats o vet A. such zh at tl: (x~) ~ (f, (x,) = 0) A . . . . .  A (rio (X,) = ~B. 
Proof. Suppose that (a~,.. . ,  a.;, is a solution of ¢i(x,) in a field extensio~ B of A. 
Then A (a, . . . .  , a . )  is ~,t algebraic extensio~ of A. If not, let j be &e least number 
such that aj is not algebraic over A(a ,  . . . . .  a, ~). Let C be a field extension of 
A(m . . . . .  aj~,) which confains an infinite sequence {b,}, .... of transcendental,  
elements over A(a ,  . . . . .  a,~). Then each A( ,~ . . . . .  a~ O(b,) is A (m . . . . .  aj_,) 
isomorphic to A (~., . . . . .  a~-~)(3j) by a map fi serming b. to _% So for each r < ea 
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there is an extension C of C with elements c~ . . . . . .  c;, such *hat 
C ~ ,.#(a . . . . .  a, +,, b,, cj+, . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tt+ obtain C'~ consider the following diagram 
A (a, . . . . .  ,+°) (7' 
\ ,  , /  
\ 
Cr is any structure which, with appropriate maps (sonte of which are the 
identity map) amalgamates this diagram over A(a  . . . . . .  a, ,)(b~). Now we can 
' a v is closed under the union of amalgamate all of the C, over C (since the c,ms ~ ..~+,,.~ 
chains and has AP)  to obtain an extension C~ of C in wilieh, it is clear, 4(x,) has 
eo solutions. Contradiction. We define a set rr of polynomiah by induction as 
fl;tlows: [.et .f~(x~) be the irreducible polynomial realized by a~ over A, Let 
a,~ . . . . .  a~r. be the set (in proper order) of al! a, in A (a~).Then each a~, = va ~'a", so 
_),,x . . . . .  a ,+-- a, = (/. Hence (a~. o~,) satisfies the polynomial.f,, = va  ~'X;',-- X~,. For each 
i <~ k add the polynomial fi, to rr. Now let a,, be the first a~ not in A(m) .  Then a,, 
realizes an irreducible polynomial ¢;,, (x,,,) over A (a +}. Replace any appearance of a~ 
in ft, (x,,,)by x, so obtaining a polynomial f,, (x,, x,,). 'We can now proceed as above 
with the extension A (a~, a,,,). After a finite number of steps this procedure must 
terminate a~d so rr is defined. 
Claim. If (b, . . . . .  b,,) is a solution :of all the polynomialr in ~r then 
I 
A (a, . . . . .  a,,)~: A (b, . . . . .  b,), 
A 
where f (a , )= b+. 
To define this map f we proceed inductively. Since a, and b, are solutions of the 
same irreducible polynomial over A we must have A (a,) =~ f',,, A (b~). Here as above 
the symbol ~-, denotes a,a A- isomorphism. Clearly any lit~ear combination V,\,a ?' 
goes into the corresponding linear combination ..A,bL, unde+ the map f,. so if say 
a, ~ A (m) then f,(a,,  a,)= 0 by the definition of f,, that is ~,~;a';, = a,. Then since 
also f i (b,b~) = 0 we have Va~b?, = b~ which implies that f , (a~)= b,. We can clearly 
proceed in this fashion to construct f by decoding the polynomials in rr one by one. 
and since ',r is fir~ite this must terminate in a finite number of steps. This means that 
u determines the A- isomorphism type of a field extm~sion generated by a 
simultaneous solution. So in particular each solution must satisfy the formula &~.+,). 
Then since 0(x,) is irreducible we must have ,.)(x+) ~ (f~ = 0) ^  . . . . .  A (f,, = 0). U] 
*,A( ) is an  Theorem 2.36. Let A ~ Z.~+,co and suppose tl+at ~(x , )~ ~ ~ A L;~(A) -
algebraic formula. Then there' are poI),~,omials fl(x~) . . . . .  f~:(x+) over A,  such that 
. . . . . . . .  ; , .  (f~ (x+) -+-- o).  A t = ~tx ,~ = t :~tx , )  --= O)  ,~, . . . . .  A , 
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Proof. Let q~(x,)v . . . . .  v g,~.(x,) be a factorization of q.,(x," into in 'educible alge- 
braic formulas over the quot ient  field ft. of A. By the above lemma for each i we 
can find polynomials f~, ~ such that - ¢~ ~ - . . . .  ) ,, ~p, = (j  = 0) A . . . . .  ^ f,,~- 0. Let [~ be the 
ideal in the polynomial  ring A (z~) generated by the polynomials  [i . . . . .  f~,,. Then the 
intersection 1 of the ideals L is an ideal and it is the ideal of th~ variety which is the 
union .of the varieties ~ defined by. the polvnomials. ~,,..¢' .,f'o,. By tile Basis 
Theorem the ideal I has a finite basis f, . . . . . .  l;,,. Titan 
( f , (x,)  = 0)^ . . . . .  ^ (L, (x , )= 0)-= 
=-- (f',(x,) = 0) ^  . . . . .  ^  (fl, t(x,) = 0) v . . . . .  v (f~(x,) = O) ^  . . . . .  ,'~ (.f,~(x,) = 0) 
and so has the same solution set as ~O(x,). Now as in the proof of Theorem 2.36 we 
can pttll down this equivalence to A via polynomials  )~ . . . . .  ,~,, over A with 
/~---f,. t3 
Note that the above result is valid also for v p) for any prime p. Thus 
La(A) -atgebra ic  formu!as defined over integral domains are 0-dimensional  var- 
ieties. Note that an examinat ion of the proof of Lemma 2.35 will reveal the method 
of proof of the foilowfl~g result. 
Theorem 2.37. Suppose A ES  and 4~(v.) is an L2(A)-atgebraic formula. If 
(b~ . . . . .  b, ) is a solid,ion of ~ in a n ex';ension B of A, then A (b . . . . . .  b. ) is a n algebraic 
extension of A.  
The final result of this chapter is an appl ication of Theorem 2.34 to obtain a new 
proof (avoiding the use of the Nullstel lensatz) of a wel l -known theorem for fields. 
Theorem 2.38. Suppose that F is an algebraically closed field. Then F is exister- 
tialIy closed. 
Proof. Let dr(~3,) be an open formula oeer F such that ~'J~(6,) has a solut ion in some 
extension F~ of F. Consider the formula 3v~ . . . . .  v,~t,~(v,v~ . . . . .  v,,). Since Ac f (n )  
admits el iminat ion of quantif iers and F is a model  of Ac f (n )  it fol!ows that there is 
an open formula t0~,(v,,) such that F~ 3v~ . . . . .  v,,tk,(v,,v~ . . . . .  v.,) ~ 412(vo). Now 
4*_,(v,,) i:: an open formula in one variable and so there is an equat ion p(vo) = 0 over 
~:" such Ihat 'd*_.(v,0 -~ p(r0) = 0 if 4~2 is algebraic and +2(v,,) ---= -~ (p(vo) = 0) if 4,~. is not 
algebraic. In the fo~'ne" case since F is algebraically closed there is a solution x of 
p(t',,) = 0 in F and so ~'r: ~:= q~(X )" In the second case 4,.~ must have an infinite number  
of solutions in F so again we obtain a solution x of ~#:. By definit ion of q~: we then 
have F}=~v,  . . . . .  ~.~.4~(xg,) and so we can choose x, . . . . .  x, in F such that 
F> qa(x,x . . . . . .  xo). This proves the theorem. []  
3. Algebraic stability and saturation in universal classes 
Throughout  this chapter v will denote a fixed mliversal class in a countable 
language L = L(V). 
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Defi~aition 3oi. Suppose that A is an infinite s*ructure in >2. Thei~ ,4 is L,,- 
sat~irated if VA~!<~ A if A.  has <!A  I generators and t"--2 &,(An) there is b ~E/~ 
which realizes F. The structure A is weakly La-saturated if it satisfies the abo~,e 
condition for all nonempty substructures. 
Definition 3.L Let A C 'Z. Then A is L.,-homogeneo~s if VB,, B: ;; A such that 
B, iaas a set of generators of power < i/-'i } if f :  B,-.-~ B.. is ar~ isomorp.hism then 
there is an automorphism g of A extending ~. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that A "~ weakly L..~-satu~a¢ed. Then A is L.~- 
homogeneous. 
Proof. Let BI and B... be substructures of A with < I A I gelerators and suppose 
that f: B~-~ B2 is an isomorphism. Let x~ ~ A --~ 8, and defi~e F,, @ S.~(B~) to be 
the type realized by xl over B,. Since A is weakly L.~-saturated there is 
z, ~ A ~ B~ which realizes J'(I\,} ~ S.,(ig..). There is an extension fl of f mapping 
B,(x,) isomorphically onto Ba(z,) such that f , (x,)= z~. We can now choose 
z2 ~ A ~. Be(z~) and repeat the argument o obtail~ x, ~ A ~ gL(x,) and f~ extend- 
ing .fT' mapping B.(z, z~,) isomorphicaliy onto B~(Xl, x~). t.et .t"~ = [ i ' ,  By proceed- 
ing in.luctivelv in this back and t~ rtn fashion we can for~ chains {B,: i < A } ia A 
over 1~ and {/5,,: i < A} in A over B~ (with B, = B_.) such that 
(i) there is f, Vi < A extending f and mappir ~ B, onto /i~, isomorphically with 
.f~C~ if i<] ,  
(it) !.3,<, B~ = A and ~ .... B~ = A. Then I..J f., = g is the desired 
automorphism. [-3 
The following example due to Pavol Hell, shows that ti~e notions of homoge- 
neous structure and L , -homogeneous structure are distinct 
Example 1o We define a structure A as follows: The universe of A is a set 
{x, : i ~ Z} of distinct elements. We define the binary relation E c:n the above s.et 
¢" . according to the following rules: E(x ,x , , t )  and E~x,.1, x,)Vi  @ Z. Then the 
structure A is homogeneous. For suppose tha't the sequcr~ces £ and g, have the 
same type in A. Since L(A)  contains quantifiers it is easy to show that we can 
exter, d the map x, ~, y~ to an automorphism of A. On the: other hand the pairs 
(x,x,..,) and {x~,x~,..} have the same open types in A but there is clearly no 
automorphism of A sending x~ ~, onto x,.3 and x~ onto itself. For if so then the pairs 
(x~, x~.2) and (x,, x,..d would satisfy the same L(A) formulas but 
A ~ r4v,,3v,(E(x~, v ) ,\ E (t,0. v,) A E (~:, x,~,)) but the pair (x,. x,+~) dc not satisfy this 
formula. [] 
The fact that the open type of any sequence is an L:. homogeneous structure 
determines the ful  first order type of the sequence is a a observation due to R. 
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose that T is a complete full theory, r f A is a model of T. then A is 
homogeaeous iff A is l~ ~-ho~:~ogeneous. 
Proof. First suppose t im A is homogeneous. If A,,, A~ are substructures of A of 
power < IA t and f:  A , - *  A~ is an isomorphism, then by Lemma 2.t7 we have 
(A, a E Ao) -= (A, a E A z), where we stipulate that .the same constant is associated 
with both a and f (a) .  It now follows from the ho aogeneity of A that there is an 
automorphism g of A uhich extends f. The second half of the assertion follows 
from the fact that A La-homogeneous always implies that A is homogeneous. [] 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that X is a universal cIas5 with AP and A is a maximal 
structure in X. Then A i~ LA-homogeneous. 
Proof. Suppose that A, and A~. are substructures of A and f :A~-~A:  is an 
isomorphism. Define maps f~: A~-~ A and .f:: A~---~. A as follows: f~(x)= f (x )  
Vx EA~ and f : (x )=x  Vx EA~.  Since v has AP there is a structure CEX and 
maps g,: A -~ C and g2: A --~ C st, ch that g2fz = g~f~. We can assume that g2 is the 
identity map. Silz e A ~s maximal in X it follows that A = C. It follows that 
g~(A) = A since A is finite and g~ is one-to-one. Hence g, is an automorphism. By 
commutativity we imve g~f~ = i and sc the automorphism g;" = g has t~ae property 
that g(x)=f (x )  Vx E A.,, that is, g extends f. []  
Definition 3.6. Suppose that A @ -~ and/3 ~< A. Then A is B universal if VC ~ B 
if C has < I A i generators there is an embedding f: C --~ A, such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
.4 
B ~C 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose A ~ x" is weakly I_ A-saturated. Then V B ~- A if ~3 has a set 
of generators of power < I A [. the structure A is B-universal. 
Proof. Suppose A is weakly LA-saturated and B ~ A has set of ge~erators of 
power < IA I .  Let C~B have <IA I  generators. We can well-order the set of 
generators of C not in B ; say that {C~: o~ < A} is such an ordering. By i'~duction we 
form a chain {B,. i < A} and a .sequence of embeddings f~: B~-* A such that 
(i) U ,~,  B, = C 
(ii) each f, extevds the injection map i: B - - ,A  and ~ CfJ if i <j .  
Lel B,, = B and f,, = L If B~ and f~ are defined for a!i i < a < A let .~,~ = U,<,~ B~ ar,d 
f,, = U,<,f ,  if a. is a limit ordinal. Let cj be the first etemer~t in the sequence 
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{c,: i < h } not in /~-~,, and define i~, ~:o be the L.,~-type realized by c~ over ~,~. Then A 
must realize fT~(I',,) over L~(B,~); say i.", realize'5 this type. Let B~, = B~(q). Then £ 
can be taken as an extension o! ~ defined by the relation f,,(c~) = c7/. This defin~s 
i ¢ the chain {B,: i <A} and maps { g i  < 2~. Ciearly QJ ..... B~ = C and (.~,,.~:~ embeds 
C in !,. 
Note that if A is an infinite strncture and A is B-universal VB <~ A with < I A I 
generators, then A is weakly L.,-saturated. 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that A ~ x.2. 77~en A is weakly LA-saturated if A saiisfies 
the fotZowing two conditions: (i) A is LA-homogeneous, (ii) if B ~ A has a sef o] 
< iA l  generators then VC~ B with iCI<<-[AI there is an embedding of C in A 
(assuming that I A }~ ~o). 
Prooi. 3uppose that A is an infinite structure satisfying conditions (i)-(ii). Let 
B ~< A have a set of generators of power < t A I and assume F ~ So(B). There is 
some C;>'B and cEC which realizes F. Then lB(c)i-<-iAi. So there is an 
embedding f of B(c) into A. Let g be an automorphism of A extending 
f - ' :  f (B ) - ,  B. Then gf(c) must realize F. 
Theorem 3.9. S:,ppose that A,, A: are weakly L,~osaturated structures in X and 
}A~]= !A: t. if there is A ~ Z such that A ~ A, mid A ~ A.~, then A j and A: an: 
isomorphic. If A has a set of generators of power <}A~ i then A~ and A2 are 
isomorphic over A. 
Proof. If there is A ~< A, for i = 1,2, then 3A,, such that A,  has a sel of gecera~ors 
of Fower <lA~i and Ao~At  for i= 1,2. So it suffices to prove the second 
assertion. But in this case we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to construct 
via a back-and-forth method an isomorphism of A, and A~ over A. 
Corollary 3.10. Suppose A is aa infinite cardinal and every A ~ ~" of power <~ A 
has a weakly L,,-satu~'ated extension of power 3.. Then if X has JEP, all weakly 
La-saturated structures of power A are isomorphic. 
Pt~oL Let B~, B2 be weakly La-saturated structures of power ~.. Since £ has the 
joint embedding property 3C  ~ ~£ ,' ach that C ~ BI and C ~> B2. We can assume 
tgat tC! = X. Then 3Bt ,~C with tB~! = A and Ba weakly La-saturated. Since 
~ ~< B,,Bo we have B~ ~ Bo. Similarly B:~ B,,. So B~ B2. U_! 
Oefini#on 3.11. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Then X is La-(a)-stable if, VA ~ 2E~ 
i f lA I  =A, risen [S , (A) I= IA  !. 
Suppose that T is a complete futl theory. Then T is w- stable if VA ~ ST, the set 
S(A)  of complete types over A has power IA !+ ~,,,. 
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Lemma 3.12. Suppose that T is complete and full Then T is w-stabte [ff Xr is La. 
( w )- stable. 
Proof. Suppose that Zr is LA-(w)-stable. Let A C: XT, Then there ~:~ a model B ot 
T extending A, Each type F ~ S(A)  has at least one extension to a type F ~ S(B). 
Hence i S(A )! ~ !S(B)I. Let iS: S(B)--, SA (B) be defined by ($(F) = F [ LA (B). 
Clearly (g is onto. It i~ also one-to-one for suppose that G ~ F2. Sa~ O(vo) separates 
these types. Let ¢,, be a qt, antlfier free fommla such that B ~ g~ ~ ~,. tf ~1~  l',. 
then ~, E F and --n~ ¢ F2. Hence ~lJ, separates (.~(t',) and if(t":). Hence (S is 
one-to-one and so I SA (B)I = I S(B)t. If A is countable we can choose B countable 
and so T is w-stable. The other direction is clear. O 
Theorem 3.13o Suppose that 2 has the amalgamation property az:d X is LA-(A)- 
stable. Let A ~- S have t~,n infinite extension. If A has cardinaIity < 2, and A zs 
regular, then A hc~s a weakly L,~-saturated extension B of power A. 
Proof. Since Z is LA -(,~)-stable and i A i ~< A there is a structure A ~ of power ~ A 
such that if F E SA(Aj then F is realized in A~. This fgltows from the amalgama- 
tion property. Form by induction a chain {B~: t ~ i < A} such that if j > i then B~ 
realizes all types in S., (B,). Let B = t..l,.~ B,. Then B is weakly IA-saturated. For 
suppose Ao <~ B and A~, hat, a set of < A generators. Then there is i < .~, such that 
A,,<~B, so al! types in Sa(Ao) are realized in B,., hence in B. [] 
In Section 4 we will prove that if X has AP and Z is LA-fo0-stable then each 
nonmaximal A @ X has weakly LA-saturated extension in ali powers ~ 1A !. 
A number of notions appearing in recent research in algebra and model theory 
are related to the concept of an La-saturated or weakly La-saturated structure. We 
mention one such notion. A model .,t,[ of a theory T is weakly injecfive over T if for 
each situatioe 
I / f / /  
, / /  
B 
with f an embedding and t B [< [,,~t there is an embedding which fills in the 
diagram so that it is c ~mutative. This definition is due to H. Siinmons. If l d~ ! ~ w~ 
then dg is weakly injective iff ~t is B-universal for all B with B -~d[  and 
I B [<t  jg I. So then by our remarks above .It is weakly La-saturated. There is a 
simple example of a countable (trivially) weakly mjective structure in a universal 
class which is not weakly La-saturated, but if Z is locally finite this singularity is 
removed. Clearly if A is weakly La-saturated then A is weakly P~jective. 
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Delinition &.~4. Let A ~.. X, Then the fini~_e X-diagram of A is defined as follows: 
D~[(A ) = {F: I" is an L~-~/pe in n < ~o v, dames and F is realized in A }, 
D is e finite Z-diagram if 3A  ~v sue> that D = D{(A) .  D is a maximal 
X-diagram if whenever Dj is a finite X-diagram and D _C D,, then D = D,. If D is 
a maximal Xo.diagram, then A ~ X is a D-',~odei f D~(A)C  D. 
Lemma 2.15, 5;uppose X has AP. Then evcm X-aiagram is contained in a unique 
maxima ~, X-diagram. 
Proof. Let D be a S-d iagram. Then D = D~(A] for some A ~ ~:. Suppose that 
D~ and D~ extend D. Let F be a b type  in D and say x realizes F in A. Let A,  be 
generated by x in A. Then DC-D~ND~ implies that F~D~ND2 LorD,= 
Da(A , )  for i = 1, ~ Then say x, realizes F in A ,  Define f~: Ao--~ A~ by the relation 
~(x)  = x, for i = 1,2. Let C ~ X amalgama,~e A , A.. over A,, with maps g,: A~--~ C 
and g.,: A : -~ C. Then clearly we have D~ U D.-G D~(C).  This shows that D ,= 
! J  {l} : i}  D D and /~ is a X-diagram} is consistent and by definition D, is a 
maximal X-diagram. If D is contained in any maximal X-diagram D ' then D~ U D ~ 
is a X-diagram so that D '= D~ follows from the ;naximatity of D3, [-~ 
Note that it follows from the above lemma that if we define the relation A ~r) B 
on X to mean that there is a maximal X-diagram containing D~(A ) U D~(B) ,  then 
-~c, is an equivalence relation on the class X. The following theorem shows that 
each of the equiwflence classes of x" trader ~D is a universal class. 
Theorem 3.16. Let X be a universal class with the amalgamation property. If D is a 
maximal X-diagram, then there is a complete theory T; such that X-,. = the class of all 
D - structures. 
Proof. Let A ~ X be a structure such that every type l '(v,) in D is realized in A. 
Such a structure can be constructed using the amalgamation property, and the fact 
that X is closed under the union of chains. Let T = Th (A).  Tbe~a T is complete. Let 
B E X be such that D~(B)G D. 
Claim. T U DA(B) is consistent. 
For let rr be a finite subset of l )a(B)  and say a~ . . . . .  a,, are all the elements whose 
names appear in elements o[ rr. Let FO~',) be the La-type of the sequence 
(a,. . . . .  a,,). Then F (v , )E  D. Hence there is a sequence (b . . . . . .  b,,,) in A such that 
b, realizes F. If we interpret he constant for a. by b, in the set of sentences rr it 
follows that (A, b~ . . . . .  b:,,)~ t) for each 4J in ~r. Hence 7" U rr is consistent. By the 
compactness theorem it follows that T U Da(B)  is cons~stev*. Hence B has an 
extension B~ which is a model of T Since A ~: X it follows that Th(X)CT  so 
B~ ~ X. This shows that the class of all D-structures is contained in Xr. Suppose 
that B~ ~. Xr. Let B:, be ~my D-struclure.  Then by what we proved abc~ve we have 
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B2~ Zr. Now P2T has JEP by Theorem 1.11 since T is complete. Hence there is 
B ~ Xr such thai B, ~< B and B~ ~< B. Since B~ is a D-structure it follows that B is a 
D-structure and so B~ is a D-structure. Consequently the class of all D-strfictures 
contains ...vr and so these classes are equal. []  
In the following r¢:sults the terms forcing and generic refer to the notions of 
infinite forcing and ~eneric structure relative tc infinite forcing (See [18]). Recall 
that a structur ~ A C V r is pregeneric iff for each sentence 4~ ~ L(A)  we have 
Ai~* ~ or AI~* ~ ' .  
t 
Corollary 3.17. Suppose that Z is a rniversat class with AP. Then every A ~ X is 
pregeneric. 
Preof. Suppose not. Let A E ~ be such that for some ~, E L (A)  the structure A 
does not weakly force 4' or --7 ~#. Then there are extensions B, of A and B2 of A in 
X such that &'LtN tb and B2t~--'n$. Since B~ arid B.,. extend A and _Y has the 
amalgamation property it follows that P~ and B2 are both D-structures for some 
maximal Z-diagram D. By Theorem 3.16 there is a complete theory T such that 
2"r = the class ( /a l l  D-structures. Since T is complete it follows by Theorem 1.l l 
that Xr has JEP and so there is B E Zr such that B, ~ B and B~. ~< B. Hence B I~ 4' 
and B l~-n'4;. T~fis contradiction yields the result. [] 
The above result can be proven directly by utilizing the ?ollowing lemma; the 
proof is a simple induction on the complexity of the sentence 0. 
Lemma 3.18. Suppose Z is a universal class and A E X forces a sentence ¢~ 
L(A). If f :A  --> B is an embedding of A into B ~ v then BI~ f(4Q. 
Lemma 3.19. Suppose tt, at X is a u~tiversal class with AP. I rA  E v has an infinite 
extension in X and ~lJ is at, L(A ) sentence, then there is a finite extension B of A in X, 
such that B I~ ~, or B I~ "n ~. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the com~lexity of sentences #~. First note that 
if -qs is atomic then if A I~* 6' then A iF , .  Our induction hypothesis i the following: 
~?,;c assume that for all A E v at~,d for ail sentences t# ~ L (A)  of levet ~< m if 
A tl ~* ~, then there is a finite extension .~ of A in -Y su@ that B I~ tp. We need the 
following fact: Suppose that A ~ .Z weakly forces a sentence ---n ~. Then A tl = -~ #~. 
For otherwise there is an extensicm r3 of A in v such that B l.~ $. Let C be a 
generic extension of B. Then C II = ~). Since C II = q) we have CI~ ='-n-'a 0. Since 
C lt=-1-n ~ wc contradict he fact t lat A~*-"n ¢. There are four cases. 
(i) @ --: tP~ v $2. By Corollary 3.17 ~hs structure A is pregeneric and so A!; =* ~#t or 
A I~* ~ $~ and A I~* ~#2 or AI~* ~ 6> It cannot be the case that A weakly forces 
both --n~bt and ~$~.  [:or then by our remarks above we have that A forces -ngq 
and -n 02 so that A I~ --~ O~ ^  ---n $:. But then no extension B of A forces $: v 02 for 
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if such a B exists then there is a generic extension B, :.>f B such that B, i> to, v 4J2. 
Then B~ [k = -1 4', ^  --~ O~ so that B, b= -1 0~ A '-'~ O: m'~d P,~ b ~ ~'t~ v ~!Je. This is a con- 
tradiction since -1 @~ A--n &e ~--n (,l~ v g,~). So suppose that A weakly forces ~/,,. 
Then by the induction hypothesis there is a finite extension B of A in X such tha~ 
B t, ~ O,- Hence by definition B Ii= ~)~ ,t ~ .  
(if) &=, /hA~> Then Aii~*t/h and AI~:  4,.,. For if not then ALk=*-~to, or 
AId*--I,&.. and so AID "-n 0, or A tb= --n ~,. But ~hen ro  extension of A can force 
q,, ^  q*:. By the inductive hypothesis there is a fimte e~:tension B~ of A such that 
B, it ~ ~/h and a finite extension Be of A such that B.~tI= to> Let C amalgamate BL and 
B. over A with maps g, and g:. We can assume that g is the identity map. Let C~ 
be generated in C by B, O g.,(B~.). Then C, is a finite e~tension ef A .Also C~ L~= ~!*, 
and by Lemma 3.I8 C, also forces g : (~) .  By commutativity we have g2(q~)= tOe. 
Hence C, I~ 4,, a 02. 
(iii) 41 = ::lv0~h(v,,). Let B be an extension of A which forces to. Then by 
definition there is b~ B such that Bt> ~/,,(/7). Let B ,= A(b) .  Tge~ B, weakly 
forces gh(/~). For if not then Corol 'ary 3.17 implies that B,t~*--~ ~,,(b-); and so 
B,t> -'n 4q(E). Since B, ~< B it follows that B t~ m ~,(~7) which contradicts our 
assumption that B forces qq(b). By the induction hypothesis there is a finite 
extension B,. of B, such that B~t>..~(~;). Then by definition B:t~3v,4h(v,,;  
Furthermore B., is a finite extensi<:; of A. 
(iv) & = -n ~]h. it foliows immediately from our rerr.arks at the beginning of the 
proof that Att = -n ~),. Hence for al! A ~ X and all se'~tences O ~ L(A} if A!>* to 
then there is a finite extension 8 of A such that Bt> '7~. By Corollary 3.17 every 
A ~ v is pregeneric so that for all sentences q~ ~ L(.'~) we have that AID* th or 
AJ,~*-n. &. This proves the iemma. 
Lemma 3.20. Suppose that T is a theory and A ~ Xr. Then A is maximal iff .4 is 
T-g,,neric and finite, assuming Vr has AP. 
Proof. Suppo.~.e that A is generic. Let ~l~ be the sentence which says that A has 
exactly IA [ < c~ elements. Then A ~ O so that A i~ q~. It follows that any extension 
B of A in Xr forces th. Let B, be a generic extension of B. Then B, l~ 4' and so 
B, P- 4'. It follows that lB, I = ]A I  hence B = A. Thus A is maxima; in Zr. Suppose 
on the other hand that A is maximal in ~. Let to ~ L(A)  be a sentence. Then 
[ AI~=*@ or ~AI~*-n$ .  In the latter case A !~-n~h so assume that Aft=* O. Then 
there is an ex.:ension B of A in Xr such that B I~ to. for if not then by definition 
AID --n q,. This would contradict our assumption that A ib=* to. Since .4 is maximal in 
2r it follows that A = B so that AID- q~. Hence A is T-generic. [-3 
The above lemm~ implies that if T is a theory and A E Y*r is finite, then if Xr has 
AP the structure A is T-generic for finite forcing iff A is T-generic for infinite 
forcing. 
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Theorem 3.2L Let 2f be a universal class with AP. I rA  :2 X, then A has a generic 
extension in X of power ~ I A t + ~o. 
Proof. By Lemm0 3.26 if A is maximal then A is already generic. So assume that 
A is not maximal, Then we can apply Lemma 3.19 to construct he desired generic 
extension in a similar fashion as the construction in Theorem 2.26 of [18]. The 
details are left te the reader. 
Theorem 3.22. Suppose that ~ is' a u:~iversal cta.ss with AP. i t" A ~ X is weakly 
La-saturated, then A is generic. 
Proof. Let gJ be a sentence in L(A) .  Let a j , . . . ,  ao be the sequence of all elements 
in A whose names appear as constants in t!i~e sentence qJ. Define A,, to be the 
sue.structure of A generated by the set {a~ . . . . .  a,, }. If qJ is an L(X)-sentence then let 
A,, be generated ~:y an arbitraD, element x of A. Then by Theorem 3.21 Ao has a 
generic e.~:tension A~ in X of power ~< IAol + N,, = tt,,. Let (x,),<~ be the set of all 
elements in A,  ~ Ao. We define an embeddin~ f of A~ in A by induction as follows° 
Let B~ = Ao(x~ . . . . .  x,). By Theorem ~,. 7 thee  is an embedding ]'~ : B, .-~ A which 
extends the injection of A,~ into A. Suppose taat the sequence of maps f, . . . . .  f, has 
beea defined so that ~ C f~ if i < j and ~] : 13, -~ A is an embedding of B, into A. By 
Theorem 3.7 we can lift j;, to an embedding fi ~ of B,+~ into A. Let f = !.3 ft. Then f 
embeds A ~ in A. The structure A ~ is generic .,;o A ~ l~ 0 or A ~ I~ = -1 4~. Hence A I~- ~ 
or /t I~ --7 4'. It follows that A is generic. _-J 
Note. Similar theorems are knowa and app.~ar in the literature. (See for example 
[25].i 
Corollary 3.23. 2 Suppose that X i~ a universal class with AP and A E ~ is weakly 
La-s,~tura~ed. If B >>- A is weakly LA-saturated, then A < B. If A, B are weakly 
LA-saturmed D-structures ;for some maximal ~ diagram D, then A ~ B. 
Proof. Since A,B  ,~'e generic by Theorem 3.22 it follows immediately by 
'I 5e:~rem 3.1 of [18] ti,,,~t A < B implies A < B. The second half cf the corollary is 
imm~rdiate from the fcliowing lemma. 
Lemma 3.24° Su~Lz~ose that X is a univers~rI class with AP If A E X is weakly 
La-saturated, then D~(A ) is a maximal v,.,.diagram. 
ProoL Suppose ot. Let I'~(v,, . . . . .  ~,, 1) b,~ a type not in D~(A)  but consistent 
with it. Say B~2 is such that [ ' ,CD~(B)  and D.](A)C.'.D~(B). Choose 
F3 ~ D~ (A)  and suppose that x E A realizes, this type. If y realizes F3 in B we can 
define embeddings i: A~,-~ A and f:  Ao--~. B, whe~, A~, is the substructure gener- 
:The author has recently strengthened this result to prove that if A ~ B ~hen A <~.,.B. 
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ated by x, i is the identi~y and [ is the map generated by the relation f (x )  = y. Let 
amalgamate A a:~d B over A,, with maps g,: A -+ C and g,: B -~> C. We can assur~e 
that gt is the identity map. Then C exter~ds A and D ~" D;~ .~.B)C (C). So let 
{b~ . . . . .  b,} be a sequence in C which realizes !'~. Let Fe be the type of this sequence 
over Ao. Let P~ I::~ the ~ype of b, over A,~. Since A is weakly L. , -saturated there is 
x~ c~ A which reafizes P~. Define I'~ to be the se~ of form!~'~as {q~(,~, v~ . . . . .  v,, ,): ~I~  
t'~.}. Then /~ is a con.';istcnt type over A,,(x,). For let g,  be the structure generated 
by {g~(y).b, . . . . .  5,,} in C and define the map ~,: A@';~)~, B~ by the relations 
~() : )  = g':(y) and ~,(x~) = b,. Let ,~. he the injection of A,,(x,) into A. Then if C~ 
amalgamates A .rod B~ over Ao(x,) with maps f, = i and f: respectively then by 
commutativity of the resulting diagram the sequence (f:(b:) . . . . .  [~(b,,)) realizes the 
type F~. By an easy induction we finaity obtain a sequence (x, . . . . .  x,,} in A which 
realizes F: over A ,  and so realizes I'. Contradiction. [~ 
~" 'a )C_ -D  and Now if AoB are weaMv L,, -saturated structures uch that . t -~  
D.{(B)  C D for some maximal X-diagram D then it follows from Lemma 3.24 that 
D.{(A ) = D,~(B) = D. tt is not difficult to construct an embedding[  of A into B if 
IA 1~ tBI  and by the first half of Corollary 3.23 it follows that f i~ an e lememary 
embedding. Hence A -----B. 
We can utilize the notion of X-diagram to obtain the following useful character- 
ization of La-homogeneous structure'... 
Theorem 3.25. Suppose that X is a universal class with AP and A C X. Then A is 
LA-homogeneous iff VFE  S.~(A,,), where A~, is a substructure of A with < IA  I 
generators, if x ,eaiizes F in a n extension B of A and D ~ ( A o( x )) C D v ( A ) the~', there 
is b E A which realizes F. 
Proof. Suppose that A is La-homogeneous and Y is a type over a :~ubstructure A,, 
satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Since D~(A)D_D~(Ao(x) )  for any 
solution x to some extension F, of F to &,(A)  for each i < a~ if {a,: i < ~o} is a set 
of generators for Ao (assuming that A,, is countable) then there is a sequence 
{x ~, a'~ . . . . .  a l )  of the same La-type as (x, a~ . . . . .  a~) in A. We extend the sequence 
{x~,a'~) as follows. Let g~ be an automorphism of A such that g2(x:) = x'  and 
g: (a{)= a~. Define x~ = x ' and b~ = a~,, b2= g,(a~). Then (x:,b,,b2) has the same 
LA-type as (x, a~, a~_). Using each of the above sequences in turn we can define the 
sequence (b~)~<,o s  that the relation f (b , )= a~ generates an isomorohism and x, 
realizes the type over the structure generated by the b~'s corresponding to the 
type I" in the langt:age of the structure generated by {a, : i  < co}. This proves the 
assertion if Ao is countable. If not then we want to extend {b,), .... to a sequence 
(b,),<~ so that the above two propert ies are preserved. Now if c~ is a countable 
ordinal then there is a map f~ : a -~, o~ which maps e, one-tv-one onto co. S..:;. we can 
form a sequence x" ,cL . . . , c ; i  . . . .  n < co of the same type as x,a~ . . . . .  a ...... n < a 
in some such rearrangement.  Since the order of the generators i ot no consequence 
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we can assume that ~' .c7  . . . .  ,c7, . . . .  n <a is of the same type as 
x, a~,. . . ,  a .. . . . .  n < a. Now we can proceed inductively te extend the sequence 
(b,),<,o to a sequence (b;)~ ..... such that x~, b~ . . . . .  b ...... n < w~ has the same.type as 
x,a~ . . . . .  a . . . . .  n < co, (using automorphisms as in the finite case). The same 
argument suffices to extend the seqtience to a sequence (b;)~<~ such that 
x~,b~ . . . .  ,b .... . .  n<A has the same type as x .a~, . . . .a , , . . .n<3. .  If g is an 
automorphism of A with g(b;) = a, and g(x~) = .f then g(x~) realizes F. This proves 
the first half of the theorem. The second half can be proven similarly to Theorem 
3.3. [ ]  
A similar characterization holds for homogeneous structures. This result was first 
obtai~ed by Shelah [22]. The above pro?f  is an adaptation of a proof due to 
Lachlan. Note that Theorem 2.25 applies also to finite La-homogeneous structures. 
Corol lary 3.26. Suppose that Y is a univers~d class with AP. If A is LA -homoge- 
t, eous and D Va(A) is ~ maximal X-diagra;7z /hen A is weakly La-saturated. 
Proof. Suppose that Ao ~< A has < IA f generators. Let F ~_ S.~ (A,~). If x is .m 
element which i~alizes F then r D A (A,,(x)) C D ff (A )  sin:e D ~ (A)  is a maxin'al 
2.'-diagram. It follows by Theorem 3.25 that there is x~ ~ A which realizes F. So A 
is weakly La-saturated.  []  
Theorem 3.27. Suppose that X is a universal class with AP and A,,A..  art, 
La-homogeneous structures o[ the same vower. Then A~ and A._ are isomorphic if 
D~(A, )  = D~(A2), 
Proof. Let F ~ DX(A:) and say x, ~ A,  realizes F. Since D~(A~) = DX(A:) there 
is yj E A2 such that y, realizes F. Let B, be the substructure generated by x, in A 
and let C, be the substructure generated by y~ in A2. Define [,: B , -~  C, to be the 
isomorphism defined by the relation f~(x~)= y~. Choose y_.E A . .~  C~. Then y.~ 
realizes 3ome type F_,~ SA(C0. Since )'2~ A~. we must have that D~(C~(y.))C_ 
D/~(A2) so the type f~-~(i',) has the property that if x realizes this type Ichen 
D~(B~(x)) = D;~(C,~(y:))C D~(A, )  
so by Theorem 3.25 there is y. ~ A~ such that x2 realizes fi '(F:). We can continue 
B~ this process by induction to form chains { , j~  in A~ and {C,};<~ in A2 such that 
U B~ = At and UC,  =/:.~ and B, and C are isomorphic ,in maps f, with the 
property that j; .c f, v i  < j < 3.. Then f = U fi is the desired isomorphism. []  
'trheorem 3.28. ~o'tppose that .?'. is a universal class with AP and A is a countable 
sJ!ructure in X. There is a countable L,,~-homogeneous extension B of A in ~. 
Proof. Let 7r be the set ot all finite subsets of A. For each set x in 7r let S, be the 
set of all D~(A) - types  in SA(A~), where A~ is the subsmwture of A generated by 
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the set x. Note that I & i ~ <~. For suppose *hat F ~ &, (A~) is a D 2 (,4)-type (that is 
if x, realizes F then A~(x,) has diagram contained in D~(A) ) .  Let x = {x . . . . . .  x,,} 
and suppose that x, realizes FES~.  Then there iv F, EDY, (A)  such that 
(x, . . . . .  x,,.x,,) realizes F,. Now A is a countable structure a~ld so D~I(A) is 
countable. Tl:us & is countaMc. Note here that we must assume that A is in:finite in 
order to have n-types in D!~(A ) Vn < ,,o. But if A is finite we can choose an infinite 
extension of A unless A is maximal. But then Theorem .~.. implies that A is 
already La-ho  nogeneous. Now the set I...J~=S, is countable so by AP there is a 
countable extensum A, of A which realizes every type in the set U~c,S~ (since 
also by AP each such type has an extension to Sa (A)). Form a chain of countable 
extensions <A,: i < ~of by repeating the above procedure at each stage i to form 
A,.~. Let B = (.J,.,.A,. Then B is a countable L..~-homogeneous extensicn of A. 
For if X is a finite subset of B then X C A, for some i< co. Hence every 
D~(A~)-type over X is realized in Ai~, where ]' > i. But since g -= (...i A, it follows 
that B = U .... A i and so DrY(B) = U: o,D~/,(A,) and so since every D~((B)-typein 
&, (A, } corresponds to a f'~ ~ D{(B)  such that if X = {x~ . . . . .  x,,} ar, d x,, realizes f
then the sequence ix, . . . . .  x,,. x,,) realizes F, it follows that !f I', ~ D ~.:,(A;) then /-" is 
realized in A~.  By Theorem 3.25 .[3 is an L~-homogeneous extension of A. _[7_] 
In the theory oJ graphs [..x-ilomo.~cneous struc{ure:s are called uitrab.omogc- 
neous. And so we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.29. Every countable graph has a countable ultrahomogeneous exten- 
sion. 
ProoL As noted by P. Hell the tileory of graphs has the alnalgamation property 
and so the result is immediate from the above theorem. [] 
The language of graphs is finite and contains no function symbols and so it is easy 
~o show that there are < ~o La-types in n-variables for each n < ~o. Consequently if 
D is a maximal £r -d iagram, where T is the theory of graphs, then t D ! = ~o. Hence 
there is a countable graph G which realizes all types in D. By Theorem 3.28 G ha:~ 
a countable extensi,m B @ Xr which is LA-homogeneous. Since D~(G)= D it 
{ollows by Corollary 3.26 that B is weakly La -saturated. This result can be stated as 
a general corollary. 
Corollary 3.30. Suppose that )2 is a uni~,ersal cMss with AP. If D is a ~taximal 
V.diagram, then there is a countable wc,:~kiy k., -saturated D-structure iff ! D ! = w. 
Question I. Suppose that V is a l nivers~q class with AP a -d  D is a Z-diagram. Is 
there an La-homogeneous D-struc ture A ::  Z? What conditions on ~ or D insure 
t~?e xistence of a countable D-structure it, S which is LA-homogeneous? Here A 
is a D-structure if D,~:~,A" ) = L,.'~' 
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Lemma 3.32. Suppose g l~ v is ~ universal class and A ~ S. Then A is existentially 
closed in V iff VB ~ 5" if B ~ A. then A <, B. 
Proof. Suppose that A is existentially closed in 23; and B ~-A. Let (5"~ be a 
Vrsentence in L(A) .  If B~--nfY~ .@en si:~ce ('2 is a universal A sentence 
(2, = Vv~(~(v~) so ~(2 ,  ~ ~v--n0"(v,). Since A is existentially closed it follows that 
there is some b, in A such that A ~ -n (~(b,). So A does not imply (2,. On the other 
hand if A <~ B then A ~ B and if B ~ ~v, tO(v~)for some LA(A)-formuIa O then A 
cannot imply Vt,, -7 0(v,) for then B H-Vv~--1 ~,(v~). So A implies ~v~t,,(v,) so A is 
existentially closed. [~ 
Note that if X has the amalgamation property then every A ~ X has existentially 
closed extensions in each cardinal A ;--~ i A i + ~,,. it is natural to ask: 
(1) Is there an existentially closed extension B of A such that if f: A -÷ C is an 
embedding of A in an existentially closed structxure C ~ X ~hen f can be lifted to 
an embedding of B into C? 
(2) If D is a maximal X-diagram is there a unique existentially closed D.. 
structure A -¢-/X such that if C is any existentialty closed D-structure then A 
t.mbeds in C? 
If S is La-(co)-stabte then we can answer both of these questions affirmatively. 
Lemma 3.33. Suppose that S is L..~-(~)-stable. If A ~ X has power ~ A, then 
Vn < ,o I ST,(A )I ~ a. 
We defer the proof of this lemma until later in the chapter. Let .4 C X. The 
formula g,(v,) ~ L2(A)  is an atom if V0(v,) E LA(A ) if ~0(~,) AO(v, ) is consistent 
with Th (X) U DA(A)  then A, ~- +(e~)--~" O(v~) for any extension A~ cf A in X. The 
structure A is atomistic if Vto(v~) ~ I~,~(A) there is an a~:om O~(v~)~- = L~(A)  such 
that A f=-- q~(v,)--,4J(v,). Note that if 2: has AP and tO(a . . . . . .  a,,, v~) is an atom in 
L . , (A )  with a, . . . . .  a,  parameters from A and to G LA then if A,, is generated by 
a, . . . . .  a, and 0 (v~) ~ La (Ao) is consistent with tO (a~v~) the a A, ~ to (a, v~)-, 0 (v,) for 
any extension A~ of A,~. We will use the notation A ~ tO(e )--~ O(v,) to mean that in 
any extension B of A if b~ is a sequence in B and B 9 +(b,) then B ~ O(b,). 
Lemma 3.34. Suppose that v is L.~-(~o)-stable. If A E ~, then A is atomistic. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there i s / .  ~ X and to(v~) E L~ (A)  such that no atom in 
La(A)  implies tO. For each n < w lel S,, = {0, 1}L For each n < a~ ar 3 each fS ~ %, 
we define a formula 0e~ LA(A)  su h that 
(i) O~(v,)-~ to(v,) 
(it) A,~<t,,~,.~ 0~,-i~ is consistent 
o n~ (iii) if ~ES.  then 0~{0}-----~0~:~}. 
To begil: let 0o = to(v~). Suppose thai formulas atisfying the above conditions have 
been defined for all m ~ n and (~ E 5.,.. Let ~ ~ S,,. Then A~t,,~+~ 0 s,~ is consiste~3t 
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Question 2. What conditions on v insme that if ~ is a universal class with AP  
then every A ~ S w,~dch is countable has a countable L~-homogeneous extension 
with the same !7-diagram? Can we obtain algebraic or syntactical characterizations 
of universal classes with this property? 
Question 3, ~ Suppose that ~7 is an arbitrary universal class. If A ~ v is countable, 
does A have a countable [_x-homogeneous extension in .E? 
Question 4. Let .S bca  universal class with AP  and suppose that D is a maximal 
Z-diagram. What can be said concerning tile spectrum o~ D-structures which are 
La-homogeneous? In particular, is the spectrum increasi,ng on uncountable cardi- 
nals? 
Question 5. Can we characterize all tb.eorie:s T such that every A ~_Yr is 
pregeneric? 
The following proof, due to P. Hell, shows that not every couv~table graph has a 
countable LA-homogeneous extension with the same &agram Let A be the 
structure defined in Example I. Suppose for purposes of contradiction that A has a 
countable La - imn,ogeneous extension X of the same diagram. Then X contains no 
cycles. We c~n assume ,,:hat X is connected. For if not then the connected 
component of X containing A must be La-homogeneous.  Note that any two 
elements of X have db~ance at most 2. For  let x ,y  E X and suppose that 
xR:~Rx2 . . . . .  x,Ry is a minimal path connecting x and y (where R denotes the 
binary relation on X). New the pairs <x, x2) and (x, x_0 have tile same LA -type, for 
othervAse there is a shorter path connecting x and y. But no automorphism of X 
sends x' onto x and x2 onto x3 for if such an automorphism exists tl 'en clearly a 
shorter path between x and y can be constructed. Define X, = {fie set of all 
elements of ~ of distance I from a fixed point x. E A } and let X.  be the se: of all 
points o~ X of di;,~anee 2 or 0, Then: 
O) )6, # 0 
(ii) X,, N X, = 
Off) )t:.', U X, = X. 
Moreovier(X , x X, ) A R = A for i = 0, 1 because X is assumed to contain no cycles. 
Thus if Ix E Xo, then (x .y )E  R for all y ¢ X,, for F- not the distance of x and y 
wot~kt b~t; more than 2. Now X~ contains at least 2 elements, so Xo must contain only 
x,, or el,.te X contains a cycle with four elements. Let x~ be any element of X,. It is 
clear tl, at~ X admits no automorphism taking x. to x, and thus x is not 
L/,-horjogeneous. Contradiction. 
Defin[fiOi 3.3]. ,ct A E E. Then A is existentially closed if, for all 
*1J(v ...... i v,, .,)~ LA (A) ,  if there is B ~'~ A in v such that ~ has a solution in/3, then 
¢ has a;[solution in the structure ,4. 
~Bjarni J~i;.~o. has prm idcd us wi.,h a countercxample. 
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and implies 0(v,) so this formula is not an atom. It follows that there is 
O(v~)~La(A) such that bo~h A,~t,,~ . 0~:!~ A 0 and A;~(~,,~.,~ 0 ,~ -'70 are consis- 
tent. Define 0,~ '~ {0} = 0 and 0~ n {I} = --7 0. This definition satisfies all of ihe above 
requirements. Let Ao be the substructure of A generated by the elements of A 
whose names apear in the formulas defined above. Then IA01 ~< w. But if L~ 2 ~ 
then the set Of formulas {t9~¢, : i < w} is consistent and so has an extension to a type 
F E SA(Ao) and condition ( i i )  implies that if the sequences ~,  C~: ~ 2 `0 are not 
equal then F~, -F~: .  So I.S';(A,,)I =2  °. which, by Lemma 3.33, contradicts the 
assumption that 22 is LA-(m.-stable. []  
Definition 3.35. Suppose that A ~2". If F(vo . . . . .  v,_ ,)ES~(A),  then F is a 
generalized principal t,'ve if there is some consistent formula .:/~ (re . . . . .  v,,, ) C LT(A ), 
such that if B is an extension of A and (b~ . . . . . .  b,~) is a so!ution of ~/~ in B, then 
be . . . .  , b,, ~ realizes the type F. 
Note that F is a general ized principal type "f there is a formula ~tJ(vo .. . . .  v~ ) such 
that if b, . . . . . .  b,,, is any solution then (br, . . . . .  b,,) realizes 12 For a formula satisfying 
the conditions : ~ the definition can easily be obtained from ~t by a change of 
variables. If the structure A has the property that I_.;'.~(A} is atomistic for each 
m <o9 then F~SX(A)  is a general ized principal type ~ff there is ~.n atom 
t/J(,% . . . . .  v,,) E LI~ (A)  satisfying the conditions of the defirlition. Finally suppose 
that T is a complete fu!l theory and A E St. Then if F(v~) E ~, (A)  is a generalized 
pri,,cipal type then F is a principal type. For let qs(v~) be an L.7(A) formula such 
that if (b,, . . . . .  b,,.,) is the sequence of the first n-coordinates of a solution 
(b ... . . . .  b,,} of O in an extension B of A then (be . . . . .  b,,_,) realizes F. Let B, be a 
model of T with B ,~A.  Since T is complete and full there is a formula 
(S(vo . . . . .  v,,_~) which is equivalent o 
::tv . . . . . .  v, , ,O(v ,  . . . . . .  v . . . . . .  v . . . . . .  v, , , )  in  B~.  
Claim. A ~ fS(v,)--e- V(v,). 
For let O(v,)E I: Thea 
B, ~ 3v  ....... v,,,q4v, v. . . . . .  v~,, )~  O(v, ). 
Then B,P  (~*(e~)---~ 0(r~) and conseque.~tly A P ~(e,)--~ 0(v:). The following exam- 
ple shows tha~ if X s a universal class with AP  and F~Sa(A)  for A~X is a 
general ized pdncipa! type then F need not be principal. 
Example 2. Let 
:~ {b .  U.., .'(v,,, v,)} u{U~:  i < ~o} u{U~:  i < ~}. 
The theory T says 
(i) Vv,,(U,(v,,)v U.(v,,)) 
(ii) U~(v,,)--> U,(v,,) Vi < ~o and U~(vo)--* Uz(vo) Vi < ~o 
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(iii) each U~(v,,) is infinite Vi < w. j = Io2 and U,(v,,)N U:(v,)={,}. 
* 1.2 U,,.(v,,) n U~,(v,,) = 0 Vi, < i: <. ~o. t = 
(iv) V'v,v,(R(v,. v,)'-~ U,(vo)A U~,(o,)) 
(v) Vv,,v,(R(v~,v,)---~ A,~.~ UI(c,,) A A .... --n Uf (v , ) )Vn < ~o 
(vi) Vv,,, v,, v,.(R(vov,)A R (v,,v,~)--+ v, = v,~) and 
Vvo. v ,  v:(R(v,t,o)a R (v.v.0 --~ v, = v:). 
l_.e*, X = Yr. Then V is a ,miversal class with AP. Let ,4, be a structure in ~ with all 
the U{ infinite Vi < ~o, j = 1,2 and such that every element of A is in some U{. 
Then the set of formulas 
~ = {U,(v~,)}U {,A, -n, U~(~,,): n < a'.} 
extends to a unique type F ~ S., (A )  and F is a generaliz~'d principal type since the 
formuta R(v,,. th) is an atom in L',,(A). But F is not a ~rincipa! type. 
Lemma 3.36. Suppose thetv  is" L,,.(oJ)-smble. If A ~ ~.2 and F C S~;(A ). then if ~" 
has AP and F is a generalized principal type VB ~- A it, X, there is a generalized 
n ~3 princpM type F~ C S.~( ), such that F C F,. 
Proof. Since F is a general ized principal type and X is L.~-(~o)-stable there is an 
atom #~(v~)~L~(A) such that F b: die type of the first n coordinates of any 
solution of #J. Let B >t A. Then since Z has AP  the formula & is consistent with B. 
Since v is L.~-(m)-stable L)~(B) is atomistic and so there is an atom O(v~) in LI~ (B) 
such that B t= 0(v~)--~ 0(v,). Let F~ be the La(B) - type of the first n coordinates of 
O(v,). Then clearly F C F~ is a generalized principal type. [] 
Suppose that V is LA-(Co)-stable and has the amalgamation property. To each 
A G_ Z we associate a fixed chain of structures (A, : i < A) extending A and defined 
by reduction as follows. Let S be the set of all generalized principal types in Sn (A).  
Welt-order S in a sequence {F~(v,,):i<A,}. Define A, = A(x~)where x, is an 
element which realizes U~(vo). Now suppose that A. has been defined for all 
c~ < 13 ~< A,. Let F~ be the first type in S not realized in U ,<~A,. By Lemma 3.36 
there is a generalized principal type /~, extending F~ tt~ S.~(U,,<~A~,). Define 
A~ = [U,, . . ,  A,, ](X~) where X~ is a point which realizes ~;. If ~ = a~ we repeat ~he 
procedure beginning with U~<.,, A,~. After ~o repetit ions of this construction we 
obtain a chain (A,. : i  < A). t.et A = U, :~ A ,  
Note. If v = Xr for some complete fu~l theory T, then the above construction is 
jmt  the prime model construction of M. Morley. tn this g,meral context the next 
two results show that the extension _,{ of A is a prhae existentially closed 
extension. We catI /~ the existential closure of A. 
Lemma 3,37. Suppose Y- is La-(w)-stable and has the amalgamotion property. Ij 
A E X, then .& is existentially closed, 
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Proo|. Suppose that 4s(v~) ~ LA (/~) has a solution in some extension of A. There 
is o~ <A such that 4J(v,)ELa(A,~). Since L~(A,,) is atomistic there is 0(t,,)~ 
LA(A~) such that A.  ~ 0(v0--> ~g,(~,,) and O(vO is an atom. Let F be the type of the 
first coordinate of O(v,). Then since F is a genera!ized principal type there is a~ < ,~ 
such that F ;s realized in A~, i> A,,o Suppose that x0 realizes F in A,,. Then the 
formula tp(~ v, . . . . .  v,_~) is consi'~tent in La (/~). For let B be an extension of A,~ in 
which there is a solution (y ....... y,,..,) of the formula O(v,). Then x,, and y~, have ~he 
same La(A~,)-type. Let f be an embedding of A~(x,,) into A,.(y ....... y,,_ :) defined 
by f(a) = a V~ E A,, and f(x,,) = y,,. Let i be the injection of A~(x~) in /~. If C 
amalgamates J~ and A~(yo . . . . .  yn-,) over Ao(x~) with maps g~:~{--~C and 
g~: A,,(y, ...... y~, ,)---> C then 
C ~ O(g:(f(xc)), g~(Y0 . . . . .  g2(y,-~)). 
We can assume that gl is the identity so that 
C ~ ,#(xo, g2(y,) . . . . .  g..(y,-,)). 
Now we can repeat the argument to obtain x~ ~/~ saeh that 0(x~,, x~, v.~ . . . . .  v,~0 is 
consistent. By an inductive argument we finally obtain a solution (x ....... x,.,} of ~,~ 
in.A. [] 
Theorem 3.38. Suppose that X is La-(,~)-stabte and has AP. Let A ~ .~. If B is 
existentially closed and f: A--* B is an embedding, then there is an ~mbedding 
g: /~ --> B such that the following diagram commutes: 
f 
A "~B 
, / z / J "  
i 
s"  g 
A 
Proof. Let (/~,,)~,~:,, be the chain associated with A. We define by induction a chain 
(B~} .... over f (A )  in B and a sequence of maps f , :A~--*Bo mapping A,, 
isomorphically onto B,,. Let Bo = f (A  ). and f~, = f. Supp~se that the chain and maps 
have bee~', defined 'Ca < B ":" A. Let B~-= U,~<¢~Bo and f~= U~f~.  Letting 
At=:  U,, ,A~ we recall tha. A~ = A~(xe) where x~ realizes some generalized 
principal type I" over A; .  If F is a generalized priv'ipal type then there is 
4,(v,) C E.~(A;) such ~hat 0 is an atom and F is the type of the first coordinate of 
4t(v~). it follows that/~(I-') is the type of the first coordinate of f;(0(v~)) = &(v,). 
Since 13 is e~istentially closed and 0'(t~) is consistent (by AP) there is 
(Y0, Y, . . . . .  y,_,) in/3 whic, is a soh~tion of ~)'. Then y~ realizes F '  = f ;(F) so we can 
let B~ = B;(y~) and ft~ be the extcasion of f;~ defined by the relation f~(x~) = y~. It 
follows that the chain {/3,,) is ~c!ined for all a < ,~, as are the maps f~.. Letting 
g = U,,. . , f ,  we obtain the desired embedding of .4 in B. 
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If 7" is an ~o-stablc theory, it is easy to see that ~be class of all existentiatiy dosed 
structures in V,- is the class of all models of T. The fotlowi~g result shows that :his is 
true for any complete full theory. 
Theorem 3.39. Suppose tha~ T is ~ complete full theo~T. Then the class of all 
existentially closed structures in vr  is ~he class of all models of 7-i 
Proof. We first prove that if A is a model of 7, then ,4 is existentially c!osed in Z r. 
Suppose that 0 (e , )~ L , , (A)  and B ~! v is such that B ~'-A and for some b, in P 
we have that B = 0(b,). Let C :~e a model of 7" extending B. Then C~ 3v~k(v~). 
Since T is complete and full and A i.,; a submodeI of C it follows that A < C and so 
A ~ ::Iv, to(v,). So t0(v,) already has a '~olution in A and so A is existentially closed. 
Now suppose that A is existentially closed in Xr and B i~ a model of T extending 
A. Suppose that (S ~ L(T)  and B ~ ff(a~b) for some b ~ ,9. Let (S, ~e a quantifier 
free formula such that TF-~, ~ (!-. Then B ~ ~.~2~(a,b). Since if a, is a sequence in A 
the formula ~(a,v,,)~ L~, (A)  it follo~vs that tlzere is an element a E A such that 
A~-~,(a,a) .  Since (S~ is an L.,-formula we have B'~(a ,a} .  Thus by the 
Tarski -Vaught test A is an elementmy substructure of B. So A is a model of 7'. ~3 
This result was noted in a discussion between the author and A.H. Lachtan. Note 
that it follows from the above proof f}'~at if T is mode| complete then every mode: of 
7" is existentially closed in Xr. in fact a result due to Eklof and Sabbagb shows that 
if T is model complete then the class of models of T is the class of existential b 
closed sw:ctures in Xr. (See [6, p. 2b~6].) And so Theorem 3.39 is a special case of 
this earl ier result. 
Lemma 3.40. Suppose ihat E is LA-(w)-stable ard has AP. I rA  @ X, then ,every 
sequence {z, . . . . .  z,,) in fi, realizes a generalized principal type over A. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the level of the chain associated wita A. 
Suppose that a = 1. Then A, = A(xO for some element x, realizing i'~. Let 
to(v~) ~C LA (A)  be an atom with the property that the type of the first coordinate of 
to is l'> Let z~ . . . . .  z. be a sequence in A, .  Say z, . . . . .  z~ are elements of A and the 
elements zr,~ . . . . .  z. are in A~ A. For each z~ with i>  r let t,(vo) be an 
L~(A) - term such that t,(x~)= z. Define the formula to, to be 
~(v , )  ^ v,,, = e ,  ^ . . . . .  ^ v . . . . .  = ~ A t , . ( r~ , )  = v . . . . . . .  , ^ . . . .  A t , , (v , , )  = v . . . . .  
Then to[ is an L.. (A )-atom (~vitb m =the  number of free variables in (J). 
Furthermore there is an extension B of A such that B ~ d*(x,, b, . . . . .  b., ~) for some 
elements b, . . . . .  b,._~ in B since x~ realizes the type of the first co.~rdinate of to and 
S has AP. So clearly 
B ~ ~(x~b~ . . . . .  k,,..~z~ . . . . .  z , ) .  
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The fact that 0~ is an atom follows from the ~act hat x: determines A (xd and tb is an 
La(A)-atom. Suppose the assertion has been proven for all c~ </3<t .  Let 
z ,  . . . . .  z,~ be a sequence in A~. Then say z, . . . .  z, are elemems of U~.~oA~ and 
z~,, . . . .  ,z,, are elements of / -~ i . . . J , ,~A~,  let 
t, ~,(a ', . . . . .  a~, ~,,,) , . . . .  ~,, (~ 7-', . . . .  ~: . ;"  vo) 
be terras in LA(U,~.:r,A~) such that z, = t,(a~, ~x ~) and the parameters of all the 
terms are the elements al -~. Let ~/~b, . . . . . .  ),,, v~) be an L,,(U,,<~A~) atom such 
that x~ realizes the type of the first coordinate of any solution of #~. By induction 
there is an I.A (A )-atom d/ , (v , )  such fl~at the sequence 
b,~(a  l, . . ., a~,> ~, . . . .  ~(a ' , ' - \  . . . .  a~2"_.>~(z . . . . . .  z~> 
has the type of the m + n, + . . . . .  + ~ .... + r = t first coordinates of (,',. Let O:(t,~) be 
the formula 
,t~,(v,) ~ +(v  . . . . . . .  v,,,_,, v,, v . . . . . . .  =,,.~) ~ , , (v  . . . . . .  v . . . . . .  v,) 
= v ,+~+.  ~ . . . . .  ^ t . . (v . , .  ~ . . . . . . . .  v , , ,~._ . .~v, )  = v , . .~  ........ 
where k is the number such that ¢. has m + k + t variables. Now La (A)  is atomistic 
so there is an atom 0(v,) in LA(A) such that A/= 0(e~)--~ 4c.(t,~). 
Cla im.  The formula 6 determines the La(A)- type of the sequence z~ . . . . .  z,. 
This follows easily from the construction of the formula #,':. Hence the L..,(A)- 
~ype of z, . . . . .  z,, is a generalized principal type. [] 
Suppose that 9[ is a model of a complete theory T and ~ is an extension of ?[ in 
which there is a sequence: x, . . . .  , x. that realizes ome principal type generated by 
the atom ~b(v,)¢ L(91). If y~ . . . . .  yk is another sequence in ~ a ,d  y~ . . . . .  ya is the 
soh:tion of an atom ' 1~2,  . . . . .  2,,, -~) in the language of ?| and x, . . . . .  x. in the model 
"~ then the se4uence (x, . . . .  x,,} ~ (y, . . . . .  y~) realizes a principal type over 9I for the 
formula 
~t,(v . . . . . . .  v°_,) A ~(V, ,  . . . . .  v~,  V . . . . . . .  V , ,~)  
is an L(?[)-atom. It fol!cws that the formula 
?~:~ . . . . . .  v,, , (#,(v  . . . . . . .  v,, , )A ~',,(v,, . . . . .  V,, ,, V, . . . . . .  v,, .~))  
is an L(gD-.atom a;~d hence 1:he sequence <y~ . . . . .  y,, ) realizes a principal type over 9i. 
The corresponding proper~y for principal types m the context of universal classes 
fails as is shown b'" ~he following exar~ple. 
Example 3. Let 
L = {U,,(v.) .  U , (v . ) .  U: (v ,+ R, (v , , .  v,). R:(v , , ,  v,} u {E,(c, , ,  ~,,, v:, ~'.0 : i < ~} 
u { U,°(v~,) : i < ~o } u { u ;~ Vo) : i < ~o } u { U : (vo)  : i < (~) ~. 
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T is the theor\' which says the folk)win," 
(1) Vv.v,(R:(v,,<)--, U,(v,,)A U:(v,)) 
(2) Vv~,(3v~R(vov~)--~-n U~(v.))Vi <<o; we al~;o add the corresp.:mding sen- 
tence for U,(v,,) 
(3) the sets U,, U~, U2 are all infinite and disjoint and d~ese sets partition the 
universe; the sets U{ are infinite, disjoint and U{(v0)--> U~ (v,,) Vi < e0 
(4) the image of R, is infinite and R: is one-to-one 
(5) the image of Re is in (Z,, the domain is the same as R, but every element of 
the don:ain corresponds t{ an infinite tmmber of elements in U,,; the image set 
satisfies the formula --n U~,'(t,o) Vi < ,o 
(6) Wi < LoE~(v,, v,, v:, v~) iff R,(vo, a,) and Re(v,,, ~.,_) and Re(vo, vO arid for given 
x, y with R~(x, y) the corresponding relations E,(x, y, v:, v3) form a nested sequence 
of equivalence relations on the set R.(x, v,,) each witil an infinite number of infinite 
classes. That is E,,,(x,y, v2, v~) splits each of the equivalence :lasses of 
E,(x, y, v:, v~) into an infinite number cf infinite classes. 
L,et v = St. Let A,)be the structure in ~" whose universe has one point in U{. The 
type of any element x satisfying the set of formulas {--~Ul(v,,):.i <{o} i,~; a 
generalized principal type over A,, and the type of any element z sa(isfylng R~(x. z ) 
is principal over A,(x) .  But the ~ype of z over A,, is not a principal type. [~ 
Note that Lemma 3.40 implies tim): if A is any prime existentially closed 
extension o. A then any sequence in A realizes a generalized principal type over 
A. This fact allows us to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.41. Suppose that ?. is La-(oo)-stable and has AP. Then any two 
existentially closed prime extensions of a countable struct:~,re A E X c:re isomorphic 
over A. 
Proof. Let Bl and B2 be two existentially closed prime extensions of A. We 
-=-D~ Vi < ~o such that {C~},<~ is a chain over proceed inductively to form chains 6", ~ '  
D t ,4 in BI, { ~j .... is a chain over A in B2 and {f~} .... is an increasing sequence of 
A- isomorphisms. Let Co = A = D(, and .f,, be the identity map. Suppose that the 
chains and maps have been defined for all i ~< n so that ~ has i generators over A. 
Say 
C,. = A (x, . . . . .  x,,, )r~ i~ A (y, . . . . .  y,., ) = D., 
and f,,(x,) = y, If m is even choose ),,,,+, ~ B2-  D,,,. Tae sequence (y, . . . . .  y~+,) 
realizes a generalized principal type over A ;  say rr(v~ . . . . .  v,,~,, v,) is an atom in 
La (A)  and y~ . . . . .  y,,.~ realizes tile type of the first m + 1 variables. No,v since f;;;' is 
f . , (y , )  = x, an A- isomorphism of D., and C.~ with -~ V~' ~ ~n it follows that the 
formula 7r(~ . . . . .  £.. vo, v,) is consistent with B, and so has a solution (x..+~, z,) in 
B~. Then the sequence (x~ . . . . .  x,..~) ha'= the same LA (A) - type as (y, . . . . .  y,..,) so 
letting D.,.~ Do, ty, .~) and e- = r ~ map generamd = ,-.,,,: ,~,tx,,. : and letti:~g : . I~,,~ the 
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by the relations [,,~,(x)= f,,(x) Vx ~ C,~, and .~,,.~(x,, q )= y,,,+, we have extended 
the construction of the chai~s and maps a step further. If m is odd we proceed as 
above witt" (7,,, instead of D,,. Then U ...... (7.,, = B~ and LJ ...... D,, = B., and U .~ = ] 
is an A-isomorpifism of B, and B2. [] 
Suppose that A~X and &(vo)EL , ' (A) .  Then U~=(F : J '~SA(A)  and 
tO ~ F}. If 4~(v,) has several variables then U2,} is similarly defined. If O ~ ka, then 
U, = {Y : F i'.; an La-type arid ~l* ~E F}. 
Definition 3.42. Suppose that X is a universal class with AP and D is a maximal 
~'-diagram. A formula to(v,)~ LA is a D-atom if there is F(v, )C D such that 
VD-structures A ~ V we have A ~ 4s(v,)--~ .'(v,)V(5 ~ F. The diagram D is atomistic 
if Vq,(v~) E La if U~, D D/0  there is a D-atom t/,,(v,), such that D F gq(t,,)-+ 0(t',). 
By the notation D F to~(v~)--~ 0(v,) in the above definition we mean that VA if 
Da v(A)CD,then A~to, ~to. 
Lemma 3.43. Sui,~ose ~hat v is LA-(co)-stabIe arid D is a maximal X-diagram 
Then D is atomistic. 
The proof of Le nma 5.43 is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.34. 
Theorem 3.44. Suppose X is La-(co)-stable and has AP. Let D be a maximal 
Z-diagram. There is A ~: X stgch that: 
(0 P f , (A )  C P 
(it) A is existentially closed 
(iii) if B ~ v is existentially closed and ~t.- _ D ,, to )C D then there is an embedding of 
A inB .  
Proof. Let C = {Q : i < w} be a srquence of new constants. We define a theory Tl 
as follows. First add Th (X) to T~. The remainder of T, is defined by induction on 
i < co. Let 4;,(v,,) be a D-atom. Add the sentence 0~(q) ~o T,. Suppose we., have 
constructed sentences ~(c~) . . . . .  4',,(c~ . . . . .  c,) so that to,(:J0 . . . . .  v~_ 0 is a D-atom. 
Let to -- to.,(v,) ^  v. = v,. Then to(v,) is consistent with D so there is a D-atom 4',,+, 
such that D F to~ ~-+ ~/s. Let tb,+z(c, . . . . .  c,+,)~ T~. Finally choose a new constant c 
and F(v~,)ED. Add all of the sentences {(~(c) :~EF} to T~. The theory so 
con~trL,~c,~ed is consistent :~y the compactness theorem. Let A '  be a model of T, and 
let A, be the ~ubsmlcture of A ' fL (X)  generated by the elements {cf ' : i  < co}. If 
we define A = ..3~, then A will satisfy the requirements of th,. theorem. We first 
noCe that D~(A, )C  D. For D~V(A'IL(X)) D D contains F since c a' realizes F. So 
D r F" ^ ,~(A I L(V))C D and therefnre DA(A, )C  D. Suppose that B is existemially 
closed and D,~(B, " D. Define a sequence (b~)~<,~ in B by induction as follows. 
Since B is existentially closed EIb~ E B such that B ~= q~(bd. If b~ . . . . .  b,, has been 
selected so that B ~ t/s, (b, , . . . ,  o; )V i  <~ n consider the formula to,.,~b,,..~- ., _b,v~,!. We 
know that B ~= to, . , - ,  4~., ^  t,., --: v,,. Since B is a D-structure d-',+~ is consistent with 
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B so has a solution x~ . . . . .  x,,,,, in Bo The,~ xt . . . . .  x,, has the same LA-type as 
b~ . . . . .  b,, so it follows by AP that ~g, ~(L~ . . . . .  b,,,~,) is ce, nsisten[ with B hence has a 
solution b,,+~ in B. Using the faet ti~at each of the formulas 4,, is a D<.~tom we se, 
that the map f: A , -~ B generated by the relation f ( c2)= b, is an embedding. By 
Theorem 3.38 the map f can be 5fred to an embeddi~g  of A = A~ into S'. Since 
,~, is e~dstentialiy closed this proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3.45. Suppose that X is Lx ~(o~ )-srabJe and has AP. Le4 D be :~ m ~ximal 
X-diagram. Then if A is any prime existemiatly closed D-structure and {x, . . . . .  ~,, } is 
a sequence in A, then (x, . . . . .  x,,) realizes c i generalized principai type F in S~. 
ProoL Suppose that F~ is any nol l -generaJbed principa~ type in S~ fern  < m. Let 
{0,(v~ . . . .  , v,) : i < ca} be an increasing scquen.:e of D-atoms. No D-atom qJ, has the 
property that for some LA-terms 
{t , (v ,  . . . . .  v , )  . . . . .  t , , (v ,  . . . . .  v, ;~ 
we have that 
,t,, (v ,  . . . . .  v , ) -~  v , ( t , (v , )  . . . . .  t ,0 , , ) ) .  
For suppose that this occurs for terms t~ . . . . .  r,~ and some formula 0,. Sine(: q~, is a 
D-atom it determines the isomorphism type of any structure generated by a 
solution. It follows tha'., the formula 
~,,(,, ,  . . . . .  v , ) ,  v,+, = t , (~ , , )A  . . . . .  A V . . . .  = t , , (v j )  
is a D-atom.  But the last n-coordinates of this formula realize F, which implies that 
F~ is a general ized principal type. Contradiction. Let A0 be the structure in X 
defined by the above sequence of D-atoms (as in the proof of the preceding 
theorem). Then if A0 is the existential closure of Ao in 2; we claim that/~o does not 
realize F~. For  suppose that {a, . . . . .  a , )  realizes F~ in Ao. The type of this sequence 
realizes ome general ized principal type m, er A0 defined say by ~2(v~ . . . . .  v,,). Say 
that (a, . . . . .  a,,,a,,., . . . . .  a,,,) is a solution of #'.'a in A~,. Let (x, . . . . .  x,) be the 
parameters from A¢, which appear in the formula 0~,. We can assume that the 
elements x~ . . . .  , x. are an initial segmenl of the sequence of generators of At,. Now 
O~ is au atom in L,~(Ao) so that the formula 
#.,,(v~ . . . . .  v , )  A#~ (v ,  . . . . .  v,, v ,~  . . . . .  v ...... ) 
is a D-atom,  where 4~2 = 4~(.g~ . . . . .  .L, v~ . . . . .  v,,,). But then the L.~-type of the r -~- 1 
to r + n coordinates of any solution (y~ . . . . .  y .... ) is i'~ which implies ~hat F~ is a 
generalized principal ~ype. This convadict ion proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3.46. Suppose that Z is an L,~-(~a )-stab!e universal class with AP and D 
is a maxima~ 2"-diagram. If A is a prime existentially closed )..structure, then A is 
L,, -homogeneous. 
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We say that X is unstable in power A if X is not L, -(A)-otable. 
Theorem 3.49. Every universal class :£ satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) X is unstable in all powers A >>-o) 
(ii) X is La -(A )-stable for all A >I 2 ~' 
(iii) X is L~ -(A )-stable in atl powers h >>- 2 ~ with cofinality > o) but X, is ~mstable in 
powers k with cf (k )= ¢0 and k > 2% 
Thfs result can be proven in :he same way as a corresponding theorem for 
compiete theories. (See [2t].) 
Theorem 3.502 X i:~ LA-(O))-stoble iff X is LA-(A)-stable for all A >- ~,o. 
Proof. Suppose thaf A E Z and I A [ > to but I SA (A) i  > I A 1. For each n < w let 
% be the set of all ;equences of length n with range {0, 1}. We define big induction 
on n for each (2 ~_ S, a formula 6~(v,,) ~ I_.~ (A) such that the set {0~i, : i ~ in + 1} is 
contained in > I A I types. To begin with, since SA (A)  has power > I A I > ~o there 
is tb(v.) c= La (/~) s~ch that the set {F: F E S., (A)  ^ ~ E~ F} has power > I A [, 
Define 0 (v,~)= Oo(v,O. Suppose that formulas satisfying our conditions have been 
defined for all m ~ n and C C Sin. Let ~E S,,. Then the f¢.rmula 4,~(v0) =
A,~,Oe,,(vo) is contained in > IA I types in SA(A). Suppose that each 0 ~ LA(A) 
splits U.,~,~ into two sets one of which always has power ~ t A [. Define 7r0 to be 
,ft': 0 ~ F -~ S,, (A)  r] U,,,,~} 
if this set has power -'~ !A I, and if this set has power > IN [ then let 
~r,, = {!": ~ 0 E F~ S,, (A)F~ U,,~}. 
Then 
For suppose that F,, F~c-U,~ but F,, F2 ~ Uo~'~.,~A~ ~r~. Then if F t / f '2  there is 
~ome formula 0 such that 0 ~ F~ and ---10 (-2 F,. Suppose that 
":r,o = {F: F C U,~ and 0 @ F}. 
Then F, Gm,, contrary to assumption. Otherwise F2 E 7to contrary to assumption. 
So ]U,,~,~ L-Joet.~(~r~,I~l. But 
U m, < ])' i~;';,i~lAI 
Contradiction° So there is some 0 ~ LA (A) that splits U, oo into two sets of power 
> I A I. Define 
~This generalizes a result of Morley. It is instructive tocompare the proof ~*f Theorem 3.50 and Theorem 
4.C, ~o ~he original proof of Morley. 
Model theory for unit,,ers'al classes 3 [  
0~n{0}= 0(v,,)A dJ~ aad 0~s"{l} :: -10(v,,)A ~/.~,~. 
Clearly this definition satisfies our condi.qoas. No~' by (mr, constructicm if ;.2 c:~: 2 "~ 
then the set {O~:~,(vo):i<o~,} is coasistent Let A,, be (he ~;t~bstructure ~t A 
generated by the elements whose names appear in t~e agrwe defir~<~d formulas. 
Then [Aol<~ o) but ISa(A~,)[ = 2". Hence X is not LA-(~)-~ahle. ~3 
We now give the proof of Lemma 3.i2. Suppose for so,'~e n < e) ~ S~,(A ~ 
where A ~ X has power A. Let 5; be the set of at! 1-types which appear as the ~ype~; 
of the first coordinate of some f '~  S~(A) .  Then IS[ < A. It follows iha~ ~e '~ i~; 
I'~ E S which appears as the first coordinate type for > A elemer~ts of SVA ). ~,~::t 
A (xd  be an extension of A generated by a point x~ which realize:., l',. Th~:n 
t S : ; - ' (A(x, ) ) I  > a. Proceeding ind~ictively we can obtain an extensior~ f_~ ~)f A :~f 
power Z such that [Sa(B) I>A,  This contradicts the a~;5~umpti,,m ~hal 5 i~-~ 
L~ -(A )-stable. 
Corollary 3.51. Y is La-(w)-stabte iff Vn  < ~o and VA ~ ~2 if I A ! = 2, ,,~ o). ~'he~ 
[ S~,(A)[ = A. 
For convenieace if fl is a cardinal we denote by Z(A) the set of isornorphisrr~ 
types of structures in X of power A. 
Definition 3.52. Suppose that A E Z. Then 
A 
I z (A )  = {B : B is a finitely generated extension of A }/~ 
For each I < n < ¢.o, lz( ) is defined in a similar fashion. Defi,~le 
I~ (A) = lub {[ I:~ (A)t: A ~ 5;(A)}. 
Finally, let 
S~A(A) = Iub{ISA(A)[ :A  E.~(A)}. 
Given a universal class X what can be the function I~(A)? The following re~a~}~ 
eaables us to apply Theorems 3.49 and 3.5() to obtain a partial resc~h~ti~m of ~}~i:., 
algebraic problem. 
Lemma 3,53. I f  I z (A )~A~-w,  then l~(h)=S~i(h).  N unstable in a implie:~ 
I~(a) = S~,(X). 
ProeL L:(A)= Z~ . . . .  I~(A). So we first show that for each 1 ~ n < ~, we have 
"A S~(A)>~Iz ( ) .  Suppose there is no A ~ Z(A)  with I I} (A) I  = f~(A). Let {7, : i  ~" 
I~(A)} be an increasing sequence of regular cardinals whose uaion i~0 I}(A}. F~,~r 
each y, let A,, be a structure in E(A) with i I"~(A,,)t ,;~ Y. ' /e  ~how thai i S;~(A,. )i ::+' 
y. Let 
B~, = A ~,(x'(, . . . . .  x~,,) 
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bca  set of representatives of I}(A, , )  for all ~, < 3,,+ If two seq:Jences 
x ~', and x *'~ 
realize the same F ~ S~(A~,,) then 
A 
B?  h ~ ~2: .  
comrary to the assumption that these struct~-es are representatives of distinct 
equivalence classes. So all of these sequences realize distinct types in SA(A~,). 
I Iezee 
I S"A(A~,)! ~JI~(A-,,)I ~ 3,. 
Suppose that 15;A (A~,)I < ~,,. Then some G ~ Sa (A.,,) has ~> 3', e~tensions to a type 
in S~dA~,,), for by assumption 3', is a regular cardinal. Let x, be an element realizing 
G over A~,. Then S'2~(,'L.,(xO) has power i~> ~,, Proceeding inductively we can 
obtain a structure ,-4.,, ~ ,~2(h)in ~ n - 1 steps with/S,~, (A~,,)]-~ % Consequently 
s~(,~)-~ ~ ~,, = I~(,~). 
i---: ~( ) 
Sh~ce this is true for each ~ ~< n < ~ we have S'~(A) ~> i= (,~). A similar proof suffices 
in the case where there is A U 2,'(a) with t/.:,:(A)t = &(a). 
Suppose on the other hand that S~(A)>I~(A)>~A. Let A be such that 
ISA (A)I  > I~ ()t) and let {A~ :a  < A,} where )~ ~< & (a) be a set of represeatatives 
for I . ,(A). Each A., realizes ~< A types in SA(A)  so the total number of types in 
S,~(A) realized in all ~_hc A.,':~ is ~A~oA =:-At. But each F ,ES~(A)  mus~ be 
reMized in some A~. Contra&c,~cn. S:) S~(,~)= I~(A). f] 
Definition 3~54, Suppose A,B  ~ X :~nd A <~ B. A sequence (x,), is an LA- 
i~discernib& sequence over A if whene, er (x ....... x,..) and (xk ....... xk,. ) are properly 
ordered sequences from (x,),..^ there i Ir'~_ S7ffA) such that bo~h sequences have 
• ~ype F. We also say that (x,),. ~ is an EM~se,! over A. 
De~rA~i~m 3.55. If A ~ B ~ X and X = B ~ A, then X is LA-indiscernible over A 
if for a~] ~,eq~er~ces of disfii3ct etement~, (x~,..., x,) and (y~ . . . . .  y,) from X there is 
F(~: S~(A)suc[~ ~ha~ both sequence.; rove type F. 
DefinitioJa 3°56 (ShelahL 5ci~pose A <~ B • X. A type F E SA (B) splits over A if 
there is qJ(v~v,,)~l ~ and ~.eque~ce~ (,h . . . . .  a,) and (b~,...,b,,) in B ~A of the 
~:,ame I~A (A)  ~:YPG ~,ch that ~)(a,v~,) ~ f '  and -1 ~k(b~vo) ~ I'. 
Theorem 3.57. Suppos'e that X is an L,~-(A)-stab!e universal class with AP and 
A .-r:-2 X(A ). Let B ~ A and suppose IB I > t A 1. There is a ~set X G B ~ A of power oJ. 
such that X is LA (A )-indiscernible. 
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Proof. First note that ~here isA~>A in B o~ ~power,~. anda  type f CS, , (A,)  
such ~hat !F(B)f  > A an 5 if A2 is any extension of A, in 13 of power ,~, ~hcn P has at' 
extension Fj to Sa (A2) which does ~ot split over A~ and has > ,~ rea]izafic;ts in B. 
For suppose not. Since [ B I > A ->- ~ there is some F ~ :%, (A)  with > 2, realiza~ 
tions in B (since X is L,,.°(A)°stabie). We can now define by iraluction a chain of 
extensions {A~: i<A} of A in B, all cf power a, and types { I ; : i<)~} wi~h 
F, ~ Sa(A,) such that 
(i) F, CF,  V i< j<A 
(it) F, has > a realizations in B 
(iii) F,+, splits over A~. 
Note that since X is LA -(A )-stable there is a regular cardinal a, >i  B! such '~hm 5 b; 
L,,-(fl0-star~le. It follows from The<>rem 3~13 that B has a weakly l..,~,.atura~cd 
extension Bj of power A~. An argument similar to that of [22] shows tha~ we can 
pro~e that the existence of such a chain in B, implies that 3C  ~ B~ of power A such 
that j SA(C)J = 2 ~ (Hint: use the automorphisms of B, to construct a lull binary ~cc 
of height A). Contradiction. 
So let A, and F be as above. We define a sequence (x,) ..... as follows. Choose 
x ,E  F(B). Let ,,~ = A,(x~). Then by definition F has an extension F, to S.,(A,) 
with > A realizations having the following propcr~y: if A:~>~,'{r then /', has an 
extensio, /'2 to A2 with > a realizations uch that F2 does r~ot split over A,. For if 
no F..G_Sa(A,) has this property ther~ for each such type we can choose an 
extenskm A r, which is a counterexample. The structure C generated by a~l ihe A ~,, 
has power a and clearly F has no extension to SA(C) with > a realiz~ations in B 
which does not split over A~. Proceed with F, as with ;" (choosing x2 ~ I ' ,(B) and 
taking I~ ~ .,~ ~(x.,) with the same properties as F~). We can thus form the sequ~mce 
(x,>, . . . .  
Claim. The sequence (x~), o, is an L.~ (A )-indiscernible sequence. 
In fact it is an LA (A0-indiscernibte sequence, Clearly all x, rea!ize lhe same type 
over A,. Let n be the first nmnber such if:at properly ordered sequences have the 
same n-type over A~, but noi necessarily the same n+ t-type. Suppo:;e 
(x,,,..., x,.,.,) and (y~ . . . . .  y,+,) are properly ordered sequences which do not have 
the same n + l-type over A,. Then there is ~/~ such tha~ 
B D 4,(x ........ x,, . ,)  but B D --1 ,~,(y,,..., y. ~,). 
Let k be he least upper bound to all the iedices in the two sequences. Then 
q~(x ..... . .  x,°,v,,)eF~ and - '~(V ,  . . . . .  y~,~,,,,2,,)~l~. 
By induct~m this is a contradiction. But now using LA-(+~o)-stability we can argue as 
in [22] to s/row that (x~ },<., is actually La (A 7) (an :1 hence L+. (A) indiscernible). !17] 
Theorem 3.58. Suppose that 2 is La-(A )~stable and has AP. Let A :~ ,~ (E 7.£. I) 
]BI >1.41 +No =A and B omits some F(7=SA(A), then VA,>iA[+N, ,  there i~ 
C ~ Z with ] C I = M such that C ~ A and C omits F. 
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Proof. Let I be an infinite set of La(A)- indiscernibles in B. Suppose X ,> 
i A i + N,,. Then using the compactness theorem we can construct a structure C @ _Y 
of power ;t, such that C is generated by A kJX where X is a set of LA(A)-  
indiscernibles of type i containing the original set I. Then C omits Jr'. For suppose 
not. Say that c = t(a~, e~) where a, is a sequence in A and c, is in X. Since c realizes 
F for each 4i ~/~ we l:ave that to(t(a~, v~)) is in the n-type of the indiscernibles X, 
where n = In c~. Hence $(t(a,, v~)) is in the n-type of the indiscern:ibles L Let x~ be a 
sequence of distinct elements in I, and Jet c~ = t(a, x~). By the above B I = ~k(c,) for 
each tO ~ F. Hence contrary to assumption c~ realizes F. []  
Theorem 3.59~ Suppose that X is LA-( to )-stable and has AP. I f  there is A ~ X with 
!A t i~ to, and A not weakly LA-seturated, then VA t> to~ there is B ~ )S of power A, 
such that B is not weakly LA-Saturated. 
Proof. The 0roof is similar to a corresponding result of [16]. 
Theorem 3.6~ Suppose that X is an LA-(to)-stable universal class with AP and 
"~A, >~ to, such that if A ~ Z(&).  then A is weakly LA .saturated. Then VA >>- to, 
Proof. First note that if A E ~ has power /> to~ then A is weakly LA-Saturated. 
For if not ~hen by Theorem 3.59 there is B E X(A~) which is not weakly 
LA-saturated, contrary to assumption. Let A E X(At). Suppose that A ~, A~. are two 
subslructures of A of power A ~ to,. Then A~ and A:  have a common extension A3 
of power X. Then by Theorem 3.9 A~A~ and Az~A3 (since A3 is weakly 
LA-saturated) so A~ a~ A2. Suppose that A~ and A2 are extensions of A of power 
/, -~ .~. Then it is immediate from Theorem 3.9 that A,  ~ A2. This shows that 
12' (? , ) I~!X(&) I  VA ~-to~. But if A~ is a substructure of two nonisomorphic 
members of Z(A~) we would here an immeciate contradi,:tion. So suppose that B 
extends two nonisomorphic members of X(&).  Then hese  structures have a 
cornrno~ extension of power &. Contradiction. 
C~rot!ary 3.61. S~q~Fose that Z satisfies all of the conditio~:~s of the above result and 
i~ addi!ion there i~ ,~ >~ to~ such that IX(A)[ < ~. The~ V A2 t> o~,(fX(A2)[ < to). 
Theorem 3.62° Let X be LA-(to)-stable and have AP, Sup,~ose thatfor some A >i w~ 
each A E X (A ) hcs the property that c i (A ) is weakly "~A- ~aturated. Then VB E Z 
of power ~ .~ c I ~ is weak:ly t~A.~saturated. 
ProoL Suppose not. Then there is a~ algebraically clo~;~zd structure B of power 
w, in Z which is not weakly La-saturated.  So there is a substructure Ao of B of 
power <!B I  and F E SA(A,,) not realized in B. Let X be a countable set of 
LA (A,,)-indiseernibles in B. We define by induction an hJ~easing sequence of sets 
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{Z~},~.~, in Ao as follows. For purposes of this proof let 2 denote t.he substr ,  cture 
generated by Z. Now for each z 62 J~ there is a seq~ence a, in A~, a~d an 
La-tormula ~(v,v,,)such that the formula t)(a,v,,)C F but /3 ~-°~ ~)(a~z). Th'.:n 
choosing such a set of elements for each z C X we form the set Z,. Assume tha~ ~:he 
sequence Z~ has been defined for all i ~ n so that 
,q) zcz~,  
(ii) I Z I '; o) 
(iii) Z c A.. 
We define Z,,+, as follows. Fo: each x ~ (X U Z , )  there is some L,~(A~,)-formuta 
O~(a,v,) such that qJ~(a~vr~)E F but B k" -7 #J~(a, x) where a, is in ,4, and #J, is ~m 
LA -formula. Let Z.., ~ = the set of all elements in A,, appearing in the formulas #f. 
Vx ~ (X U Z,) .  Then 12, ,, 1 ~ o). Let {4,~(v,~)}i < ~,-~ be the sequence of all algebraic 
formulas in LA(X U Z,,), such that ~b -~ F [Z .  Then since. B is algebraically closed 
and omits F we must have that F U{0,} is not consistent. So some finite subsd 
{0~ . . . . .  0~,,, ~,~,~} is not consistent. Let %,~ be the set of all elements of A,, who~e 
names appear in any of the formulas 01 for i < o~ and ] ~ n. Let Z,  ~, = 2 tj V,,,,. 
Define B~ = ( U Z)  and A~ = (X U B~). 
C2.irn. Let B2 be the stretch of A~ to power ;~ (obtained by extending X). 7"hen 
c I B~ omits F [ B,. It is first of all clear that B2 omits F [ B,, so if c ] B., does r, ot 
omit F[B~ then there is an L~,(B:)-algebraic formula ~b(:g, . . . .  ~v,~) such tha,~ 
qJ($~v,)-~ F !~ B~, where the elements z, are in the set X, of indiscernibles ¢.xtendmg 
X. Now X~ is La(B~)-indiscernible so if x~ . . . . .  x,, are elements ~f X there is an 
automorphism (~ of B~ which leaves B~ fixed such that (g(z~)~- .~,. Then 
That is A,  t = 4~(g, . . . . .  g,,v,,)-., F. Also the formula ~0(-~ . . . . .  Y,~v,,) is algebraic. N~w 
is an La (B~)-formula so 
,l~(v,, vo) = ,} (a ,  . . . . .  an, v,, v,,) 
where ~ ~ LA and a~ . . . .  , a, are elements of B~. Let k be the ~:?rst number such ~b;.~t 
the set {a, . . . .  ,a ,}C2~.  Then #~ e~ LA(Z)  so 
+(x, . . . . .  x,,, v,,)~ L,,(X U Z,~) 
and is LA(X U Z~,) -algebraic. But by the construction, since 
q,(X, ...... g,,, v,,)--, F [ Z,, 
we have 
4,(~, . . . . .  ~.,v,,)e ~ I  2,~,. 
Contradiction. So the claim is proven. But this is a contradictior; of our original 
assumption that A ~ ,Y(A) implies c [ A weakly La-"aturated. V_] 
"/'he above theorem implies the following structural classification of La- (~o)  ~ 
stable universal classes with AP. Any such class ~£ satisfies exactly one of the 
conditions below. 
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(a) VA ~ X if I A ! 1> ~o~ then A is weakly L:~-saturated; 
(b) VA ~ X if IN ! -~ co~ then A omits only algebraic types over an)' st~bstrt~c- 
tures; 
(c) VA ~ .,v if iA  J~ e)~ then c tA  is weakly L.~-saturated bu~ for each a "~ co~ 
::IA E X(A) with some substructure A,, of power < ~t and I" ~ S~,(A~,) nonalgebraic 
such that A omits F; 
(d) VA >~ co, there is .~i ~ X(A ) such tha~ c [ A is not wez~kly L.~.~-satura~ed. 
Theorem 3.63. Suppos,: X h~s AP ,~.md A ~ 5 is genere~ted bv a set X o] 
LA-indiscernibtes. 77~en X does not ex:end in c i A. 
Proof. Suppose that X~ C c i A is a so* of LA -indiscernibles containing X. Choose 
x, ~ X~ ~ X. Then clearly x~ ff~ 4 so x, is the sotution of some LA(A)-algebraic 
formula 0(6~o,.... &-,~.,,) where ) E L~. Then for each i ~ :~ there is an La- term t, 
and a sequence x~in X such ~hat a ,=t , (x ; )V i~<n- l .  It follows that x, is a 
solution of the 2ormt~la 
e'(t,,(x';) . . . . .  to_ , (x ; ' - ' ) .  ~,0. 
If X is not an infinite set then we can extend ~he structure c I A by stretchin~? X, to 
an infinite set Y of La- indiscernibles in a strtlctur.~" C ~ X generated by Y lJ c l A. 
Let B,, be the substructure of B get, crated by Y. Then 
B,,~ ~;,O,,(x~) . . . . .  e. ,(x;' ')xO. 
Let {y~},,, be an infin;te sequence of elements of Y not containing any of file 
elements x~ or x~. For each i < ~o fl~ere "s an au~omorphism G of t3o which leaves 
at? the x; fixed but maps y, onto x,. So then 
Bo~ ¢(a  ....... a,._ ~ y,) Vi < ~o. 
1--h:nce d;(& ....... &, ~v,) i:', nc, t algebraic over Bo ~= A. Contradiction. UJ 
Note that a similar proof wilt show: if Z has AP and A ~ X is generated by 
X U A,, where A .~-A  and X is a set of LA(A,O-indiscernibles. then X does not 
extend in c I A..  
Theorem 3.64, Sup.;~ose ;'hm" A ~ X is generated by an uncountable set X o] 
L,,-i~discermh&s. T;~en A has ~'he ]btIowing properO,. I f  g~(v, ,)~La(A),  then 
it;,(A )t > ,..~ implies ~hat /t/;(A)I = ! / - i .  
Proof. "File formula ~(v,) = 4}(d . . . . . . .  c~°v0) where ~ ~ L..~ and a: E AV i  ~ n. Let :, 
be an L , - tc rm u,:h that for each i ~ n fl~ere is a sequence xl in X with t,(xl) = a. 
Let 
Y=X- .{x! : i<~n and r~f i} .  
For each x C 0 (A  ) tllere !a a term t, such that for s~me sequence z~ . . . . .  z, in X we 
have ~,(z,} =: .v. Smcc ~., is cotmtab!,: a~d O(A } is ,~ncountabk: d~eve is a term , 
which corresptmds ~o i~#(.A )I.~ h~ O(A) .  Since Y is X mhms a iinite subse~ for 
uncountably many elements x in 004 ) which are images trader t of sequences in 
X ~ (where t has k free variables) there is a sequence z, in Y such that t(z,) - x. it 
fol!ows that there are two seqaeuces z ~ and z ~ in Y such that t(z ~) ¢ t(z P). Let z ;' 
be a sequence in Y disjoint from boil3 z l and z ;". Then :(z~) cmmot be equai to both 
the eleme~l,s :(z~)"and ,(z;'). So say that e(z;')/! t(z:),  Le~ Y,, be d~e st, bset of }' 
whose elements are Y minus R,,zl and R,z :. Then ~e can ciaoose I }~,] = l.k'! =: IA i 
pairwise d{sjoim scquences in Y;, of ]e~gth k. Say {yT: ~ < i  Y,,] } is an enumeration 
of these sequences. Then for eac'~ pair ~,,. < a.: <!  Y,~I we have 
For "r;,C X is L.~-indiscernible and the sequence 
therefore has the same t.~-type as z :"~z ;'. For ~.he same reason t(z 7)60(A  ) for all 
a' <!  Y;,!. Consequently i¢::(A)i = !A J. E] 
We thank A.H. [,achhm for suggesting a shnplification of our original proof ef 
the above result. 
Cerol|ary 3.65. Suppose thor V is ,~ eqmdional c!ass of <flgebras and A is ci.,. 
uncountable free a:gebra. I f  ~,,(uo) ~E L., (A  ), the,z I +( a )! > ~o implies that I O(A  )I = 
1,41. 
Proof. We need oalv. observe that if .~" is a set of free y~enerators for d e algebra A 
then X is a set of L,*indiscernibles L-] 
A set S of e,,-ary sequences is uniform if Vx, y E S if x, = y, for so ne i , j  then 
Vz C S(x, = z,). 
Lemma 3.66. Suppose that a is a cardinal > ~o and S is a set of n oory sequences. 
:br some n < ~o of power A. Then there is an infi~dte uniform subset S~ of S. 
Proof. Note first that Theorem 3.57 holds also for sets of n-ary sequences. Let 7- 
be the pure theory of equality. Then it is easy to see that the universa~ class Er is 
L,~-(~o)-stable. So tet S ,C  S be an infinite subset which is L~-indi:,cernible in 
L(T) = L. We Will prove that ~he set S~ is uniform. Suppose that zl and z~; are 
~, ~' be anothcr .,;equcncc in S,. sequences in S, such that - '  and z~ are equal. I.et .,, 
Ther by the indiscernibilitv, of S, we have z i '= ~,.:": Hence z ~ = z,.' Hence again by 
indiscernibility ,re have that ~:he ith coordinate of all sequences iv, .5, are equal. A 
simi~a,- argument applies to the j th coordinate. Hence S, is a uniform subset of 
S. J 
Note that we can utilize Theorem 4.14 to strengthen ttte above result so that if 
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~o ~< .,L ~ h and h~ is a regu;ar cardinal then there is a uniform subset S~ of S of 
power ~.  
Bvt the above lemma does not hold if A is a singular cardinal. For let S be dm 
following set of binary sequences: (A. ~) @ S if there is t :-q n < a~ such that A = ~a,, 
and/3 is an ordinal with !/3 [ = N~. Then S has pow{ r N,,, but no mfiform subset b.as 
power 1%. 
Theorem 3.67. Suppose v has the ama~qama~'ion pmpert£, Let A ~ v be generated 
by an uncountable set X of L..~-indiscernibh~s. /f &(y~,)@La(c!A) ,  then 
I 'l,(c I A ) i  > co implies that i ~(c t A )[ = ! c [ A I. 
Proof. The formula g~(vo) = ~(,~', . . . . .  &vo) for some sequence of elements 
az . . . . .  a, in c I A and La-formula "~(v, v0). Since c ! A is algebraic over A and A is 
generated by X there is an irreducible L.., (A }-algebraic formula 0(.~',, . . . . .  £, t,,) 
where 062LA and x ,~X Vi~<r such that c lA~O(x ,a ,  . . . . .  a,,). Let X,,= 
X ~ {x,, . . . . .  x~}. Now since i4J(c I A )! > ~, an6 each x ~ 0(c 1A ) is a solution of an 
irreducible algebrfic formula ~!J~ with parameters in X and L,, is countable there is 
a formula 4q(v,v,)which corresponds (with appropriate parmneters from X) to > co 
elements of ~/J(ciA ). Let {z;'},,.., be h > ~o s~quenccs in X~, such that 
4. (z : " ,  v,,) # 4, : (z ; ' .  vo) it" ~ , .  : a'_. < .~ 
and 
g,,(zT, vo)A ¢(v,,) is consistent Va < a. 
By Lemma 3.66 there is an infinite uniform subsequence S of this sequence. Let z~ 
and z~ be two k-ary sequences in S and let {it . . . . .  i,} be the set of common 
coordinates. Form the formula ~;J, by substitution 
By repiacemer~t of variables we can assume that 4), has the free variables 
{v, . . . . .  v,, v,,} for some t. Let 
x ,= x , , - ({z l  ...... z~,} ). 
Le~ y; be the t-ary seq~mnce with 3,~ = the ith term of z l not in tile set {z~ ... . . .  z ,~,}. 
We similarly define y;: corresponding to z ~. Note that if ~o~ and t,.~ are two disjoint 
t-ary sequences in X~ then tf ,~(~v.)~ (,~,.,~v,). Also if ~" is the map defined by 
~(y,~) = ~o~ then there i.-, a~ automorphism (~of A extending ~ which leaves X ~ X, 
fixed. This automarpi~ism can be lifted to an automorphism g of c lA.  The 
sequence (g(a,) . . . . .  g(a,,)) is a solution of O(x~rj) (since g leaves the parameters in 
this formula fixed). Now since g is an atltomorphism extending g we have 
~,,(~o ~ v,,) ~ 6(g(a,) . . . . .  g(a,,), v,,) 
consistent. The formula 0(x,g) is L~, (A )-algebraic s ~ the solution set is finite. So all 
so!ufions of this formt~la de-She a fi~i~e aumber of ~)-se~s. ay ~}~ . . . . .  ,~", and any 
autonlorphi:;m of c i .,t per~:m~es these sets; aal~ong ~hemseh, es. Choose a .~equenc~ ~ 
{t','} ........ ,. ia X, of disjoir.~ .~-ary sequences o~ disti~ct eteme~3ts. For each pair (~e,, ~: ) 
of ordinals witt~ ~ < c~: < i c ! A ] there is an autornorphism g.: ........ of c 1 A such that 
g ....... ,(tT') = .rl. ~ - .:,, .., ;:. 'g;") ~ -: .v" 
and g ........ , leaves X .... X, lixed. By ou, remarks above and ~I'~e fact t!~.?t here are 
I c I A I  such a.m~atc~rpt,isms one of the se~.s J;' mus~ col~ain !e lA  I elements. Say 
that +b; --:: d (b  . . . . . .  b,,. t,,+)+ Now both (a . . . . . .  a,,) and (bt . . . . .  b,+) are solutions of the 
irreducible La (A)-aIgebraic formula O(x,+ t:,} so t+oth of these sequences have the 
same La (.4,)-type. By our remarks following tiie proof of Theorem 2.30 and the fact 
that e i A is a normal extension of A ~here is an automorphism g of c ! A with 
g (b , )= a, which leaves A fixed. [t folk, ws that i&(c iA ) i  = Ic I A !. ~7_] 
h fo}|ows from the above proof tha~ all the sets ~'  . . . . .  ~"  have the same power 
in c I A. 1;'urthem~ore if 'rr(v,,) is ag~y irreducible L , (A ) -a lgebra ic  formula and 
f') t,~ ~ has cardinatity n then ir N ~' ires power .'~ Vj ~< m. Note that there are two 
special ca,.aes of {tic above result which are of i~',dependent interest: 
(A) if V is a variety of algebras wire AP and F is a free V<dgebra with > ~o~ free 
,~e,lornto r~ then c iF  ha'; the above t, niformitv property. 
(B) Suppose that T is a_ complete full theory and X is an uncountabie 
indiscernible subset of a mode! of 7: Then c ] X has the above uniformity property. 
The author and S. Shelah have proven independently that if ~[ is a model of an 
~o~stabte heory prime over an uncountable set X of indiscernibles then 9I has the 
uniformity property. 
Theorem 3.68. Suppose rhat S is La-(a.Q-stable and has AP. if t.here is h >- ~o, 
such gloat e~,xry aigeb:aica~qy closed structure in S of power A is existentially closed, 
then ~7~,~ ~ a~, if A @ S has power A, then c i A is existentially closed. 
Proof. Suppose there is A E E such that !A I ~a~, and c A is not existentially 
closed. Then :31 must contain a point x which realizes an l.a (A) - type F which is not 
algebraic. Let ~(th . . . . .  v,,) be an L., (A )-atom such that F, is the type of the first 
coordinate of rr. Let a~ . . . . .  a,, be the elements of A which define rr and let A,, be 
the substructure gm~erated by these elements. The structure A is uncountable so 
there is a set "( of ka  (A,,)-indiscernibles in A of power eo. If A~ is the substructure 
generated by A0 U {x:x E X} it follows that rr(v,) is defined over A: ~ ad defines a 
principal type. Let F.~ be the type of the first coordinate of rr(v,) over A~. This type 
is not algebraic over A~ for this would imply that F, was algebraic over A. 
Claim, If B~, is the stretch (by extending X) of A,. to a structure in v of power A~, 
then rr(t,~)is an atom in La(B~). 
For suppose not. Then there is some formuh ~(z~v,) ~- La (B,,) that splits rr ; here 
z~ . . . . .  z, are indiscernibles in the extended set Y D X generating B.,, over A, .  Let g 
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be an automorphism of B,, mapping z, onto a, where x, , . . . ,  x~ are chosen in X. and 
such that Ao is left fixed. Then 7r is fixed so 
g(Ci(z~, v, ) = ~(g(z , )  . . . . .  g(z , ,  ) t , , )  = C~(x ,  . . . . . .  v,,v, ) 
splits rr over B,,. But then (5(~t,,) n,.ust split 7r over .4~ contrary to the assumption 
~hat rr is an L., ~A ,)-atom. Now the type F,, oi5 the .first coordinate of rr(v,) over B,, 
is m)t algebraic over B,,. For if it is then I:, must contain some L~ (B.,,) formula 
O(v(,) algebraic over B.,,. Then an argume~,~' similar to ~t~at above will yiekt a 
contradiction. It follows that /:},,, contains a~ element x not algebraic over B,,. 
Hence c !/3,, is no{ existentially closed for :~ so then /~,~, could be embedded in 
c IB,  , over B,, and so c tE~ , would contafl~ an element not algebraic over B,,. 
Letting a~ = A we obtain the desired contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3.69. Suppose that X is La-(a~ )-stable and has AP. If there is A ~ E o] 
power ~ eJ~ sucl., d:at .4 is not weakly L~-saturaWd, then .for aE A ~ ~o, there is 
A ~ E(.'., :::.:h tha: ~4 is not weakly LA-samrated. 
Pr~,of. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.62 and is left to *.he reader, See 
als:~ [161 for the original proof of the corresponding resu!*, for modc[s of an a~-stable 
theory. [] 
Theorem 3.70. Suppose (zat V is L,,-(o.0-stable and has AP. Let O be a maximal 
E-diagram. !f for some A :~ ~o, a~l exiswntia~ty closed D-structures of power A~ are 
isomorphic, then VA, ~ ~o, all existentially closed D-structures of power A~ am 
isomorphic. 
Proof. If not, then *.here is A,-->-¢o, such that A , ,A :  are existentially closed 
E-structures of power )t~ and A~¢ A... "t'he~.~ one sa,, A~, is ~ot weakly L.~.. 
saturated. By Theorem 3.69 it follows that there are e.on-weakly La-satura~,:d 
D-structures in all i?.owers I> ~o,. Contradiction. 
Quest~ie~ 3.71. Suppose thin E is a universal class wfih AP and D is a maximal 
X-diagram. If there is ~. > ~,.,~ such that atl existentially ct~.~sed D-structures ~' 
po,~er a are isomorphic, is xj L.,..(~o)-stable? 
Question 3.72. Suppose X has AP. If 3A ~ ¢o~ such that VA @ ZT(A) we have 
c I A is existentiaiI" closed, is this Crue for all A, ~ to~? What if ,~ = to? 
Conjecture 3 J3.  Suppose X has A P. If  v has exactly one existential& dosed 
struc:ure in power A > a~,, then v contains one existen~ioEy ck,~sed structure b~ all 
Shetah ha,; verified this conjecture for universal classes wich JEP. 
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4. Local strncture theory 
In .this chapter we study the sgruc~ re of open formulas defi~aed over models oi 
universal theories. Our basic tool is the Morley rank on formuias. Since the 
definition of this rank function ~_~eces¢ita~es 'dinasst.~mption of the ama!gamation 
property most of ~l~e results of this chapter are va!id o~qy for mfiversa! classes witi3 
AP. After proving our basic structure d~eorems we apply ii~c general ~heory ~o 
o(~tain some new results h~ the model theory of univcraai classes as well as in the 
fileory of open formulas over in{e~zral domains and fields. The latter are ust d~e 
ciass of construcfible se~s in a lgebr  ic >eom~tr-.  We assume throtIM'~Ol.l[ this 
ch,,p~cr that V is a universal ciass wi~.h the amalgamation propert 3. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that A ~ X. The:,i Sa (A)  is a goo[ean space with base ]"or fhe 
topology ~ = { U..~, : '4.* ~ L~, (A)} where /3+ = {F ~ S., (A) :  4~ ~ F} 
Proof. C~,early r~ is a base for a topology on S.~ (A), for let U,;,, and U,,.: be in rr and 
suppose timt 1" r~ UI., (? U~,~:. Then 4"~ ~ t" and ~k: C F and so g~, A ~- ~ 1'. Hence 
t'EE /~<,,,,.. On the other hand if !"~_ U<,,:,~ then F contains 4'~ A 4': and hence 
~[q ~ I" and ~h.~E [" and so F~ I_&:N U,:~. It follows therefore that the seI /_g, C? 
L(.: = U+,,<,. Let 7" be the topology gev, erated by rr. Then T is Hausdorff for 
suppose [', / F, where 1", C S.~(A). Th~:;e is 4' ~£ L,~(A) such that 4' ~ F, and 
~V:E I ' , . ,  Hence F, ffi/iL, and I'.,~b--,~,. Clearly ,~.rr,,.~L,~+=0. T is totahy 
disconnected for suppose 4' ~ LA(A).  Then U.,. = - (U-~,,) and U-e, is open in T 
and so U+ is a closed set. Hence T has a eloping, base. Finally we prove that T is 
compact. For let {Uq: i  ~ I} be ~ family of basic closed sets with the finite 
imersection property. Let P = {4' : i  .E I}. We want to show that P U D,,(A)U 
T(X) is consistent. By the compactness theorem this holds if each finite subset of 
this set kas a model, so assume that s is a finite subsm. Let so= s,"l P. Since 
{ U+: i C I} has the finite intersectio;1 property there is F E &, (A) such thai so C F. 
Suppose B >A realizes F ;  say B~F(x) .  Then clearly (B.).) is a model of 
s,, U Da (A)  U Th (X). It follows that there ~,~ F~ @ Sa (A)  with &, ~5 f'~ Vi ~ I and so 
['~ ~ f" l ,~ U,~,,. This proves that T is compact. 
The above result applies also to the set of all open n-types ox er the structure A. 
The following definition was first obtained by Morle3 for the special case of a 
universaI class v = v r where T is a complete full theory. 
Definition 4.2. Fol each ordinal c~ and eacL A ~ v we define :;:A,:;paccs T?(A)  
and S').(A) of &x(A) as follows: 
(1) S ;~(A)= S : , (A ) -  U ..... T~(A) 
(2) I*~ 7,b ) if 
(i) v ~ S:,(A) 
(ii) if A .<-B C v then {p:p ~.,e~(B) and p ~L,~(A)= F} is a set of isolated 
points in S?~(B), 
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If F E SA(A) then the rank o2 F is o~ if F ~2 T?(A) for some a, or :~" if F E S~(A)  
for all h. We denote the rank of F by R(F) Note that F is algebraic .iUSt in case 
n ( r )  = 0° 
Lemma 4.3. Supp,:,se that A ~ B E V and ~ "., extends [ 'E S,~(A ) ~o S,~(B). Then 
RFz ~< RF, 
Proof. Suppose tha~ RF~ > RF and RF =: ~, Then there is B ~ C E X such that 
X={p:pESA(C)  and p~L~(A)=F:} 
is not a set of isolated points in S~(C). But 
Y={p:pESa(C)  and p~La(A)=F} 
contains X and so F is no, a set of isolated points in S~(C). This implies that F is 
not of rank a,. D 
Lemma 4,4. Suppo:~'thaIA <~BEZandFE:S2(A) .  T~,,ereisl',ES'~(B)su:h 
that F, t LA ( A ) = F. 
Proof. Note first ~hat for 3 the set S~,(A) is a closed hence compact subspace of 
SA(A), Also for each /3 the function i*s defined by i *~(F)= F~LA(A)  i:; a 
continuous function from S~(B) to S~(A ). 
The proof is by induction on ce, If c~ = 0 the statement clearly holds, Suppose that 
we have proven the result fl~r all h < ~ and ~ =/3 -~- I. Let C E Y be such that the 
set 
X={p:pES~(C)  and p[LA(A)=F} 
is not a set o~ isolated points in S!~(C) Say that p E X i,~' an acctmmlation point 
in S{(C). Let B, amalgamate C and B over A with maps g,:  C- -~B,  and 
g,: t3 ~ B~ so that we obtain the commutative diagram in Fig. 3. 
BI 
" / /  
J 
C B 
X / \ /  
A 
Fig. 3. 
We can assume taat g, is the identity map. Then the se~ 
Y = {F': F '  E c~ ~ LA a (Bd  and F' (C)=p} 
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is aol a set ~f i,~olaled point,.. For stq.~pose the contrary arm let Y = {i"', . . . . .  Y'.}. 
Note ti~at Y is not empty by the induction hypothesis. Le~ {U, . . . . .  LS} be open sets 
suchthat  g~ isotates F", in S~(B~). Then U ~ ~r i sopen in  ~ '~ = S .  L ,) so that ~ U 
is closed and he~,ee compact. It folioves ~hat .7 = i~., ,( ~ U) is compact and hence 
closed in S{'~(C) (since e ?.~% is onto by the induction hypothesis). Now Z = "~ ) 
{p} and hm~ce we have a contradiction of {be {'act hat p is an accumulat:io~ point of 
Z. So let l " '~  Y be an accumulation point of '~"~" /  1" ~; , , , .  Then ~E S;,(B,). Let 
(' = 1"~ L.,~(g2(B)). tt folh~ws from th.: commutativity of the diagram that F is an 
extension of g2(F) and furtherme~'e F E S~;(g,(N)). Hence F~ = g2 ( ) is an 
extension of F and F, ~ ST~(B). 
Assume now that e~ is a limit ordinal. TLen by indt~c ion F" has extensions in 
SX(B)  for all a < m Suppose that F ha:; ao extensiof  in ~¢:~(B). Let X = {p: f" C 
p E S.~(B)}. Define the set of formulas s as follows: associate '~ith each p ~ X a 
formula ~q.,EL.~(.t~) thai isolates p iu S:'~(B)if  R(p)=:A<ce.  Fhen re= 
F tO {-'n ,&~, : p E X}. Let Y be a finite subset of rr a'~d let A < e be the greatest rank 
Of a p ~7 N such that -n ~5~. ~ Y. There is ?~ ~ X such ti~at Rp~ > A and clearly 
Y Cp,.  Hence x is consisiem. Let I', be an extension of rr to 5~A(Bt. Then F, ~ X 
but RF~ > c¢. For suppose not. Then if RF~ = A < ¢~ we must have - t  ~/',~. E lr'~. a 
contradiction. 
Suppose that A -4 B E x', If I" ~ &, (A )  ires rank ~t there is i", C S,  (B) of rank ~ 
such that F, f L .~(A)=I ' .  For let t'~ be any extension of F in S;.(B). Since 
RF, ~< RF  we must have RF~ = RF. Note that F can have only a finite number of 
extensions in Sa (B) of rank = RI \  and in fact no more than some constant number 
n. For  if there ex,st extensions A, of A in which F has > i extensions of the same 
rank the,a by AP, A has an extension B in which F has an infinite set X of 
extensions of the .~ame rank and it follows that this set can:mr be a set of isolated 
points in ST~(A "~ where et = RI'. The least such number n is called the degree of F. 
Let A ~ E and ~)(v,,)~ L,~(A). Then tl~e rank of O is defined to be 
l ub{y :q¢~F~Sa(A)  and RI '=3,}.  
The degree of t[-, is the greatest number n such that for some extension B of A 
there are L , , (B)  formulas q*, . . . . .  ~, all oi  rank = R b such that 0 ~- 0, v . . . . .  v g,, 
and ~, ^  0, is not consistent if i / j. Note that if & is algebraic then the degree of ~.b 
as defined above coincides with the definition of the degree of an l-.a (.4)-algebraic 
formula given in Section 2. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that A E ~:Z attd q¢(v~)E La(A) .  If R(d~)= ~. then there is 
B ~ A in v and 0(v~0 E La (B) such that both ~!s(vo) ,xO(vo) and ~(Vo) n --7 6 (re) have 
Prowl Suppose that there is no formula 0 C L..~ (A)  that splits ~!, into t~ o formulas 
ot ~-ank ~. Let 
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7=lub{B:~P~.S ,~(A)  such that RP=[3 and ~<:~:}. 
Then if B ~ A and P E $'÷~B ~ the rank of P is :¢ Say that F ~ [Z~, tin.*; rank ~ 
Then there is B->-A such tha~ the set rr = {P: F g P~.  S.?i ~ (B}} is nora  set of 
isolated points in S2U~(B). Let F, ¢ :,r, be'a limit poim {~, SX" ~(£ ). Then since F g F~ 
S.~ , , ~here is F :~ Ig.(.B)/q we have ~)E F, and since F, is a limit point of " , "en~ 
SX÷'(B) with F~ ¢ f'> By the definition of y we have RF: -= ~. Let 6(v,0 C L.~ (B) 
be such that tp(v,3 A *-:~(+~0)(E l" I and O(:',+)~-+ 0(~,,)¢E F:. Then clearly R~[+ ~ 0 = .x: 
and RO^-+0=+- ' .  UA 
Theorem 4°6. 2- is LA-(~)-stoSle iff VA ~ X if I" ~ &,(A) ,  then RF < ~. 
Proof. Suppose that A ~ X and F E S, (A)  has rank .,e We define by induction a 
chain {B~}~.,o of ::,tructures over A and for each n < ~o a set {Odro):gC~ 2"} of 
LA(B,,) formulas s~tisfying the following two conditions: 
(a) U%C' tU ,%=O if (5 , /¢~,  
(b) the formula A 6e~ has rank :~. 
i~a int5 
First &f ine Bo = A and let g,(v0) E F. Thin, ~ has rank ,x and so we can set O~ = & 
where g is the empty sequence. Assume then rhat we have completed the 
construction of {he chain and the corresponding sets of formulas for each i ~ m. By 
the pre~ ious lemma for each ~ ~E 2" there is an extension B~ of B,, and a forn-mla 
0 E LA (Be) such that A, ..... 6~,,.\ 0 and A ..... 0~,, a "~ 0 have rank :~ Let B,,..,, be a 
structure that amalgamates ~he extensions {B~: ~E 2":} {wer B.,. Define 
0e~,{ol := A tg~s, i ^ 0 
i-~.m 
and 
wi:ere 9 was the formula obtained above in B~. By indue{ion and the definition fl~e 
sets { i%:  g ~ 2 "~*'} are pair':.ise disjoint. Since 
the second condition is satisfied. LeT B,. = U ..... B,. The union ci' the sequence of 
sets of formulas constructed above is cotmlable a~d so the substructure B of B,, 
generated by all constants whose names appear h*~ any of these formulas is a 
countable structure. For each g~.2"  we define a ~ype over B as follows: 
F~ = {Be!,: n < to}. It follows ~'rom condition (b) that each F'~ is a consistent set of 
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fornm!as. Le~ (!', fi (52 be e lem:nts  of 2". ~her~ since ~, :;~ (5: fl~ere is a least n < .~o 
such that 0~(rt)# ~5~(n). Condi~,on (a) d~ea shows tha~ ~,-~, ~J ~r'%. Hence &,. (~)  
must have cardinality 2"- and s.~ V is no~ L~,-(a~)-stabte. 
Suppose that A ~ v and each F ¢" S ,  (A )  has rank < ~. Jf F ¢~ S., (A )  !e¢ ~!*r be a 
fmmula in La (A)  that isoJates U in :;".:~(A ) where RF  := ~-;. Then the map f" ~--, &, i.,; 
a one-to-one functioa of &, (,4) inu" L., (A) .  Heace ~ S.~ (A) I  ~; ! La (A,)! = [ A ! + N,,. 
Co.~sequeutly S is L.,-(~o)-stabIe f VA ~ !' c,~i~ U G S,  (A)  has rank < 0c. [7.t 
Definition 4.7. Suppose ihat A ~ Z a~< #,(co)E La(.4,) has rank ~ >- l. Then 
6"(v,,) is A-min ima l  if r.here is no (~(vo)~L. , (A)  such that R,b~O = ce and 
Lemma 4.L Suppose thag A ~: v and ~z(v,d~ L . , (A )  is an A-mi. ,~imalf imnuia of 
rank y. Then , "  .... " tn~.te is a ,~nique element* ~ e, eg S, , (A)  s~wh that ' i '~ I'~, and 
"* A R( I  ~,) = 3". The o'pe F~? = {O: R(~'* A 0) ,-: 7}. 
PruoL Suppose that F,. l ' , f f i  I..(;. with F , /  F: and R/-', = RF  = 3'. There is 
0 ~ La(A)  such that 0 ~ I'~ and ~O ~ F> Hence & A 0 and O a -~0 both have 
rank -;¢ which contradicts the minimality of & But by the definition of rank for 
formulas L(. contains at least one type of rank 3' if 3' =/3 .}o I, S%~pose that 3, is a 
limit ordinal. By defieition of the rank for formulas U, contai~s types of arbitrarily 
high rank .4 ;e. Since 3-' is a limit ordinal y is infinite and so U,,, ~on*ains a limit point 
Fe,. Clearly RF., :~ 3'. Thus in both cases tl~ is contained in a unique type Y,~, of rank 
~,. To prove the second part of the lemma suppose that ROb :, O)= "y. By the 
definit.ion of rank on fornmlas this implies that there is F such that RF = y and 
~b a O C K'. By what we have shown above Y = [~ and so .,;r p, P, G .t'~,, and therefore 
0 C 1;,. On the other hand if 0 E I;~.+ then & a O ~ f'e, so R(#+ t, 0 )= 3'. [] 
Definition 4.9. Suppose thai A ~_ v aad q,(v,) G L.~ (A)  is an A-minimal  formula 
of rank % Then X C q~(A) is 3"-independent if for each sequence X~ of distinct 
elements in X if A ~ 0(X,), where ~, ~ L.,. then 
O(X,  . . . .  X t  1- D O, ¢~, . . . . . . .  X~l) 
has rank 3' for each I ~ i .4 n. If A ~'; B ~ v and ~,b is B-minimal,  ';hen X C_ qJ(B) is 
, /- independent over A (or more briefly, L,a (A )- independent) if X is 3'- independent 
in the language L , (A) .  
This definition arose from joint work of the author and A.H. Lachlan concerni~g 
the spectrum problem for <o-stable theorms. The format definition is due ~o Lachlan 
and the author. 
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that A "-<. B ~ S. Let tb( vo) ~ La(A)  be a B-mb~imal for- 
mula ~ff rank % Then ff X¢;~ #~(B) is y- independent over A, X i,~ L/ , (A) -  
indiscernibh'. 
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ProoL The proof is by induction on the k.~gth of sequ.~ces in Xi Suppose hat 
x ,y~X and x /y .  If 0~L>~(A)  and B~O(x)  then by the de~',~4tion ( . y- 
independence. R(O(vo) )=y so again by 7- independence B ~= 0(y). Assume then 
that all sequences in X of length ~4 n for ! ~ n have the same La (A)- type.  Let x, 
and y~ be sequences of distinct elements of X of length n + t. Suppose that 
O(v.)@L,~(4 )and  b ,~-O(x,). Then by T- independence RO(~ . . . . .  .i:<,t>~,) = y. By 
induction the sequence (y, . . . . .  y.)  has the same k;, (A)..type as (x, . . . . .  x. ) hence 
RO(y . . . . . .  y.,v,, ~ = y. It follows tiaat B ~ O(y,). U_} 
Lemma 4. t l .  Suppose there is A ~ ~o such that v is L..~ -(,~ )-s~'able. Then there & no 
A ~ .Y. at',d La (A)-formuta O(t,~v(~) such that 0 defines a linear order on an infinite 
subset X of A. 
Proof. Suppose ~hat ~he statement is false ant* O(v,. v,) defines a l inear order on 
the infinite subset X of A. Using the compactness theorem we can construct B ~ S 
extending A such that O(v,~, v,.) defines a l inear order on an infinite subset Y of B 
having the property mat i Y I = A and the order type of Y ~dmi~s 2' cuts. Then 
clearly J S A (B)I  = 2 ~ which contradicts our assumption that V is ll.a -(a )-stable. U2 
Theorem 4.I2. Suppose tk~zt Y2 is L~-(k)-stable ,for some A ~ w and A ~ V, Let 
~'(v~)) @ La (A)  have rank < ~ and ~ 1 with degree d,, = 1. Assume ~hat X C ~(A  ) 
is a maximal  Rg~-indepcndem" subset, t f  B ~ A in V and b~ ~ L~ rea/izes the type I'~. 
then X U {b~} is an R~).-independe.,It subset. 
Proof. Wel l -order the set X so tha~ ~ = R~(x~),<~,. If A~ < ea then we extend 
(x~),<.,"{b~} by a sequence .(/~0)~.:,o suel~ :bat b: = b~ and Vi < ~o the element ~;~ 
reafizes F2,-, where A~-'~ :-- A (t~ . . . . .  t;, ~). "/'he theorem will be pro,'en if we can 
show tha~ R,,({x,),~,,P'(l~)~.:.,) is an independent subset of ti~ in the structure B 
generated by AUR,,(t)~) . . . . . .  For convenience, call the entire sequence 
,(x~) .~,~(/~),<,o,(y~)~<~. where A: = ,~, + w. We first show that (y,)~ ...... is an EM-se.'. 
First -ote that by the dethfition of this sequence ach y, realizes the type 
:~:: == {~?(v,,) C La : N0(v,)):, ¢~(v.)= Ra(v,))}. 
So tile assertion holds for sequences of length t. Suppose that t~e assertion holds 
for all sequences of length n ;-~ I and net z~ and x, be properly ordered sequences of 
length n + 1. Let 0(v ~..-2 La and st~ppose E D 9(z,). Then the set O(z~ . . . . .  z,&'~.) 
must have rank = RS., b;' the assumptio,~ that X is independent and the construc- 
tion of {y, ~,<.:. Now by i~duction the two sequc:~ces {x~ . . . . .  x,, ) ar, d {z~ . . . . .  z,, ) hay.: ?
the same t .a-type and so O(x~ . . . . .  x,,v,,) has rank = F2~[, which implies that 
B ~ O(x,). Hence {y,) ...... is an EM-set. We next show ~hat the set R.{y~),.~a~ is 
R4,-independent. Suppose not. Let z~ be a sequence of minimal ~er~gtt~ in R,, (y,)~< ~. 
such that t~ re"  is 0tV, l~ ,La  with B,~O(z~)buJ  for some i<~Inz, we !~ave 
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Re:~(& . . . . .  5,. ,. v,~. L~ . . . . .  z,:, ,) < R& 
(where lv. a, = n + 1 si~,.ce dear ly  In z, > 1"~. We can assume that z, is in proper 
order. Now since {y~),<<. is an EM-set we l'~ave ~hat B ~-: 0(y~ . . . . .  y,,.,) and 
RO(y, . . . . .  y ..... t~,,, y,., . . . . .  y,,+~) < RO 
(no~.e here that if X was i~;tinitc we aircadv have g~ ccmtradic~ion). Now by the 
assumption that z, was of minimal  length wifl~ ~.,,z, ' not independent  we have that 
y~ . . . . .  y,, is Ra- indepe~.dent  and so by Lemmc 4.10 y, . . . . .  y, is La- indiscernible.  
Consequent ly  the se~uences (y~ . . . . .  y,,} and 
{y~ . . . . .  y,-.,, y,. yi~., . . . .  y, ,.y,) 
havc the same L , - type .  We claim fl~.at he sequences (y, . . . . .  y ....... y,. y,,.,) and 
{y, , . . . ,  y,,.~} have ~;he same L.,-type. For suppose not. Then there is 8~ ~_ LA such 
that B D O~(y, ) but 
/3 b~ ~ 0 , (y ,  . . . . .  y, . . . . . .  y,, y,, <) 
By the construct ion of (y,) ....... this 
-n 0,(3,~ . . . . .  y ... . . . .  y,v,,) have rank = Rq~. 
have ~be same L . ,4ype.  R(O,(y, . . . . .  v,,. 
implies that bo~h O,(y, . . . . .  y,,o,O and 
Bu~ st,ace (y, . . . . .  y,,) and (y, . . . .  y ....... y,) 
. ~ t~t/t ~lnd so  
R (04> . . . . .  y . . . . . .  y,, v,,)) = ~w,. 
Hence the formula 0~0', . . . . .  y . . . . . .  y, v~,) splits ~b'. Contradict ion.  It f~llows that the 
set 
0(3' . . . . . .  y, i. v.. y, . . . . . . .  y,.y,~.!) 
has rank < RO. Let 
#(v , ,  vd  = 0(y ,  . . . . .  y, . , ,  c,,, y , . ,  . . . . .  y, ,<).  
Claim. The formula tq(v0, v,) defi~ms a l inear ~rder on the set {y~ : n --~ i <. a }. For 
suppose that y, , ,  y%. are in R,:(y~},<.,: and n ~ a~ < a'2. Then since (y,),<.,, is an 
EM-set we have by the above that B D (7(y,..v.:z). But by. the above discussion, aud 
the fact ~hat (ye),<,: is an EM-set the formula ?(v,,, y, , )  has rank < R~b so by the 
--t 
construe: ion of (y,}~ .... we have B D- -nO(y%,y~) .  Hence Otvo, v,) defines the 
proper order on (y,: n ~. i < az). By Lemma 4.11 this contradicts the fact that v is 
L ~- (a ) - s tab le .  
Corol lary 4.!3. Suppose that A ~ Z a:u; 4~ ( t~,,) ¢~- L.~ ( A ) has rank > I and degree 
:.-- 1. SupFose fucther that {x~ . . . . .  x. ,  ~} is o ~ independent subset of + v.nd y ~ ~!~ (A ) is 
dependent on {x, . . . . .  x,,~:} but trot on {x, . . . . .  x,,}. Theu x,,~ i:e dependent on 
{xt . . . . .  x., y} arm the latter set is indepeadent. 
Proof. Since y is n~t dependent  on {x~ . . . . .  x~,} we have by the above themem that 
{~:, . . . . .  x,. y} is R6.. indepm~dent. If x, , is not dependem on {x, . . . . .  x,,. y} then 
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again by Theorem 4.12 fl'e set {x, . . . . .  x,, y,x,,~,} would be ar~ Rt~-independem 
subset, contrary ~o assumpfiom ~] 
Two further facts can be derived from the proof of Theorem ~2. First r~ote ~hat if 
2~ is not LA-(A)-~table for any ,~ then if ~(v,,) ~2 L~(A)  has rank = y < :~ and ~ I 
and degree =t  then either ¢~ contains R~*~ independent subsets o,~er A in 
extensicns B of A of arbkrarily tfigh power or it contains infi~ile EM-sets whk:l: 
are definable linear orders. Later in the chapter we will utitize fl~e method of proof 
of Theorem 4. ! 2 to ~,btain a related resul~ cor~cerning the struct~re of homogeneous 
and L,.,-homogeneous sm~ctures. Secom:l, the statement of Theorem 12 can easily 
be relativized to B-minimal formulas defined over substructures A -% B. This fact 
allows us to obtain a strong existence theorem for L.., (A)-indiscernibles ia the case 
where X is La-(a))-~table. 
Theorem 4.1:1. Sut,pose tkat S is k,, -(~o)-stable and A -% B ~ X. If  i A ! ~ ~,, < ! B ! 
and h i, " regv,!ar cardi~mi with i A!+tq, ,<,~ ~iB!  then there is a~: I . , (A}-  
indisc~ -, X f B of power a. 
Pre:,f. Consider ,'he '~et ;r of ali pai~s (('. 1"~ where A ,~:~ C ~ B and i C[ < ,~ and I" 
has ) h realizations in 13 This set is not empty .,ince ,~ > [ A i + N~, and i S., ~A )I -% 
]A[-,  N,. Let ((~,, I ' . )~ ;" have the property fi~at if (C>I" ; )~ then either 
RF, > RF,:' or if RF: = RI], then degree F ,~'degree [],. Let ¢~U-.~,)isolate l'~, in 
A "(C). "l"hen g~(vo) is a B-minimal formula of rank RI~,. Clearly Rtlp R[~,. 
Suppose t!iat some formula O(v,)~ L.~ (B) splits ~JJ into two sets of rank = R& 
Then one side of the splitting° say 0 A O. has ~ a solutions in Fit. Let C, be 
generated in B by C,, and the elemems whose names appear in 0. Then IC! < A. 
F,l,~e Fe, ,~ n' ingt Furthermore the type c has rank = R,]~ and c " have >-A realizations in 
B. But degree F,,bdegrec~ . F c,,,,~, l'kmtradiction. It is now easy to show usin~ 
Theorem 4.t2 tbat O contains an R0- independent subset of power a over C,, B~ 
L,emma 4.!0 tiffs set is LA (C,)-indi~cernib!e and hence L~ (A)-indiscer~ible. This 
proves the theorem. [] 
Befere proceeding wi:h the development of the general theory, we apply 
Theorem 4.12 to establish the foundations of the structure theory of an import'ant 
special cla~s of formulas. Later in tile chapter we will apply tt~e structure theory of 
the:;e formulas to the spectrum problem for universal classes and to the &co D of 
existentially closed models. 
Definition 4.1g. Suppose that A E 2"2 and qJ(~,) C L., (A)  has ~lle property tha~: for 
all extensions B of A in X and formulas O(,'.'~.,} ~2.~ L.~ (B) ~ve have l~b(B) (~ O(B)! < (o 
or I~/r(B)N -n O(B)I < ,~. Ther; ~," is strongly mh~imaI if g,(B) is infinite ir~ some 
extension B of A. 
Strongly minimal sets were first defined by Marsh for the specia~ case of a 
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complete full theory, The ciassica! theory was flat,her developed by Baldwh~ and 
Lachlan. 
Lemma 4.16. Sup[~ose #~at A -~ s a M ~f,(<~) C ~.., ( A }. Thee~ ~1, is strongly minimal 
iff ~.b has rat~k = l awd d:?gree = I. 
The classical ~ crs~on ~f this rc~,utt w'a:~ .liscover~.d i~dcpcndemly by .]oh,~ Baldwin 
and the auIhor. The proof folh;ws eas ;h  from the definilLm and Lemt,ta 4.8. 
Theorem 4.17 (Exchange Theorem).  Suppose gha~ v is L ,-(¢o)-stable and A E E'. 
.Let ~.,( v,,) ~ k..~ (A ) be sm)~giy minima[. Suppose d:e~t {x , . . . . .  x,, } is a subset of ?J( A ) 
and {y~ . . . . .  y,.,} is an independent subs.d, of ~O(A ) such ghat each ),, is algebraic over 
{x~ . . . . .  x,}. The~,, there is a subse~ {x.: . . . . .  x~,. } of {x~ . . . . . .  r,,} such d~at fhe set 
({x, . . . . .  x~,} .- {x . . . . . . .  x~,.~}) u {y, . . . . .  y,,} 
is algebraicafly equivatew w tx, . . . . .  x,,}. 
Proef. The proof is by induct ion on m. If m = 0 there is nothi~ g to prove so 
assmne that the assertion hoMs for m,>0 and m = m,+ 1. Then by the induc~.ive 
hypoO~esis U~ere is a subset 
{.v,, . . . . .  x~.,,} 
such tha~ 
z = ({x . . . . . .  x,,} -{x . .  . . . .  x.,.,,}) u {y, . . . . .  y . j  
,,1~¢ .. . .  ,ic~,h 3 equivalea~ to {x~. x;,}, Since 3,,, is algebraic .)ver the set 
' _.I .  that 5'~, is algebraic over Z. Let Z~, be a {x, . . . . .  x,,t il follows from Theorem " 5 
minhnat subset of Z s~:ch flint v., is algebraic over Z,,. Clearly [Z,I > 1 and also 
thcrc is some element x~,. ~Z, ,  since {y, . . . . .  y,,,} is independent .  Let Z,,= 
{a, . . . . .  a~. x~. }. By the minimai i ty of this se, we must have that Zo is independent .  It 
follows by Corol lary 4.[3 tha~ the e lement x .... is dependent  on the set 
{a, . . . . .  a,. y,,, }. Let 
z ,  : ( z  - {x~.,, }) u {>, }. 
Then ,;.'.', is dependent  og Z~ since x~. is dependent  on Z,  so {x, . . . . .  x,,} is dependent  
o,a Z,. Clearly Z~ is dependent  on {x . . . . . .  x,,}. Since 
Z,  ({x , ,  x,,}-{x . . . . . . .  x , . , .} )u{y,  , 
fl~e exchange has bee:~ carried one step further. This proves fl~.e theorem. 
The above theorem was first obta ined by Marsh for the case where E = -vr where 
T is complete and full. But note that the original proof contai ,s an error which was 
first detected and corrected by the author. In order to apply Theorem 4.17 to obtain 
an i.mporlant structure theorem for strongly minimal  sets we ~r~ust first develop 
further the general  theory of independeat  sels. 
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Lemma 4.18. Suppose that X is La @o)-stable. Let A ~ 2' and assume thar X C ,4 
is an infinite La-indiscernible set. Then tfiere is no L ~ (A )-formu]a ,~'(v~,) such tha~ 
both O(A)  ~ X and --7 &(A)  ~ A" have po~er > ~e. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let A ~ '2 and assume tha~ XCA and ;~(a,e~)~L~(A) 
provide a counterexample where &(v,v,O E L.,. Note ~bat @ cannot be in La since X 
is LA-indiscernibte. We can assume tha~ !A i -:~ .,. Let ~7 be the sm of a~! par~idons 
of X. S, trppose that P~ rr. We deflate a ~)'pe f'~. as follows: 
/;~ = {,/,0,,x): x ~ e,} t0 {~ ¢,(.,,x): x ~ e~}. 
Here P = (P~, P:). We first show that F~, is consistent. Let Z be a finite subset of ,% 
and define 
and 
P~ = {x ~ e:: 'n¢4v~x)E Z}. 
Choose a subset R~ of 6(a ,A)NX of cardinatity I/5,! and a subse~ R: of 
-"1 ~(a,A) ~ X of cardina:ity i/3-'i. Let A,~ be the substructure geuera~cd by /;~ U [';~ 
and let/~: be some one-to-o~e map of fi, U fie onto R~ U R.: such ~hat ]":(Pd = R~ 
and )::(P:) = R.. Then f'. e:dends in a naturai ;.,ay to an embedding f: of A,, into A. 
Let fj be the identity map of Ao into A and consider the following diagram: 
A A 
j ,  
J 
ff 
/ / ' f .  
j 
Let C amalgamate ~his diagram over A~, with maps g,: .4 - ,  C a~ad g:: A -~ C I,~ 
follows that 
Ct= ~'f(ge(a,),gef::(xl) Vx ~ P~ 
ar~,d 
Cb~'mq,(g:(a,).g:f:(x)) Vx ~ F':. 
WE can assume tha~ 9~ is tile identity and so it follows from the com~ ~tativitv of 
the diagram that 
and 
C ~ "-7 g, (g.Aa~ ~. x) Vx ~ fi> 
Therefore Fh (E) U Da (A)  is consistent witI~ Z. By ~he compactness theorem it 
follows that I'v is an L.~ (A )-type and so has a~ cx{eesion F~. to a complete 
L..~ {A )-type. Next suppose that P, and Pa are elements of rr wki~ P~/P> Tt~en 
F , , /P~, .  For let P~ = (R,, R:) and P: = {R~ Rs). There is some .v i~,~ R, - R~ or 
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R., ~ R~o Say fi~:i~ x E R~ .... R~. Then si0c~' P~ is a partition of X we mttst have 
x E R~. Thca by definitio~ &(v,. f )  E ,f'~, but -"* ¢(v,. £) E F~, e, Now 17r [ = 2" so that 
[S{g'(A)! = 2 '~ which contradicts our assumption that X is L, - (m)-stable.  This 
completes *he proof of the lemma. L] 
Corollary 4.19. Let V be ,, r~,~ric O' of ~dgebr~*" ho~,ing the amMgamatio,,~ p~,)perty 
amf supFose dm ~, ~, is l~,-(~,)*sf~d',~h'. It" A el: V is a. free ,,.~gebra o~ > ~o free 
! - '~ ¢,~ (A )  iq C t < a,. 
ProoL This is immediate from the preceding lemma and the fact tha~ a set of free 
generators is L.,-indiscernible.. ~_:~-" 
Definifim~ 4.20. Suppose {ha{ v is 1.,-(~o)-stahle and ,4 E k'. Let ,d~(v.)E t.,~(A) 
and suppose that Rg~ =Y >t  and degree d* = !. Assume that Y C A. Then 
ci~,(Y) ={X@o~(A) :By '  . . . . .  3',, iu Y and d~ .... such tha~ RO(y,v,,)<3, and 
A > 0 (y,.r)}. 
Theorem 4.2i. Suppose thor V is t.,-(w}..st'~,ble o;1d ,4 E v ~ ct .l;,.v,,)E L . (A )  
h~tre ~:~*k = y ;~e I ~t~d de~rdd =: !. Ass~mc that X ix ao ~ff~t~itc y-i~dependent 
subset , . (0 (A) .  ff Y C~ A Ires power < ~,,, the~ !c I~:(~") f'l XI <" w. 
Proof. (Note: 1"his resuR generalizes a theorem of Lachtan. Lachlan proved a 
special case in the context of ~..~-stablc qmories.) 
Let Y= {y . . . . . .  y,,,} and suppose that 9(y,v,,) has rank < 7. It X is any 
-y-independent subset of ~'(A)  then !O(y ,A)N X l z  ~o. For suppc:<: not. Then we 
can extend A to a smlcture B in which there is an infinite L., (A )- independent 
subset Z in d~(B). The set X U Z is an independent subset of 4~(B) but the set 
0(y,v~) partitions X U Z into two infinite sub~ets. Since X tO Z is L.,- indiscernible 
this contradicts Lemma 4.IS. Suppose now ~i~at ~he conclusion of the theorem is 
false, Tlaen there is a sequence of formulas {O,(y~. v~,): i < w} with O,(vj~,.) ~ LA such 
that: 
(i) ~,(y, eo) -o,~, ¢ Vi < ,,, 
(ii) if i < ~o then there is z, ~ 0, (y,v,,) not in a'ay other set 0j(y, vo). 
Such a sequence xists from our remarks above and the assumption that c i;(Y) ~ 
X i~as power w. \Ve can assume tt,.at A is coumable. Let X,, = {z~: i < w' and let S 
be 'he set of all pe|mutat ions of ~o. For each ~ C S we define the type F~ as follows 
ir~ = {o~,,,(~,, e,): i < ~,} u {~. o~,,,(<, e,}: r/ i}. 
We first prove that each t'~ is consistent Let 
{o~,,,,(.J,. ~,,) . . . . .  o~<,,,,(~,, : , , )} 
u { - ,  o.,,,...,0,~, ~3 . . . . .  m ~%..~(v,, &., )} 
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be a finite subset of F~-. Now S. is L~- ind ,scern ib le  and so the sequence 
( z .  . . . . .  z~, z., . . . . .  z~.,. " 
and 
{Z,s<+o,...+, Z ~u~, Z ~.,o+++ . . . . .  Z Lq,,,,~) 
have the same L,t-type. It follows that the map r generated by the relations 
f ( z~, , ) )  = z+, and f (zc+o,O = z++ is an isomorphism ot the substr, :ture A,) generated 
by the set 
and the substructure A, of A generated by {z ....... z+.+ z., . . . . .  z++ }. Consider the 
following diagram 
A A, 
N, . . , . .  / , / '  
A;" 
Let C amalgamate ~fis diagram over A<, with maps g,: A -~. C and g.+: .&~ ..... (2 We 
can assume that g+_ is the identity. Let /'~ be tt~e [ ~+type of ti~c sequence 
(y, . . . . .  y,,,)"(z~+.,, . . . . .  z.+,,..+. +,+ ~.-,.+ . . . . .  : +.,.,0. 
Since g, is an embeclding it follows that 
{g,(y,),. ~, (v "b~:(o ~, - g,.(z~q,,, ) 
g, (z~. ,+)  . . . . . .  g,Cz.+.,. ,)> 
has L~-type F,. By the commutativitv of the diagram we have that 
(g , (v , )  . . . .  n,+ " z, , . )  + ., o , (y , ,  );> ,, . . . . . . . .  z . . . . . . . . . . . .  
has L.,-type F,. Now consider the fothwdng diagram, where the s+.'ructure A,  is the 
substructure of C generated by 
{g,(y ,) . . . . .  g,(y,,,)} U {z, . . . . . .  +,.,. z., . . . . .  :,.+. }
/t +A:+ J 
/ -  
/ 
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Let C, ama!gmmtte /.iiis diagram over A, witb ,,naps f,: A-+++ C, and f:: A.,---C,. 
Assume that f, is the identity, tt follows ~i~at the sequence 
<f+.g,(y,) . . . . .  f .~g,ty,, ,)) '~ (z  . . . . . . .  z . .  z,  . . . . . .  +:+. > 
has LA-type I'+. By definiUon of 1+, this means that 
C, t~ ~,~,:,,,(,'-,~:,(!,,, ). : ) for atl / -, ~ 
aT~d 
C~>--~O,%~(f:g,(y:) .z. ,)  where i ,= i  .... foral l  i~m.  
By definitior: of C, this shows that our finite subset of f'e is consistent with 
D., (A )  U Th (E)  and s(~ b} .q~e compacmess ~:kc.~rem the ~ype F,, is consistent with 
L) .~(A)UTh(V}.  Let ~P~ l-c any extension of f'e ~o a com!qete t.~(A}-typc. 
Suppose {hat ~.5~ and d .  me eleme~ts ~f S with {5, # fie. There is some i < (o such 
lhat L{,(i)7 kS:(i}. By U~c definition of [~, it follows that 
0<,,,(r~5,)~ I',,: and --~ 0,,x,~(v~£)~ i'<. 
Bu~ O~.o)(v:5,)~F~,: and so i~(s,/i~<.. I~ follows that A has 2"L_~(A)n,-t3pes 
which co~tradic~.s our assumption flint v is L.,-0,~)-stable. This proves the 
~heorcm. !z) 
Coretlar2 4.22 Un  queness of Dimensio~). Seq~pose ,'hv.~ A C X and qJ(v. )~ 
~. ~ (A ) is sm)ng:y mi~imaL (f X am~ "t' are max imal  independent :;ubse:s of d/(A ), 
' I i ' 
ProoL Suppose Urn{ tree of '.:he se~s X. Y is infinite. It is immedime from Tileorem 
I1 - 4.2i tila~ c i,:.{ "~ ) b, as ihc same power a.- X if X is infinite and so by fi~e assumption 
flint bofl~ X a~.d Y are maximal i~depcndent sub~ets we mus~ have flint I XI = ! YI. 
So assume dmt both X and Y are finit,:, i~y {he Exchange Theorem it follows that 
i YI ~ I X i, for the fact that X is maximal independent implies th0t Y is dependent 
on X. S imi tarb ' .X l~ iY ]  and so iX l= iY l .  ~2I 
The above result allows us to define the dhnension of an SM s..  in a structure A 
to be the power of some (and hence alt) maxima! irdepe,'~dev, t subsets. 
Theorem 4.21 has other important consequence.,, but before proceeding with the 
development of our general theory we pause to prove a iheorem in cl~:ssical model 
theory. The underlying idea of the proof is the same a,; the proof of Theorem 4.21 
but the argument pr<wides us with an imeresting contrast between /he use of 
quanlification in classical model theory and the use of the :,malgamation property 
in lhe theory of universal classes. 
Definition 4,23. Eei 7" be a complete fir',t order theory. A formula 4' C L(T)  is 
I.(T)qndiscernible if g?[ c Mod T {he content of & in '2I is L(T)-ind;scernible. 
Theorem 4.24. Let T be an ~.o.smbic ~heorv (rod suppose tha~ ~h(t',) is an [.(T)- 
i,.,diseernib!e set. If  ?t is a model of T and {h~ . . . . .  b,,} is a sub~et of ?!, :hen there are 
< ~o ~-t),pes in q, over the sm~cmte (?l. b, . . . . .  b >. 
Proof. Suppose ~lot. Then there are distinct types {F~(e~,~ i < a,} with t/~ ~ l;(v,,) 
where each I; is a type over tile structure (91, b~ . . . . .  b,,). We can assume flint ~.'[ is 
countable. Let 9[, be a countable elementary extension of (?l. b~ . . . . .  b,,) in which 
there is a~ ~ q,(?l~) which realizes t]. Let S be the set of a!l pern'mlmions of ,~. 
Given (5 ~ S we define a set 11.~ of formulas as follows: If 
0([)~ . . . . .  /~,,,v,,) ~ F~q,(t,,) then 0(~t~&) ~ l"~(v,). 
We prove first that 1\,: is consistent. Let 0,(e~&,) . . . . .  O,.(v,,L.,) be a finite subset of 
I'~(v,). By definition of I~; we have tha~ 
?l,g= 0+(£a~v>, ) fo l j  ,2~ m 
so ~[i ~ =Iv, Ai .... 0~(~,a~%0. Since the coni~ent of O is i.~ discernible in N, we must 
have that 9[, > ~tv, A,~,,~ 0,(v,a,,). So 2",, is i~deed consi: tent. 
Claim. F</ -Fu> For g , / f f~,  implies ~i<{o suc~ that g,.(i),Nge(i). Now 
F%o~/F%,~ s9:30(b,v,,) with O(b,v.) ~ Fe,~,~ but ~ 0(b,v~,) U. F%v,. So then 
0(v,a?)~ U,s,(v~) and --n 0(t,,a~;)~_ ; :(v,) 
whici~ implies that F%/F%.  Now iS{ = 2 -0 so ?[, has 2" n-types. This comrad~c*s 
our assumption tha* 7" is m-stable. 
In passing we note (he fo!|owmg charactcrizatiov, c,f l.(T)dudisccrnible set:< 
Lemma 4.25. A formmr~e & is L(T)-imtiscernihIe iff Vn < w dte .formula &" = 
4~(v.),~ . . . . .  A 4.'(V, ,) is a~: ~etom in L(T). 
Proof. Suppose first that ~# is L(T)-indiscernib)e. Let ,~t < a~ and 0 .~ L"(T). 
Suppose 4f" ^  8 is consistent will1 T. If it is not the case thai ~'/: - ,  0 then 0" A -10 
is consistent w~th T. So 0 splits 6J". But then if 91 is a model of T the cement of 4" 
cannot be indiscernible in 71. Contradiction. So ~/J" is an atom. Assume that &" is an 
atom for each n < w. Let P[ be a model of T and 0 E L"(T). Then if d~" ,x 0 is 
consistent we must have 4f ~ -~ 0. So for b, in ~#(~)we have that O(b,). So O caam~ 
split &.Ttms the content of O in ~I is L(T)-indiscernibte. 
2 
De~n~fioa 4.26. Suppose that A E v and gJ(v,,) ~ I~., (A)  has rank > 1 and degree 
= 1. Then 4t is saturated in A if there is X c- d*(A) such that !X! = iA f and X is 
R~',-indcpef~deu{. We assam~e that !A!> ~o. 
Theorem 4.27 (Loca) to ( ; ' ,ba)  Saturation Theorem). Suppose t/;a~ A ~ X. Then 
A is weakly L~-sa'~um~ed iff A is i~ffinite and A satisfies the fi:~"~owing d:ree 
conditions: 
(i) all formulas O(v~) E La (A  ) sp/h' inh, ~<'gree ! sets oeer A 
(it) A is algebraically closed 
(iii) if 4I(v.) ~ LA (A ) ~ms rank ~ ! and c?egwc ::~ I~ ¢]~e~,~ + is saturated in A.  
Proof. Suppose first that A is weakly L.~-saturated. Tilen clearly A is a)gebrai- 
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tally ck~sed and sh~ce ~hc Upcs of all finite seq~ences o :er  fi~fite subsets of A are 
realized i~ A i~ follows *J-mr al! formulas split over A. Assume that ~!~(v,,) ~ ~..., (A)  
has rank >- 1 and degree = t. Le~ X g +(A)  be a maximal R&-independent subsel. 
, ~ • ho  the  . . If { X i < I A ! let A, , ,  < substruct~re t neratedby X and the parameters definkm 
&. 'iiaen the Lvpe FS} ~' must be reaib, ed in A since A is weakiv L.,-saturated. But if 
x ~ A reaEzes 1"2" then bv Theorem 4. t2 {he sct X O{x} is Rg~-independen{. 
which con~:radic~s .~e t'naxiro.ali~y of X. S~, i X I : ! rt I. Stlppc~se on thc other hand 
~hat A is an infitfite struc{:ure in X sa{isfying conditions i-.ii-iii, Let A .  be a 
s~,ibstructure of A having < [A!  gcneralors. Let F~ &,(A,) .  Then there is 
O(~:,,) ~_ L. .~(A, ' ,  that  , .sotates F in S~{~(Ao).  Le~ A ,  be  a finite extension of A,, in A 
such that 0 sph,s ova: A~.Say ~- - ,  & has rank = R,.) and degree = 1. Let Y be an 
Rb~-independent suk, set of &,(A ) of power I A i. Since A, i~as a set X of generators 
of power < !A i  it follows from Theorem 42t  that ~here is v c~ y ... A,. For if not 
~hen cle~.,rlv c i 2;:'(.X ) ~ 3' m'd so !c !2/(X} i '7;~! Y} .... [A i- Now the elel'nee~ v must 
reali~'e tae type F2,, by Theorem 4.i2 and by t.emma 4.8 *his type has rank 
= Rg*, == R& ::-- RF  and I 'G  1"2,' which implies that y realizes F. Hence A is 
weakly I .~-saturated since A is algebraically closed. 
Note ~hm' a sintilar resull holds fo: ~o-staMe theorics. But in tha~ ~ ase because of 
the Lachlan Degree Them-era the heorem can be sta~ed in th,: following more 
elegan* form: If "?~ is a model of an w.-:~able lheorv iherl ~[ i~: saturated ilt every 
. , - re ,areal  formula tfi(v,,)v: L('21)is s,,,t.,a,,.d. 
Theorem 4.28. Suppose that v is L>.-(a~)-stable and A ~ X. I f , \  -: i A ! + ~,,, then 
there is a weakly L.,-saturated exwnsion B of A in v of power 2~, assu:ning that A is 
not maximal.  
ProoL 1L..e~ A, ~ A be any extension t~f A of power Z such hal  A~ v. We 
construct an to-chain of structures over A, as follows: if A, has b¢ cn defined Vi ~ n 
lel .,%** be an extension of A,, which satisfies the following co Witions. 
(i) A,,~, is algebraically closed 
(ii) all formulas q~(v~,),F_ L.,(A,,) split over A,,., 
(Ui) if ~r,(vo) ft.. L.,(A,,) has rank > I and degree = t then there is X G tb(,'t.,. ,) of 
power >. such that X is R~- independeni  
0,) i a , , . ,  { =: a. 
It fol!ows from Theorem 4.12 and the amalgamation property that such an 
extension exists. Let [3 = U ...... A~. Then {B!= a and it is immediate from the 
construction and Theorem 4.27 that l~ is weakly I..a-saturated. 
Vic:or Harnik and S. Shetah i~ave shown the existence of sa{urmed models of a 
stable theory in alt stable powers a > IT! .  Theo,em 4.28 prc- ides a new proof of 
this result for the case where T is an u~-s tab le  theory. 
Thta~rem 4,29. /..et T be a coutttable first order theory and ?l an uncountable 
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hom,'~geneous model  of T. S'tppose that ~I~ is an eiementmT subsm~ctuw o.f ?[ and 
F E S(~I[~) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i:, Ir(.~OI > !:~,I 
(ii) /f 0(v~,) E L(?I) then i ~,(9i) (3 U(')!)i < ! I ' (?t) l  ~r i~  ~.'(~) (~ F(?Di < i l ' (~[) l .  
I f  ,~ is a regular cardinal suc~ tha~ i~ i~< ;~ ~i l - ' (? I ) !  ~i~en there is a;t L('2I,.)- 
indiscernible sequence (x,) ...... ~ F(? I )  such *.~at either R,,(x,) is an I ( ? I , )  
indiscernible set o" (x,), , is an L(:~I) d~?i.~mb]e ~io.war outer, 
ProoL First note tha| tile condit ions of the daemcm hnply tha~ if ?l, ,~ A~ ~ '?I and 
I A.,I < A then the type 1" has a unique e×tension to a type I'~ iv, tile langaage of A.. 
such that Fm has IF(9~)i real izat ions in ?t. We define a sequence {x , : i<  A} by 
induction on i as follows. Choose xo E- F(?[).  Suppose that x~ has been def ined for 
aft i < c~ < h so that if i < a. then x, reMizes the unique extm~sion ~)f F to a type in 
the language of tile sub'~trucmre C of ?{ generated  by A U {x, : i < i }. Let A,~ be the 
substructure geeerated  by A U{x , : i< .} .  Then IA . I<A so there is a unique 
extension F, of F to a type in the language of A .  such tti~t I I ' , ( ? ! ) != I t ' (9 [ ) ! .  
Choose x. E F,( '  '). Proceeding in this fashion we obtain the des i red sequence.  We 
now show that {x,:i  < A} is at,~ EM-sct  over  ?I~. Fhc proof  is by induction on the 
length of proper ly  ordered sequences i~ {x, : i < 3. }. Note ~rst mat  each x, real izes F 
so that the assert ion is proved for sequences of length t. So suppose that {he 
assert ion has been proven for all proper ly  o rdered  sequences of length n ~ t. 
Assume that x . . . . . . .  x .... and y~ . . . . .  y,,~, are proper ly  o rdered  sequences in the set 
{x : i < a} and that for ~ome formula ~I*(v~ . . . . .  t',.~  ~) we have that ?l D ~{~(x . . . . . . .  x.~,,) 
but /3  ~ -7 ~h(y~ . . . . .  y,.  ,'L Let ~4 be the substructure of ?t generated  by ?I, U {x, : i ~< 
r,,} and let i -~ be the unique extension of .N to .~ type in the language of ,~ with 
i 1"(?[)i real izat ions in 9[. Then by the construct ion x..... real izes F so it re!lows that 
~4s(i . . . . . . .  .L,,v,) E/=. Let A,  be the substructure of ?I generated  by Pit LI {x ........ x,,, } 
aed let FL be the extension ~f F u~ a type in the language of A~ with !U(?i}l 
real izat ions in ?[. Then A,  :~ A so ~hat F, G [';. Hence 0(2,,. . . . .  5,,,. v,,) ~-~ I'~. ~.::i:~ce ?t 
is homogeneous  and the sequences (x . . . . . . .  x~,} and (y~ . . . . .  y,} have the same type 
o~er ?t~ (by the induct ion hypothesis)  there is an automorph ism f of '21 such tha{ 
f('~) = a Va E ?[~ and g i  "-~ n we have )¢(~,~) --= y,. "l'f~e type 1"~ has > h reai izat ions 
i~. '3[ so thet the type .f~(,; , is  >- ,~ real izat ions i~ '2i. Fm'd~crmore by tile definit ion 
of f we have ~hat l 'C f ( i  :'~. Note fl~at 
f(~,(x~,, . . . .  x,... v,)) = 4,b', . . . . .  y,,vo) 
so &(y, . . . . .  y ,c , )E . f ( /° , ) .  Let y,, =x, ,  and define A~, to be the substructure 
generated  by ? (~{.v~: i < a}. Then since y, . . . . .  y .... is in proper  order  y, E A,, for 
all i ~< n. Let f;, be tt~e extensio~ of F ~o a ~ype in the language of Aa with I I'(',~t)l 
real izat ions in ?I. Then ),,,.~ real izes 1",,. ~t fol lows tb.at --~ O(y~ . . . . .  y~v,,) ~Z/",,. But 
f(Y, '~C [',. Contrad ict ion.  1/tence {x~: i < h} is an EM-..vet over  el,. Suppose that 
R, (x,) ..... is not an indiscernible set over  ?t,. Let n + ~. :><: ~'he firs~ number  such that 
fo" some formula ,f,(v, . . . . .  v,,~,) E L(9I,} we have for some sequm~ce x., . . . . .  x .... in 
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proper order  that ?i{':: #~¢.~,,. . . . .  ~,., :) bul f , r  ~omc permulati~m iS of tbe set 
{| . . . . .  n-~ l} we have ~hat 
tt suNces ~'o cow, sider the case wi~ere ~ permuics  ~wo e lements  of {I . . . . .  n + l}. 
Also since {£ : i  < A} is an F.M-sc~ over  ~i~ we cm~ furH~er suppase that x,~ = x, 
Vi ~: n-4 I. Virsl assume ~!~:~ (~ ~ 1) .... n ~. I Fhe~ since Pl is bomogepeous  and 
.t~ . . . . .  r. i:; mdiscernib!e ~vcr '21, ihcrc is ;.m :mtomorph ism f of ':~l inch that 
f(x,)  = x.q, ,V i  .=; n and V~ ~Z ~)l, we have fi<e) = a. 1.e{ ff be ~.he xtension of I" to a 
type over  the substructure A .  generated by '.~l~ U {x . . . . . .  x,,} with i f'(~t}i realiza- 
tions in '."[. Then f ( f f )  has i U(')[}! real izat ions in el. Since F C_. ftf i} and f (A , )  = A .  
we must have f(1 ~) = if. Now since x,, : reaiizes ff we have d,(.f . . . . . .  2,,v,,l~ ff so 
that 
f(cr,(.~ . . . . . . .  V,,. ~,,3"~ ::: #,(a%, . . . . . . . .  i:~. ..... ~.',,} ~ P 
But 
st~ lhal 
Com'radic~ion. So assume tha~ iS(n k i ) '~ i for some ?< ~ +- i. No~e first that b}, ibc 
above argumen~ fl~c assumpIion that 9I P~ O(x, . . . . .  x,.r,,.,) i:nplies ~hat 
?I ~ 6 (x, . . . . .  x, ~. x,,, x . . . . . . . .  x. x,,~:). 
Now if 
e I~ #,(x, . . . . .  x ,  , .x  ..... x,~, . . . . .  x,, ,,x~.x,,} 
~hex~ wc could argue as above to obtain a contradict ion.  Sc iha~ 
','t ~-~ ~ 4,(x, . . . . .  x, ,. x,,~,, x . . . . . . . .  x .x . ) .  
It fot[m~s from this and the fact tha! {x,: i < fi} is ar -set over 9t, that the 
formula O(x . . . . . .  x, ~. v~,.x,.~ . . . . .  x,. v,) defines a fin .,cr on the set {.v;:j >/n}. 
In facl: this formula defines the proper  order  on Hlis set. '~Ms completes  the proc;" of 
the theorem, g] 
Nol¢ lha~ a corresponding restdt holds for an open type i '  oYer a substructure. A,  
of an L . -homogeneous  tructure A in a universal class S with the amalgamat ion 
property.  We next give an appl icat ion of the exchange theorem for SM sets to the 
spectrum prob lem for t.niversM ciasses. 
Lemma 4.30. Suppose that ~-" i., L.,-(.;)-sa~ble m~d has AP. I f  A ~ S and 
d~(v~,)Ct~,,(A) has rank ~1.  :hen ~.here is B~A in S and an SM set 
~t~,(v,,) E L,~(B) such that B ~ O: - ,  4~. 
Proof. Let B be an extension of A such that some formula ¢J~ E L,~ (B)  has ~east 
rank 7, I arid degree ! of all formulas in q~ in any extensioa of A. Then ~lj~ is SM for 
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if not there is C>-B in S and 0~LA(C)  such tl~at IO]~aO)(C)]>~,o and 
I(0, ^  -70) (C) i  >~ ~o. Since ~)~ has degree = I or:e of ~he sets must have rank < RO.~, 
Contradiction. []  
Lemma 4.31. Suppose that S is L.~ @o)-stab~e and has AP If L(X) is reh~tionat 
and there" is a ~ ~o such that i~'(A)! < a~, then every A ~ V is SM. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is A ~ V and an SM set g, e/L, ,  (A )  such that 
!-'~ da(A)[ ~> co. This follows h'om Lamina 4.30 and Theorem 4.6. We can assume 
that A is countable. Let B be an extension of A in which 1~9(B)! = a. Choose a 
sequence {a~: i < ~} of distinct elements in ---n O(B). For each m < ~ let A " be the 
substructure of F: whose elements are 
~' , (B)U{a ,  . . . . .  a , ,}u{c~ . . . . .  e,,} 
where c~ defines the set & Fha! is, g, = ~9(c,. v,,) for some L~-for~mfla ~i~. Then each 
A"  ~ S since X is a -miversal ass. Also iA" I  = 3., It follows tivu ~i~cre iq n, < ,~ 
and a sequence {n~: l < i < ~o} .,uch that n, > n~Vi > t and A ~, ~: A "~, Se for each 
1 < i < co there is a sequence bl i~. A "' of type c, such that [-'~ d(bl .  A "')i = n,. So as 
i increases the power of tI~e se~ ~'f A ~ ~i;(bl, v,,) must grow arbitrari ly large in A"  
Let d, . . . .  , d,, be a sequence of new constants and define ~ to be the following se, of 
sentences: ~" = Th (E) U Da(A"9  U fl~e set of sentences which says ?hat both 
O t, -'n ~(d,. v,,) and ~!* ^  ~g(d,, v0) have power > i Vi < ~o. From our remarks above R 
is clear that rr is consistent so it has a model B,. Then B~L(X)> A~, ap.d 
B~ f L(X) ~ X. But the set ~(d~',  v,,) splits g, i~ B~ [ L(X). contrary ro the: assump- 
tion that O is SM. [] 
Lemma 4.32. Suppose L (X)  is relational and E is L..~-Oo)-stabh' and has AP. If 
tN(h )] < ~o for some Z ~ w then for any ACE V there is an L.,-formula 0, (v~,) such 
th a¢: 
¢i) Oa is SM 
0i) if B ~ A then all e&ments of OA(B) have t~e same LA-eype 
(iii) --* 0,, (v,) is t.A -al~'ebraic. 
Proei.  Given A (E 2.' it follows from Lemma 4.31 ~nat A is SM. So if file assertion 
is false tllere must be a sequence {0:(vo): i < w} of formulas in La such that each 0, 
is La-algebraic and & n g = ¢ if i / j .  But since v is a universal class and each 
0, ELa  the e:,istew.~e of this sequence c!early implies that I2 (a ) i> ,o .  
Contradiction. [ ]  
Suppose thai x~ sa~isfi~::s the conditions ~f I.e~a~om 4.32 and A, B E X with 
A--~, B. Then 0.., = 0~. For  let C be a common extension of A and /3 which is 
weakly La-saturated.  Since OA is SM and --on O,, (C)  is finffe if -~ &_~ ;he, re is 
x E 0a(C)~ OB(C) or x E OB(C)~ OA(C). But the~ 0~ A--n0~ is a n(ntrivial  
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L.,.<flgebraic formula or t}v :,-m {~, is a m~,.,,trivkd L.~-algebraic formula. In either 
case we obtain a contradiction of condition (ii: of Lemm~ 4.32. 
I .emma 4.33~ Assmne th~t X so-;bfies the e,.,meIi¢ions of Lemma 4.32. Lee A ~ v. (/ 
X=O.~(4 ) is i.~.b:de:n:'~?de::., thee. : ,  ( . \ ' )  X ' i<  {o. 
ProoL Suppose not. We caa assume dm~ !N! == ,L l.c~ {y,: < a~} be a sequence in 
e i .~(X) -X  and dcqnc ,L  to be the substructure of A whose elements arc 
XU{y: : j~<i} .  Then since each A, has power A and v(a)i<~o there is a 
subsequence (A, , ) ,  .... such *:t~al Vi<w there is an isomorphism f,: A,, -~ A,,,. 
Consequently there is a subset Y, of {)., . . . . .  y,,} ar'd a subset Z of X with !Z I > ,u, 
such :hat (X -- Z )  U Y, is independent and 
({y . . . . . .  y ,}  .... ~ ,}uz : - z ,  
is dependent on (.\ - -Z)L J  Y .  Let .\*~ hc {he teas,.' subse~ of X - -Z  wi~h the 
properly thai .\', L..~ ~'~ has :m algebraic closure containing Z, and {y, . . . . .  y,,,} is 
depcnden~ on X, U Z. Clearly {X~ I <,o. Now note that if A .  is the s,:bstrucmre of 
A.,  whose elements are X, U Z U{y, . . . . .  y,,,} then die set X, L3 2" is a maxim::d 
indepeg~deat subset af O:,(A,,). Bm d~e sc~ X~ L) Y, is als(~ a maxhual independent 
subset: of :L~(::L,). By Corol lary 4.22 it follows dmt IX,  U "~ ,i = {X, UZ{.  Bm 
!Z I :  ;> n~ and i Y,[ ~ n,. Contradiction. This proves the lemma. [2] 
Lemma 4.34. Suppose that v satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.32 aml A ~ 2'. 
Let X C 0.~ (A )  be an infinite LA-independem seg, If g~ ~ I.~, and &(x, . . . . .  x,,v,,) is an 
atgeb:, aic formula, then for all sequences z . . . . . .  z,, in : (  i f  x, . . . . . .  v. is in X. then the 
fonm las ~h(z. ':,J and ~(x,, v,,) are cqui~.'ale¢~g. 
Prool. Suppose that (x, . . . . .  x.) and (z, . . . . .  z.) are disjoint. We can assume fl~ai 
#t(x, v,,) is irreducible over X. So lhe sets O(x,. e.) :rod #/(:,. <,) are disjoint or equal  
If tt>:v are dis}oint fllen the closure of X must be infinite for we car choose an 
inth~,te sequev, ce of pairwise disjoint n-ary sequences in X and since X is 
L.,-mdi~cernibio the #,-sels detined bv tl~ese sequences will all be algebraic, 
nonm,:iut and Fat:wise disjoint. But the closure of X must be finite by Lemma 4.33. 
Her:c.- 4:(x~, v,) =: 'b(z,, r,). But from this it is immediate that all n-ary sequences in 
X eeqne the same ~:,-set. [ ]  
Le~,,ma 4.35. Suppose that v sadsfies rh,' conditions of  ~ e,'nma 4.32. (f X G #., ( A ) 
fl)r A E E is L.~-independem, then (c I~ (X)  .... X ) :30 . , (A  ) = t}. 
Proof. Suppose x ~ (c !~ (X) -  X )~ Oa(A ). Ti~ea there is an L_,-formula #~(v,v.) 
such that for a sequence x, in X the set #:(x,. e,,) is aigebraie and A ~ #~(x,x). Now 
since x ~ O, . (A)  it follows that x has L.~-type F , ,  (from condition (it) of kemma 
.1.32 and 0~c fact that 0.~ is SM). Hence x is co,m~ined i~ some maximal 
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'A  independeet subset X,, of 0~,t-" ). We can assume that X and hence ~'o is infinite. 
By Lemma 4.33 the set tc IA (X) "~ XI  < w so that JX~, (3 XI  >' w. Choose n distinct 
elements 2, . . . . .  z, in X, ,OX:  Since xf fX  ~he element x is net in the set 
{z~ . . . . .  z,,}. By Lemma 4.34 the set ~',(z,v,,) ~ ~/*(&'~,,) so A ~= O(z,x). But tlren the set 
{z~ . . . . .  z,,, x} G X;, is not L.~-iadependent. Contradiction. 
Lemma 4.36. Suppose d, at Y satisfies the condi&ms of Lemma 4.32. Lel ,4 ~ v. 
Then the set Oa(A ) is L.~-indiscernibte over th::, set -~ ¢L, (A ). 
Proof. Suppose not. Since 0a is SM it folk~ws that there is x ~ 0,,(A) which is 
algebraic over ~ 0a (A). But -10a is an algebra:c set so it follows by the fact that v 
is transitive that if X is any independent subset ,ff &,(A)  then x is algebraic over X 
assuming also that xE  X. But this contradicts Lemma 4.35. [TJ 
Theorem 4.37. Suppose that E is I a-(to)-smbt~ and has AP. tf ! Y.(h )l = n < ~o for 
sore_ a >-to, then there is K < ~o such that IX(~,.)I = n VA~ ~ K. 
Proof. It follows from our above structural analysis that given any maximal 
X-cl;:~gram D there is an ga  , ,rqtuta &, which is SM and has the property that 
--nOD i.~ algebraic and any I?-structurc A has an isomorphism LvFe entirely 
determined by the isomorphism type of the tiMte substructure O,;(A ). The tl~eorem 
is immediate from this fact. D 
Cenjeeture ~.38. SupF-cse that X is a universal class with AP. I f  there is a > ca, 
such that I v (A) l  < co. then VAj >~ to~ ix (M) /= I_v(A)I. 
Question 4.39. If v is ]ocalN fiMte and has AP i f  [v (a ) l<~o for some A ><o is 
i X(a,)l = I E(A)I for M! 3,-~ ~o7 Under what condiiions is there K < ~0 ,.,uch |ha~ 
!.~(a,)t = I ~" * • • . (a) l  V.,., ~ K .  
Question 4.40. If v is an arbitrary universal class and Iv (a ) !<~o for some 
,~ > ~.~,, is l~(a, ) t  = I : ' (a) l  Va >,o,'2 
No~e Iha~ if L(v)  is relational and !V(A) I< w for some a > ~o, then i| follows 
from Theorem 4.37 and an unpublished resuR of S. Shelah tb~u Conjecture 4.38 is 
true. The case where a = ,o is still open and so we have the following question. 
Question 4.41. ~ L()f) is rel:?~ional and V has AP if [E(a,)i<~o. is ~ La-({o)- 
stable? 
The remainder of th~s ection is devoted {o the proof of two theorems concerning 
the behaviour of rank t set~ over existentially closed sm~ctures (aldmugh we state 
and prove these resutts in a somewhat more general context). These theorems and 
the accompanying proofs indicate that in the cont~×t of universai classes with AP 
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existentially closed structures have strong definability prnpcrties and have a f,~ 
richer structure H~an m{gh{ be expected simpt} from the examination of the defining 
property of these models, h~deed the fact that certain types over existentially dosed 
structures can be approximated acbim~ril 3,closely acmaltv forces the realization of 
features of struct~,,re which exist in extensions of an e>:istenfially closed structure. 
"l'heorenl 4.42, Suppose ~ha~..v ,G:as AP. Le,' .~; Ci:: Z and ~#(v,,)~zE t...~ (,~7.~) h~:ve ,,ink 
= t and degree = I. ( fA <, B, H~ere is O(t'~,) ~ L.~ (A) such tha* &(i3) CI A = O(A ). 
Proof. Let j~-(c~J=~(i7 . . . . . .  ~:.t'<,). where the formula ~(v .v . )~L~ and 
{b~ . . . . .  b.} C B. Then q~(vo)~ L.~(Bo) where B,, is the stlbstructure of B geaerated 
by {b~ . . . . .  b,.,} and & is SM ~ver Bo. For suppose not~ Then tn some C ~ Bo there is 
0(e,,) ~ I..~ (C) such that I#(C) N &(C) I > ~o and {-~ 0(C) lq a(C)!  > ~o. Since E has 
A? there is ¢7~ such that the diagram e.-f Fig. 4 covamu!e.~< 
(" I 
/ '  \ / /  
,/ 
/" i 
/ 
// 
~u 
Fig, 4. 
The map f, can be ~aken ~o be the identity map. Then ~, splits ia C, > B which is a 
comradiction of oc.r assumption that (f,(v.) c_q. L., (B) has rank and degree ---- 1. Let F 
be the l~.,-type of the sequeuce 05, . . . . .  b,,>. Siuce L(E) is countable we can order 
l'(v,) in a sequence {0(v,):i < ¢o}. Suppose there is no 0(v , )~ L.., (A) satisfying the 
conclusion of the theorem. Note that H~en !d , (B)DAI>~o.  Let {x,}~ .... be a 
sequence of distinct elemems in 4~(t:~)V~ A. I)efi~e &(v,)= A ..... 0,,(v,) and let 
Since A <, B for each i < ~o there is some sequence c~ such tha~ 
a ~ 6,(e,x,) ,, . . . . .  A 6,(c,x,). 
Claim. There is i < ~o such that Vj~ > i if G is a sequence in A with 
A g O,~(c, xO A . . . .  A 4G(e,x,), 
then t[,(eA~o) ^  ~(v~,) is algebraic in B. For suppose that this is not the case. Then 
there is an increasing sequence {r, : i < m} of numbers and fo. each r~ a sequence e{' 
in A satisfying the following two conditions: 
( i )  A g ¢ ,4c; ,x0^ . . . . .  ^ a ,~, (c ; 'x , , )  
(ii) ~.(c;', v,,)a ¢,(eo) is not algebraic in B. 
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Now condition (ii) implies that the set ~g,, (eT". B)  co~,~tains at! b~,t a finite number 
of elements of 0(/3) so ~,~(c), A ) contains all but a finite munber of elements of 
0 (B)  ('t A. If on the ether hand all but a finite mnnber of elemen~s in ~,~(c;,. A )are 
contained in O(B)© A then clearly we can define ~J~(Bt C'l A hi A. contrary to 
assumption. So &,,(eT,.A)cont.,ins )a~ etemen~,s no~ in 4~(B)N A. So 
Let rr be the following set of sentences. Wllt?r~? (71 . . . . .  C, a:,.re mew co~stants: 
D.., (B ) U l'(c, . . . . .  c,, ) U {3 ~ i(v,,)[ ~, (e,v,,) ,~ -~ q,(c,,) !
A 3 ~ i(v,0[~i;,(,~r,,) ~, +(v~,)]}. 
By the above argument if T = Th (v)  then T U ~ is consistent and so it has a model 
& Let C = C' r L(X). We can assume that C > B. By our remarks a~ the begim~ing 
of the proof since ti~e sequence (c; . . . . .  c~,) realizes f' in C tile set <~(c'; . . . . .  c:;v,,) 
has rank and degree = I. But 0(t;,) splits d;(c) . . . . .  c;~,,) by definition of rr. 
Contradiction. Thus the claim is correct. Let i be a number satisfying the conditions 
of the claim. Forewh r~ i  let e [be  a sequence in A such tha~ 
A ~ (b.(c;x:)^ . . . . .  a g(c;x,) .  
^ 
Then since ~t~(c).,0)~ q,(v,,) is algebraic in B we have: 
But by an argument .,:imilar to the one given above this implies that there is C ~ X 
with C~B such that some g,~(t' , ,)~L.,(C)splits 0(v~,)in C Contradiction. 
Consequently our initial assumption is false and there is 0(v,0~ LA(A) which 
defines d, (B)P ,A  in A. 
If T is a complete theory and k~ is a model of 7" then a similar argument will show 
that if ?l < ~ and q;(vo) ¢E L(~) is stronelv minimal then there is 0(t~)E ;-4. ) such 
~hat 6~(~{~) n 91 = 0(9l), 
Question 4.43. Suppose that v is a universal class with AP. If B ~ X and 
qJ(v,;)~ L.~(B) has rank <~,  is it tt~e case that if A<~ B. then there is f~(v~,)~ 
L. , (A) wRh ~!,(B)n A = S(A)? 
The following c×amp~e ~hows that tile definability res:flts fail f~-,r open formulas 
with rank = ~. 
Example 1. Let L-(P~(v,,).P:(~:,,).R(v~,vO}. T says 
(i) Both P~ and P- are infinite sets and P, i') P: = fl 
(ii) R(v,,vO is a partition of P~ for each clemea,~ th in P2 
(iii) if R (v~,v~) then v. ~2- P, and v~ (E P2 
(iv) the partition classes fm each v~ are infinite 
(v) if x ,  xa E P2 and the partition defined by both are the same then x: = x:. 
1~e~ E ~: v Then Z has AP. {=,~ .4.~ be '°my co;.mtable modei of T. Then A~, t'~as 
ar~ existen|ia!ly closed c(;untabte xter~sioa A in 5. Since A is e×istentiaIly closed 
and coun~:ab{ ~ i P~(A ) i = ~. Note ~hat if "at is a~v parti~.ion of P, (A ) then there is an 
open type F~ over A xa:~ich is ~he type of some etemem x which de/Snes the 
part it ion ~. There are 2" possible part it ions of the se~ P , (A)  into two h~finite 
part it ion classes (since there arc 2'" possib~, " part it ions and only w part it ions into a 
~.*~ite ar:-'d int?~i~¢ aeO. 'Fh,~ numbt  r of possible pa~ titions of P~(A ) definable in A is 
~, since A is coun~ab!e m~.d each dethmbtc par{i{ion is in corrcsp(mdence with some 
open formula <,~(v,,)E?i L.,,(A}. T~ms some part it ion of P~(A) into two infinite 
par*itio,~ classes is not def inable in A. Let I" be the open type of an e lement x 
defining this partit ion a~d le~ B --= A(x) .  Then the set R(vo.{) is ~o~ definable in 
A. [2 
Theore~ 4.44. S~q~pose &a~ 32. is ,.~ :~w:.::erxat class u'i& A~' and A ~ 32. if 
~h(e~,) ~ I...~(A) 1~s rank I a~d & ~plits i~o de~ree I sets ores" sor:e exte~sion B of A 
in E wi~h A-<~ B, d~'n ~]~ splits JI.,er A. 
Pr~mf. Suppose thal A <~ B and <r~ splits over ~. Let 0~([~i. v,) . . . . .  O~(E~, vo) be 
disjoint SM sets over B such that B > ~I, ~e ,~ ~ 0~(b;, ~;,,) and let F ~,e the type of 
b I '~. . . .  "b  ~ over A. Order  I" in a sequci,,ce {~, (e~ . . . . .  .'-'17 ): i < .~o}. For each n < ~o 
the fornlula A ...... a', has a solut{on m N so ~t has a solution in A. Let 
{(hi", . . . .  b,~"}: i < ~o} be a sequence in A such that m,~ ith e lement is a solution of 
A m. For each i < m let 0" be the formula V ,~:.~ 0~(bl ", v,~). There are two possible 
cases: 
(i) the solut ion set of 0" in A has a complement  of rank r-~l for some 
subsequence {n,: i < ~o} in the set & 
(ii) there is N < ~o such that 0", n :~> N. contains all but some algebraic portion 
Suppose {irst that (i) holds. Then the se~ of sentences 
-rr = D,~ (A)  C~ Th (Z)  tO { I"(e.l . . . . .  f ~)} kt 
to {3~ ~: (v,,) f ~,(.~,0) A "~ (,'), 0, (e~ c,,)). ]: ,, <~} 
is consistent where the constants c', are new constants. Let (a be a model. Then we 
can assume that C [ L(E)  = C extends ,4. Clearly. the se~s 0,(e,' ~cc.,,,, ~ ar~ d'sjoint and 
of rank i and the set 
• (~ o~(ei%,)'l ¢'(v ,) ,x -'n ,,~V ! 
is i.lfinite in C so i~as rank > t, But then ~/, splits into > k rank t sets and this 
contradicts the fa.,:t that degree gJ = k. So case (ii) mus~ hold. Then there is N, < c0 
such that V~l ~ ;" { ~" . . . . .  , no two of the sets 0, ,b/ t,,) have a nonalgebraic  !ntersectioa. For 
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if not tlmn there are numt. ers r~, r2 in the set {1 . . . . .  k } a~d a subsequence { < : i < ~., ~ 
such that ~i  < ~o the set 
0~,(b?",v,,) A OJb ?",v . 
has rank ~> 1. Then the set of sc,ztences 
~, = DA (A)  U Yh (S)  U { e(e] . . . . .  e ~, )} U 
U {3 > n(v~,)[O,(c?v,,)A O,(e;~<))l: ~) < a>} 
is consistent. :~'rom the definition of I" this vieMs an immediate cop.tradicfion. And 
so N, exists. But then one of two possibilities holds: 
(i) two of the sets O,(b';",v,,) for some n ~>N~ have rank >1 
(ii) no two such sets bare  rank i> !. 
If (i) holds then 4* is not A-minimal .  Dut if so we can decompose O into 
A -minimal sets and deal with each as a{'ove. So assume that ~J is A -minimal so that 
(i) is excluded. But 6" ~or ,', -> N was sl)own to cover all but m algebraic portion of 
q,. Hence there is a subsequence {n.: r < {o} with n, > max (N, N,) such tha~" for 
some i, the set O~,(bl ". v,,) covers all but an algebraic portion of O. tt follows that the 
sets O,(bJvo) . . . . .  0~ (~b~v(,)in /3 partitio~ each 0,>(b, ~,,)into K SM sets. l~et r~', be 
the following set of sentences: 
D,, (a )  U Th (X) U {r(e)  . . . . .  oh} U {V, (e,)} 0 
u {3 -~ ,,( v,,)[oj(c>,,) ^ 0,.(a,v(,)]: n < ,o,] ~ k}. 
where F, is the type of the sequence b} ~'. By our above discussion this set is 
consistent. But if C is a model 0~en the set O,:(df'vo) is SM but: is split in C into ~ k 
infinite disjoint sets. Contradiction• This proves the ~heorem. D 
Question 4.45. Suppose X is a universal class with AP and B ~ X. If ~t,(vt,)ff 
LA (B) has rank < ~c and B is existe1~ti~ Ily closed, does 0 split over B? 
Question 4.46. Suppose X is a universal class with AP and A ~ v. If A <~ B and 
~!J(::0)~[.a(A) has rank 1 and decomposes over B into disjoint sets 
qJt(v~)) . . . . .  q~,, (v,) of rank = l. is :here a decomposit ion 0,(e,,) . . . . .  &, (<3 of d, o,'er 
A into sets O, of rank = 1 and degree = degree 0,? 
Question 4.47. Suppose v is a universal class with AP  and A E v Let t~ (~.,~) 
L>, (A )  and suppose ~# has rank < a: Is there an extension B of A such that q~ splits 
over B and if C /> , and O spiits over C, then is there ar~ A- isomorphism of B into 
C? If in addition X is La-(w)-stable? 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to tl~c application of the general theory 
developed above to the stuct3 of open formulas over fieMs and integral domains. 
We obtain algebraic haracterizations of the model tkceretic ~mtions defined !n the 
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~drs, pmiio,~ of {he chap~e.~" ami we u~iti:ec these characterizations ~ocomplete ou~ 
s:udy of ¢he represen*a|ion problem %r ope~ i:o~m~h~s over (iei,ls and integral 
de, mains. We end the chapter wifl~ a discussion of the relationship between the 
theory of arlene varieties in aigebraie geometry and {he theory of definable subsets 
of models of .~o-stabic lheories as we}i as li~e n>~re general theory of open formulas 
over models in universal classes wiIh the ::malgamalion proper~y. We note that our 
basic rest:lis are valid for ,, > t ~.'ariabic.< 
Delinltion 4.48. S~!pposc that A is an inlegral domain a~ad B is an integral 
extension of A. Ie l  ,t*{v,) be an open formula over A. ~hen dim(d*. B) = max {n: n 
is the transcendence degree of a sofutio~ of ~i, in B over A}. Define dim4, = 
max {dim (v'~. B): B is ar~ integral exteasion of A }. 
Lemma 4.49, Leg A be ~m i~tegrM do;nob,, arm g~(t,,) @. t.., t.,4 ). Then R® > dim g~. 
ProoL The proof is by iI~duction o~ Ihc dimension of @. If ~Is(v,) has dimension 0
thc~ q~(v,) is aIgebraic over A. Hence R& = 0 and so RO = dim to. Sl,ppose that the 
lemma holds for all sets of dimension < ~'. Let g2 be an exiension of file quotient 
field .)( having infinite mmsccndence degree o_ver/{. Then there is ,~ solution x, of 
~)(v, ) in g) such lhat the transcendence degree of x, over .~ --= din, O, assuming also 
that a'2 is algebraically closed. Say that x~ . . . . .  x, are all Mgebr:i~cally independent 
and s = d im& Let (x'J ....... bca  sequence o r disdnct algebraically independent 
points in s¢2 over A. For each i < ¢o" we define a set &, as folk,ws 
~,,(< . . . . .  r , , )  = ~!,(v~ . . . . .  v . )  ,', .g': = v , .  
Then clearly g,, -~ <!, Vi < a.~. Furthermore if i / /  .'.hen d*, t'3 tO, = v) in any extension 
of .O. For if Yl and y~ are so!u~ions of &, and 0~, respectively then x', = y; and 
x{ = y{ soy l /y{  and hence y,~/y~. 
Claim. dim O, = s - I Vi < ~o. For Im 
f,: ~{ (x ; ) - .  ,.~ (x, . . . . . .  v,,) 
be the embedding enerated by lhe reta.qons f , (a)  = a Va e7 .~g and f,(x',) = x,. Let 
]:: be the identity inj~:ction of e{(x{) into £). Let C be a field which amalgamates 
A(x  . . . . . .  x,) and aQ over /~(x*~) with maps 
g~:A(x  . . . . . .  x.)--~. C and g : :O- ->C 
We can assume that g: is the identity map. Then by the commutat ivky of the 
resulting diagram we have g,f,(x'~) = x'~ 'and C> O,(x'~. g,(x.J . . . . .  gL(x,,)) Now the 
sequence g~(x : )  . . . . .  g,(x,) is a|gebraicaBy independent over A(x',). Since ~, E 
L~ (fi, (x ~)) we have dim 6, > S - t. Suppose that B is a field e"tension of ~{ (x*~) and 
y, is a solution of O, in B. Then y, is also a solution of O and y, = x'~. Let k be the 
transcendence d gree of the set {y, . . . . .  y,} over A. Then k ; S. Note thai we can 
choose an algebraically indepe~adent subset x of {y, . . . .  y,,} of power K which 
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contains y,, since y, = x~ was chosen independent over A. The transcendence 
degree of x over ft. (Y0 is K - l ~< S - 1. It follows that dim 0~ = S -- t. Now by our 
induction hypothesis we have R6"~ ~> dim g~ = S -  t. But the sequence {g,,} ...... is 
pairwise disjoint and so it fo .ows easily that R~/~ > S -- t and so R(, >~ S. 
Lemma 4.50. Let F be a fie!Z a,:d V be an irreducible variety over F. Suppose that 
F~ is an extension e/  F containing elements x~ and y~ of V. If the trapscendence degrees 
of the sets {x~ . . . . .  x.} and {y~ . . . . .  y,,} are bo~h equa~ to dim ~ then x, am t y, are 
sequences having the same L.~(F)-type. 
Proof. Note first tha~ if z, is a generic point of V. then the transcendence d gree of 
{z~ ...... z.} is equal to dit~ V. For if it is tess than dim XL it would follow that the 
po:t t z, would satisfy some equation not satisfied by y~. contradicting the assump- 
tion that z, is a ger~eric point of !/. To prove the lemma it therefore suffices te wove  
that any solution y having transcendence degree = dim V has the same La (F)- 
type as z.  Let {y~ . . . .  y,} and {z; . . . . .  z.} be maximal algebraically independent 
subsets of {yt . . . . .  y,=) and {z~ . . . . .  z.} respectively ( independent over F it: a 
universal extensior, a2~ cow, raining the generic point z~). Thet'l the map 
f :  F (z ,  ...... z~)-~ F(y . . . . . .  y,)  
generated by the relafio~;s f(z~)= y~ and f (a )=:  a Va ~ F is an F- isomorphism. 
Now let p~(x) be the irreducible polynomial  over F(z,  . . . . .  z,) which has z .... as a 
solution. This is a polynomial with coefl]ciems in F(z~ . . . . .  z,) so we can form a 
polynomial p l(x, . . . . .  x~,t) by replacing z, everywhere by the variable x,. "Fhe~ 
p~(z~ . . . . .  z.o,) := O. It follows from the fact that z, is a generic point of V that the 
sequence (y~ . . . . .  y..~) ~s also a solution of p'~(x~)= O. So the elemen t y~+, satisfies 
the polynomial p I(9, . . . . .  .~, x) and f (p , (x ) )= p~,(~, . . . . .  ~, x). tt follows from the 
facz that f is an isomoorphism and p, is an irreducible polynomial over F(z,  . . . . .  z~) 
tha~ 
F(z . . . . . . .  i ' (z~:)~ F(y,  . . . . .  y . ) (y. . , )  
Dy :~ map w~',~?~, ex*end,; f. Proceeding inductively we finally obtein an isomorphism 
f, cJ F(z..  .... z~,) onto F(y~ . . . .  y0,) such that f~(z, )= y. It then follows that z, and 
,,~ I_av," the same .l.~(F)-type. 
Note that it follows from the above argument hat y~ is a generic point of a~ 
irreducible variety iff tt~e transcendence d gree of the set {y, . . . . .  y= } with respect o 
the ground field F eq~.~a!s the dimem;ton of the variety F. For convenience we 
denote the transce.~dence d gree of {y, . . . . .  y,,} by d imy.  
Theorem 4.51. Suppose that A is an iu:e,e.r~'d doma.i~ and ~]~ (v,) is an open formula 
over A. Then R~h = dim ~fi. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the rank of g,. Note firs~ tha~ if R8~ = O, then t[~ 
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is algebraic so that dhn th :~" 0 and so R+ = dim ~77. Let a, be tile first ordin~d ,;uch 
{ha~ a =, R& "> dim & for some formula .!~ ovcr an intcgrai domain A. Consider fir~; 
the sp, cial case where A is a saturated fe!d ancl O defines an irreducible ~arie~v V 
over A. If R V>dim V. then there is some formula ~#, such tl,~t ,JJ~ .... V and 
RgJ~ > dim V and R (~ ~,~ A V) ~-~ dim v. Then dim t), = dim -1 ,t:~ A V = dim V. 
This is immediate from the induc lkm hypothesis. Bu~. if O is a umversal  domain 
extending A, H~en both 4~ and -~ #,~ ,.x V trove s~Iutions .;I and y~ resperfively wifl~ 
the transccndem:e degree of the set {>{ . . . . .  y~,} equat to dim-ndt~ a V and the 
trat lscendence degree of the ,;et {y'~ . . . . .  >'I,} equal to dim qJt. But then since yl and 
yf are solution:; of tb they are points of V having t ranscendence degrees equal to 
dim V. It follows by' Lemma 4.50 *ha~ :o,l and y~ have the same La (A )-type. 
Contradict ion.  So RV = d im V .  Now if A is an arbitrary integral domain there is a 
saturated field extension F~ of A. Let &~ be a formtHa over F: such that d*~ ~" q* and 
R~5, = R~b and degree O, -~: I. Let ~Q be a universal domain extJndi~,g F,. Le~ x, be 
an L ,  (F0 - independent  e lement of O, in the universal domain ~f~ (such a point exists 
since £) is saturated over F0  and let V be tl~e variety of x, over F,. Then by what 
was shown above we have dim V = RV and dim V = dim x, But R#,~ = Rv) > dina d~ 
so that x, is con|ai~;cd i~ a set of rank <: .R~,, over F~, For the varie:v V has a finite 
basis f . . . . . .  rf" and SO X~ satisfies H~e formula f , (~, )= 0 A . . . . .  A f.,(~; )=  0. and ~h¢ 
rank of tl~ds formula is < R&~. This cot~tr:ldicis the fact tha~. x. is a~ L.~(F,).- 
independent  eteme~at of ~#,. [] 
CoroI|ary 4.52. Supp,~se that A is an integral domain a¢:d q~(v, . . . . .  .,.) is an open 
formtda over A. Then R~# ~ n. 
In particular all open formulas over integral domains  have finit,2 rank. 
Corollar.~ 4.53. Suppose that A is an integral domain and ~#(v,) is an open formula 
over A oj" rank > [ and degree = t. t.f B :> A is a~, integral extension of  A and x, is 
an to~ (A) - indepemtent  solution of  g, in B. then dim <l, = dim £. The converse also 
holds. 
ProoL Ii dhn x, < dim & fl~en by Theorem 4.5 l dim x, < Rd,. Let V be the variety 
of x, over A. tf .f,. . . . .  ,,£ is ~. basis for V then the. formula 
t,~,e,) = 0 A . . . . .  A L (v , )~- -  0 
has d imension = dim x, since x, is ;1 generic point of V. By Theorem ~ ':,1 it follows 
that 
R(ft(t',) = 0 A . . . . .  A f.., (v~)  = 0)  = d im ~-,. 
so that x, is conta ined in an L.., (A )-formula of rank < R:'.  Contradict ion.  [] 
Suppose that F is an algebraical b' closed field and d*(v,) is an open formula over 
F which does not split over F into two sets of the same rank. A.H. Lachlan has 
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proven the fol lowing result: If T is ~o-stable a~d ?I is a model  of T then ever~ 
Pl-minimat formula in L(~2I) has degree = I. "-l~e proof  of {h~s theorem can be 
extended to formulas in severai  variables. 
Let t)(v,) be an open formula <~ve:" an imegra~ domain  A of character ist ic  n, Then 
the rank and degree of gs (~,~) :elr~ i~ e to v ,vu,. i.~ *he same as the rank and degree ot 
O(e~) relative to A.cf(,~ ). We prove ~ is  by an reduction on the rank of 0(t,~'~. Since 
~,(v, ) has rank = 0 iff &(u, ) is I._~ (A)~atgebr'_de itt 6~(t;, ) is L -a lgebraic  the assert ion 
clearly holds for rank = il :~ets. Assume that ,he assert ion holds for all sets of rank 
,-<. m, and 4s(v,) has rank = m +-1 re latwe to v,v,~ .... tt foltows easi ly from the 
induction hypothesis  that the rank of O(v~) relat ive to Ac f (n )  ts :~ m + I. Suppose 
that the 4,cf(n) rank is > r~ + 1. It then fol lows from basic proper t ies  of the rank 
function on o)-stable theor ies that there is an algebraical ly  closed extension -.~ of A 
and a sequence of l . (F) -sets  {t!~,} ...... such that 
(i) O, N~s =0 if e¢ j  
(ii) the Ac f (n )  rank of ~9, i:. m + ! 
(iii) ~E --~ q~ Vi < :~. B3 a theorem of Tarski  the theory Ac f (n )  admits  ei imi,aation 
of quamif iers.  It follo,vs thai for each i < co there is an ope~ fornu.fla ~}, (Y L.~(F) 
such that F I=4,, =---~.. The~ the Ac f (n )  rank of ~, .,. the ..\cf0~-) rank of ~, and so 
this rank is = m + 1. By the induct ion hypolhcs is  it now follows easily that fl~e 
ZA<.,~,, rank of 4', is >- m + . But this impl ies dmt ~he XA~,,, rank of d* is > m + I. 
Contradict ion.  The argument  for the degree ~s simitar. Now suppose that F is 
a lgebraical ly closed and e'~(v,) is an 7 -m; ' . ,ma i  L , (F ) - fo rmula .  It follows im- 
mediate ly  f rom the de~ree ti~eorem and our 'esult above that the formula a(v,  } has 
degree = 1. This proves the fol lowing theore '~: if F is an algebraical ly  closed field 
and 'd,(v,)U__ L.~(F), then i],(v,) splits over  K 
We can considerably strengthen the ahoy  iheorem,  an, ,void ~he use of the 
degree theorem for co-stable theories,  by uti l izing the fol lowing e lementary  lemma. 
Lemma 4.54. Suppose tha; F is a field and p(v,) is a polynomial orer F. 77fete is a 
fi~Upe normai extensior F'~ ef  F suo,. that 
( )  p(e,)  splits into irreducible factors orer F~ 
(ii) if F: is an extension ~t" F such that p(v,) splits over F:, then F, embeds in F, 
over F. 
"lTie field [~", is >'.niqu,." rq~ to isamorphism. 
Theorem 4.55. Suppose :hat F is e. fieh! and 4'(v, ) is an open .t.brmuhl over F. 77wre 
is a finite normal ez e'ls on F, of F with the .[oliowing properties 
(i) ~/,(v,) splits over F, 
(ii) ff F2 >I F a~¢d the fimnula ~i,(v~ ) splits orer' F., dwr~ there is an F-embedding 
f: F,-~ F.. We call F, ~'he splitting extension of ¢*(r,). 
Pro()l. Assume ~ha~ . . . . .  ,~,,',,~ ,_, is F -min imaL  Let ().;~ . . . . .  x,,'t be an ~ ..... - * ~-; , , ,~e , '~-~°  , . ....... f. . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ~,,, 
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point of ,/,(~ ) in .,~ome cx*cnsion a') of F, P,'c can assmnc tha{ (x . . . . . .  x,,) is in ~he 
fot!owi~w form " ,2"  
(x, . . . .  x,,7> = ix, . . . . .  :c,.. x . . . . . . . .  x,.x . . . . . . . . .  u,,} 
where (x . . . . . . .  :<) is a soh~fion c,f ~omc i r reduc ib le  L~(F)-a lgebraic  fo -uuta  
g)(r . . . . . .  v,). the sc~ {x . . . . . . . .  ~:,} is atgcbraical!y h~depe'ndcn~ over ? and 
(x,~ . . . .  ~',,} ~:~ti~;ti,.> m~ algebraic type over F(x ,  . . . . . .  x',), l.e~ G be the splitdf~g 
ex~ensi,~,~ of the formula 0(v, }~ 'I'hen (2; is a unklue |mi~e normal  extension of F. Le~ 
O::O',) ~ . . . . .  v ,,bl:¢v, ) be a decomposit ioa of O(v,) over G into disjoint G-min ima l  
sets d~]~v',) of the same rank as ~'f. We proceed to extend G by induction as follows. 
Consid_:r an k. .~(G)- independent so u~io~a (x;~ . . . . .  x'.) of the set &I(e,) ;n the above 
norma~ form. Then the points {x~,, . . . . .  x'~} are algebraically independent  over G 
and the point~ {x i. ,. . . . .  x ;.} a~ e aI~ebraic~ over ~.~ ,x . . . . . . . . .  ~'.,. Let s (x,.~ . . . . .  2~. v,,) 
be the minimal  polynomial  of x~..~ o~er G(x l  . . . . . . .  x',). By' Lemma 4,54 the 
polyno.'nia~ t'(v,) of ~:c"eral vav{abk:s has a uniqve lignite normal  splitting extension 
(;~. Proceedir.~g by induction we repeat the construe{ion by looking now at the 
dccon'q,a~si~ion of &i(v,) into (7 ~-mi~hnal sets ~'~(v,)v . . . . .  v O~.,,(v~) of rank = P.& 
aml ~,,r each set {akia~g the splitting extension for the minima! polvmmfial  of the 
s + 2 place in a gen,:ral sohnion (;ha,' is, an independent  solution). This procedure 
llll.ts{ ~.erminate a~d the fh:al exteusi, ,n we cni! G~. Now repeat ti~e cons{ruction for 
the  t l , ,2x t  se t  d,L" . . . .  "~ ~'~ " : ' "  ~ ,,.au :~o On fc.rt'~iil*g a m.,,,, of vxtensians G,   G:~-~ . .  • ~ G,. .  Let 
G,,, = F~. 
O.qim. The fieM F~ is ~he splh~Lqg extensio,~ of the set ~'~(v,). Firs: note that hv the 
conslruct ion F, is a finite normal  extension of E Let ~!¢,(v,)v . . . . .  v &,,(v,) be a 
decomposit ion cf O(r,) over I::~ into dis.joi.n~ se~s all of rank = RiI,. Suppose that 
one. say ~;¢;(t,,) does m'~t have degree :-= I. Then O, sNits in some extension F_. of F, 
into disjoint ~l'%~e~:" I sets O,(v, } v. .  .., v 0,,:w**~,). Let a'2 be a universal extension of 
F> Then .Q contaius h~dependent solut ions (y~ . . . . .  y. } and (z~ . . . . .  z,, ) of O,(v~ ) and 
0:0~,) respectively. Let k be the first number  such that tb.e F:-types of (y, . . . . .  y~) 
and (z~ . . . . .  z~)  a re  not: the same. The number  k must be ~, s +. 1. For by the 
construct ion and our assumption that (y, . . . . .  y,,) and (z~ . . . . .  z,,) a~'e both solutions 
~o the formula 4q(~',) it follow:.: that 
(y ,  . . . . .  >~ = (e . . . . . .  e,) .  
Since the sets {y,,, . . . . .  y,} and {z,,, . . . . .  z,} are both algebraically independent  over 
F., it R~Ilows that the &-type of (y~ . . . . .  y,} and ( z ,  . . . . .  z , )  are the same. ,¢e note 
here that the sets {y~,~ . . . . .  y.,} and {:. . . . . . . .  :,} must both be algebraicatly indepen-  
dent over F.,, for if not. then dim z~ = dim ~1,: :~:. RO would be contradicted, for both 
y, and z, are indepeudent  so |u t ions  of the sets 0~ and 0, respectively, so by 
Corol lary 4.53 it follows tt~at dimy, = d im& and dimz~ = dim, > By assumption 
RO,  = ROe = Rgq ae.d by Ti~eorem 4251 we have RO~ =dimO,  and ROe = d im0> 
Let 
f , :  F~(),, . . . . .  )k ,) ..... Fz(y . . . . . .  y.) 
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be the identity map and iet 
[ : :  &Cy,  . . . . .  y~ , ) - - ,  F:Cz, . . . . .  z,,) 
be the map defined by the relations f.~(,x'} :-= x Vx -E f )  and .f~(y,) = z. Tile !after is a 
well-defined cmbcdding as follows from our remarks above, Let C be a field which 
amalgamates F2(y, . . . . .  y.,) and F~(z, . . . . .  ~.,) over Fe(y~ . . . . .  3,~ ,) with maps 
g,: F,(y, . . . . .  y , , ) - ,  C and g~,: 'ire(z, . . . . .  :,,)--" C respectively. We ca,~ assmne .~ha~" 
g~ is the idcnli:y. It follows that (y, . . . . .  3,.) and (y: . . . . .  y~ :, g~.(z~) . . . . .  g:(z,,)) have 
the same La(F~)-type but not the same L.,(Fe)..|y'pe ar*d in fac~ these seqmmces 
differ at :he k-th coordinate. Hence the minimal polynomials of y~ and g:(z~) over 
/~(y: . . . . .  y~ ,) are m,t the same (recall that k .->.- s + i). But if f(~, . . . . .  y~_,. v.~)is the 
minimal polynom{al of y~ over F~(y . . . . . .  y~ ,}. then g.(7~ ) must also be a solution of 
this polynomial. Hence this po!ynomial factors over F:(y . . . . . .  y~ ,) and therefore 
f(e,)  factors over F> But by the construction this is a contradiction since f(a~.,) is 
irreducible. This shows that &(v,) sp!its over F'~. Now if F: is any extension of F 
such that O(v,) splits over F> then we can construc! by i~duc~io~ ;m F-embedding 
of F: into F2 b? follm~dng the steps of the consn'uction of F:. We aotc lh~a!ly ihal if 
F, is an} extension of F tfmt splits ~/~(~,) a~d embeds over F i~ any other such 
extension, then F: is F- isomorphic to F,~. For F= em!:-eds over F in F: so that 
deg (F~: F)  ~ deg (F. '  F). But h'~ the same way we have deg (F.: F) << deg (F,: F). 
Hence deg (G:  F)  = deg (F,: F)  and so any F- isomorphism of F~ into F.. is onto F:. 
This proves tile theorem. 
We digress fr( m tae mare Dae of our development to give a further description of 
the splitting extension of a polynomial f(t,,) over a field F. This descrip~.ion utilizes 
the following G6del numbering. 
Definition 4.56. Suppose that F is a field and F[x . . . . . .  x. l  is the p~,~lynomiat ring 
in n variables over K The set B of basic poly~omials in Fix,  . . . . .  x,, I{s the se~ of al~ 
polynomials f of file form 
x ; ' ; , . . . x ;b  where r~< . . . . .  <r~n.  
[.ct p, . . . . .  p, be the first ,,, prime numbc:'s. "l'l~e weight of a basic polynomial 
Suppose that : .~  13 and f ,#.f: .  Then ~o(f,)/~t,(.f.). ()n ~he other hand 
~o(f,) / ~o(.f._) cle ~rly implies .f, /.~:. So the function ~o: B --~ N i.-) one-to-one. Now 
suppose t!mt f ~s any polynomial i.~ F~x . . . . . .  x,, 1. The leading ~ern of ]' :s the term 
a,f, where a, E F and [, ~ B suci~ ~ha~ ~e(f,) is m:~ximal among 0~e ~erms of f. 
Finalty we say tt, at a polynomial is monic (relative ~o ~o) if the coefficient of the 
leading term is I. We note the tollowing fact: every irreducible polynomial in 
F[x, . . . . . .  r,,} has a unique representation as the product of a c, ns,:ant term and a 
pob¢.... , ,o,i~.. ,.-|I, ill morlic form. 
Lemma 4.57. f.c: F bc ~ fieqd and [(x,) ~ ?ol)-~u:~mia[ in ,~ variables over F Leg 
d ![I;'! ~ ~; (x,) be a fi,~c~oriza~ion f f  over c i F into tl~e prodtwt of  a constant ~erm d and 
mot~ic irreducible po lynomia ls  .£ (f d. a . . . . . .  ,~. is t~he se~ ¢~f ai[ co@~cie~ts o.fi the 
vo!wwmia Is  d.,f,~., t~.~ then° i::(.t, a~. ,.~,,, ) is ~b,c "'~" "~'" of  c 
Proof,. Suppose that U2 is an ex~ erosion of F in ~he a{gebraic losure c i F of F sucl ~, 
~ha~ the po~ym~mial j '(x,) splits ,~,er F:. Say tlmt [[;'~ g,(x,) is a factoriza~ion of f 
over F':. 'I'he~`` 1i~:, is n factoriza~io~ of .f over  c ifi Put each po lynomia l  g, into the 
form of a monte potynomiaI  p, '.x~) t imes a constant c~. Let c = ~c,. Then c tip, (x,) is 
a factor izat ion of f over  c I K Note tha* the product  of monic polynomials  is monic. 
so !etting f ' (x j )  = |"[fi(.~) and g = [tp,(a;)  we see that df'(x~) = cg(x,). Since {he 
leading terms of both po lynomia ls  must be I it follows that c =-- d. So "' j (x,)= ~,(x,). 
"I'l``z:t is I°|.£ = l ip ,  Since (c i/z')[x~ . . . . .  x,,] is a unique factor izat ion domain,  it 
foli.~ws that n~ = i~: and Vi ~-: m the~e is / ,z- n: such ~hat .¢~ = c~pt for some constant 
c,~ But f~ is a mor~ic po lynomia l  so c, :--: I. Hence .L = p,. Thus the ~wo factor izat ions 
dI|£ and ,'IIl,., are the same (modulo  a change in the order  of the factors). But 
c lI~, is a factoriza~ion of ]" over  F:  and so F: contains the e lements  d, o, . . . . .  a ..... t 
follows that F(d.  a, . . . . .  a,,, ) ~ F.. 
Before proceediug with ~he devetopmen~ of the theory of open formulas o', cr 
h~egral  domains  and iie!ds we men~io,~ one addit ional  woper ty  of the set (~l 
genef ators of the spl itt ing exte~sion descr ibed it,, Lemma 4.57. Suppose tha~ b is con- 
jugate over F to an e lement  of the generat ing set {d. a . . . . .  eg,, }. Then the c lement b 
is conta ined in the set {d. a, . . . . .  a.,, }. Fur thermore ,  if F~ is a separable  xtens ior  of 
F then the constant d @ F. For  let the sequence (c, b~ . . . . .  b . )  contain b and be 
cot~iu~,ate over F in c I K The existence of such a sequenee fol lews easily from the 
amalg:maation property.  Let ~7 be an F -automorph ism of c i F  such that (5(c) = d 
and ~,S(b,)=a, Then (5- ' (d[ I f , )  is ,c fac~orization of f over c !F .  that is, 
c rIi~ '@ (x,)) is a faetor izat ion of ]" merc  I F. As  in the proof  of l~em au~ 4.57, and 
the fact that k~'~ is an automorph ism,  this impl ies that c = d and ~" ' ( ] ; )=  j~ for 
some j. So (~''  permutes  the i rreducible pol.vnomiais /~ anaong themselves,  tt 
fol lows ~hat the coefficients b, . . . . .  b,,, of the polynomials  t£ - ' ( f )  are among the 
etements a . . . . . .  a... Hence i.¢. ' permutes  {a, . . . . .  a,,,}. In part icular  ther~ b~ 
{m . . . . .  a,,,}. The fact that c = d implies that if F~ is separable then d ~ K and if not 
then d is purely inseparable over  F. 
We ment ion two prob lems suggested by the above discussion: 
Problem 4.58. Caa we find a po!y~mmial f such that the sequence given above 
generat ing the spl itt ing ex',ension F~ of f is not a basis for F(? 
Prob lem 4.59. is the covstant  d necessari  b' in the ground field F? 
The authc, r wishes ,o thank Norrna,`` Reil lv for a number  of helpful discussions 
coaceming  .:he splitti~ag extewsions of p~lvaomials .  
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Corollary 4.60. Suppose ttmt F is a~, algebraically closed field a~ d V is a~l 
irreducible variety over t~: Then V has Jegree = 1. 
Proot. Suppose not. Let ~l~:(v,)v . . . . .  v &,(v,) be a decomposition of V into 
disjoint degree 1 sets of rank = RV. Such a decomposition exists by Theorem 4.55. 
Let F~ be an extension of K such that each set dJ,(v,) contains an La(F)-  
iridependeni elm~;ent xl. Then by Corollary 4.53 we have dimxl  = dim 44(/:~) for 
each i ~ m. By Theorem ,l 51 it follows thai dim d*, = R0, = RV- -d im V. tten;:e 
dimxj = dim V for all i ~< m. By our remarks following tl'~e proof of Lemma 4.31 
each point xj is a generic point of V and so all at" the elements " ', have the same 
L.~(F)-t)pe. Contradiction. [] 
We can now complete the solution of the representation problem initiated in 
Section 2. 
Tlieorem 4.61~ 5:q~pose that F is a field and ~(v~) is an open F-minimal formuIa 
over F. There is a unique variety V over F with the following properties 
(i) dim V = dira &(v~) and the degree Of V = the degree of d,'(v,) 
(it) if f~,v,) . . . . .  ,t;., (v,) is a t:asis for t~ ;hen 
R(~, (v , )A f , (v , )  = ~,~ . . . . .  ,~ t ; , , (~ , , )  = 0)  = RO 
and the degree of the set 
44v , )  ,~ A(v , )  = 0 t, . . . . .  A L, (v , )  = 0 
is equal to lhe degree at" t!,(<) 
(iii) any [-A (F)-indepcndent etement x, is a generic point of V. 
Proot. Let F, be an extension of F containing an L.~ (F)-independent point x, of 
¢~(v,). Then by Corollary 4.53 we have dim x, = dim d~(v,). Let V be the variety of x, 
o~.er F. Then x, is a generic point of V so that dimx, = dim V. Hence dim V = 
dim ~/,(v,). Suppose that 3', is any other La (F)-independent point of ~'~(v,). Then the 
LA (F)-type of y, is the same as the La (F)-type of x, so that y~ is a generic point of 
~". Suppose that f,(v,) . . . . .  f,.,(v¢) is a basis for V over F. Then 
x, ~ ~I,.(,i, ) A !'~(r,) - -0A ,  : . . .  ^ f , , (v , ) - - :  0. 
Hence :hc dimension of the latter set is equal to dim ~{s(t,,). By ~l~neorem a.51 this 
implies that 
R4,(v~) = R4J(v,),,, f , (v , )=  0 A . . . . .  A <;, (v , )  = 0. 
Si~lce O(v,) is an t., (F)-minimai set this implies thai the degree of 4,(v,) and 
~o(v,) ~ f , (v , )  = 0 A . . . . .  A L , (~, , )  = 0 
are the same. It remains to show that the degree of ~.' ~ nd ~]~(v, ) are equal. Let/Tv be 
the alg(braic closure of F and let V~ . . . . .  I~ be a decomposition of V into 
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irreducible va~ic~ies o,.c~ ~ Sas ~hz~,t ~'~ . . . . .  "'~ ~.~ave d imension .... ai ~ V. Then 
degree ',' :, r. bo~ by Co~o}k~rv ..~.(O cacb of ~he varieties 1/, . . . . .  }C ilas degree -~ l 
a.ud ~.~+, v . . . . .  v U, has d imension <. dim ~' and so ~he rank of ~.his ef is < RV. 
Si~ce the varieties V~ . . . . .  1,.'~ are distinct subvarict ies of V. -:he assertion fellows 
from thb fact ~ha~ RV, = dim V, = dim V fo~ all i ~ r. No~e that it is ciear that 
de.~zree ~,'(v,)~ dee.ree ~ '= r .,ivwc wc showed above tha~ de,,ree 
~,(v, ) ;, ( ,(r ,)  ::::, C, .x, . . . .  0, L~(v,)':: tl 
cquah degree .0(v,). Now the L ,  (F)--Upe F~; generated by + has degree : degree 
0. Each of the varieties V, . . . . .  ~,; is irredt~cibk over F so that the variety ~4 
determines an L , , (F) - type F, such that if i~  j. then F ,¢  C and the rank of this type 
equals fl~e rank of the variety ~.:;. This follows from the fact that if F~ is the t,;pe of 
a generic poit~ xl of V~ and if &, isolates [; m S.~([ ~) so that F~I := /-, then 
dim ~t,, = dim V~ since xl is an t . , (~:}- indcpendent  point cF <*~,. so R[,  = Rda, :-- 
dim ~#~ by Theorem 4.5l. So the ~y'pes {~ spti~ l'f. inu> r types of rank = Rd~. Hence 
degree ~*, > r which implies that degree 0 '= r. Finallv note lha~ 17 i-; tmique by 
condit ion (iii) am{ the facl tha~ a variety is uniquely determined by a generic 
point, gii~] 
Corol lary 4.62. S ppose tha," V is u ~.:~,. ,;'ty defim'd over a fieht F. Fhen the degree 
of V equals the ~:umbcr of irrcd~u:ible "~mponen"s of V o)dfme~v:ion = dim ~" or'e, 
the a&ebraic ch?,surc of E 
Theorem 4.63. Suppose that A is an in,egral domain and O(v,) is an open formula 
over A. I.f 4~(v,) spl#s over tl~e quotient field 5, of A. then +(v,) :,~lits ore: A. 
ProoL Let ~/q{v,)v . . . . .  v gf,,(.v~) be a factorization of 4*(v,) over A into disjoint 
degree I sets of rank = R&(v,). By Theorem 4.61 *-here are varieties over .,{ such 
that R&(v,)  A ~,~ = R(0 , )  and degree ~,; = 1. Let f'~(vj) . . . . .  f',,,(<) be a basis for the 
ideai I, of V~ Vi sz n. Then a.-, in tile proof of Theorem 2.36 we can find polynomials 
pi(v,)  over A such that pi=--~f ', over ]{. Let #, (v , )be  tile formula A , , , ,p ; (v , )= 0. 
Then O, defines the variety ~4 so that R0, A &, = R&, and degree 0, = 1. Let rr, be 
the formula 0, a ~J (~,). Then ~, v . . . . .  v (w,, v ~,~). where f = ~l; ^  --n (V ..... rr, ), is a 
factorization over A of a into sets of rank = R~ and degree = !. For it is clear that 
R~r, = Rg* and degree re, = I and also m -* 0 and 4s, e LA(A).  Since rr, A ~, for 
i / j  has smal ler rank than & (since the associa:ed varieties over 5. are distinct and 
have d imenskm = R¢I,) the sets re, must essentially cover 4,; that is f has rank 
< Rq,. The above formula is clearly equivalent to ~f~ so ttle theorem is proved. E3 
The above resu h can be strengthened as follows: if ,],(~,) is an open formula over 
an integral domain  A and ~J(v,) factors into sets ~,(v~) v . . . . .  v t/,~ (v~) of degree = n, 
respectively over the quot ient  field A then ~r~(v~) factors into sets 
0~(t.~) v . . . . .  v 0,,('<) of respective degrees n, over A. 
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Let F be a field and F~ a field extension of/7. A subset X of FI' is free o~er F if 
given any z+ U X if ~ is the extension of F generated by 
FU U{R, ,x~:x+~X and x , / z ;} .  
then the transcendence degree of {z+ . . . . .  z,} over/.~ is the same as the transcen- 
dence degree of {z . . . . . .  z, } over F~. 
Theorem 4.64. Suppose that F is a field and 4/(v, ) is an open fi',rmuht ,,,ver Fc>f rank 
1 and degree = t. Let F, be a fieht exwnsion of F. "l)'~e~ a subset X af ~::(F~) is 
LA (F)-independent iff X satisfies the foI:owing m,o conditions 
(i) x, ~ X implies ;hat dimx, = dim $(v+) 
(ii) X is free over F. 
Proof. Suppose th~,t X is an L,~(F)-independent subset of ,5(F,). Choose z, ~= X. 
Then define ~ to be the extension of F generated by the set U {R,x, : x, ~. X and 
x~, ~ z+}. It follows from ~he fact that X is L,~(F)-independent tha~ z, is an 
L.~(F~)-independent element of 0(F~). tt foiiows from Co1'ollary ,1.53 ~h.~l dim : 
relative to/7., equals dim ¢:(v,). So X ~ free over t~ Assmnc |hen ~ha! X is a subse~ 
of ~b(v,) which satisfies conditions ( )  and (ii. Cboo.~e z, ~ X. Let F.. be the 
extension of F generated by the se~ (fl {R,,x+:x, ~ X and x , / z ,} .  Since X is free 
over F it follows that dim z, relative to Fz = din, z, relative to F. Bu! then by 
Corollary 4.53 it fol?ows that z+ is k: , (~)- independent since by condition (i) the 
transcendence degree ef {z, . . . . .  z,,} ever F equals dim 4'(e). Hence X is L~(F,- 
indepen,dent. D 
We now turn to consideration of the following general problem: let F be a fie~d. 
Can we characterize all field extensions F, of F with the property that if 
~t(v+) E La (F) has rank > t and degree = t, fl~en at[ maximal L:~ (F~-mdependem~ 
subsets of O(F~) have the same cardinality'~ The same problert is of cot~,rse open for 
integral dora',ins. Note that if 0(v~ has rank = I then by C.~rollary 4.22 it follows 
that maxima L.a (F)-independent subsets have the same po:ver in all extensions F, 
o~ *:i 
Lemma 4.65. Supp+~se :hat F is a fie:d and F,,F: are extensions of F in ~n 
algebraically closed fie:d F+. Isf F~ has finiw transcendence degree over F and ij 
J': Ft --+ F+. is an F-isomorphism, then f can be extended :~ an automorphism g ofF,.  
Proof. We proceea inductively to cot~s~rv_ct ~be automorphism g+ Since F~ and F: 
a:e F-isomorphic they have the same transcemle;~cc deg:ee over F. Th,:re are .~w~ 
possibilities 
(A) F, has the same transceadence degree over F 
(B) the transcendence degree of F~ over F is greater than +he trar~scendence 
degree of F~ over /"2 
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I~) case (A) we proceed m ~hc foilowh>~ f'.~s}~ion Firs~ emi 'ed  ~he algebraic ~ < su,:e 
b~ of 1:;'~ ivt F, o~er F~ by a map g~: S ©' - ,  F,, Similarly cons{rtic{ an isomorphism g: 
embedd ing  t~e algebraic  closure fi'-, of f': in F, over F:. Now since f is an 
i somorphism f lifts ~o an isomorphism e~.~ ! , ' '  -:-~ oo~o . . . .  ~;. 'r~,~e~? g = g:j,g,'- -~ - ' is the 
desired at~tofltoriq~.}sm, For since F, has ~hc same tra'~scendencc degree over S as 
F~ il fo{k'--ws t!~a~ both <q~ amt g: are om<~. 7o suppose thai caisc (B) holds. Firs~ lift f 
~O a~ isomorpl~i:,m P of f]', or~!o ~';'~, ..:kg.ai.~ embed [.~, i~.~lo (', a l ld /? :  into F, via maos 
g~ and h, re.,t~cc~ivety> We ob~ab.~. hc h~ltowing d iagram 
F ' >F,, - t~P-A-q~,~; f0 - - '  - , F ,  / 
i / /x  > ./, .," / ' /  
/ 
Y 
Ti-~e map f, filling h: {i~c d iagram is def ined to bc h,~.,,{ '. No ie  flu,,t |he transcen- 
de,~ce degree of F,  oxer  F, is ~he same :is {!re v,anscem.~em:e dcgrec ot F, over F:. 
This re) ows f-ore ~ke met trial F: has fini!c {ransccndeucc degree over F and F~ and 
F: are U-isoc~orphic, This al lows us to complete  the const:.uctiou c~ g as fol]ov,,s, 
Choose a m~:~scendence basis (x,.) ..... over  F, for the fieid F.. and a t ranscendence 
basis (y~L. ,  for F, over F2. Let C~ be the algeb~,aic losure (considered as 
embedded in F0  of the field generated  by the set g,(/Tr ) U {X, : i ~ e}. Similariy le~ 
D,, be the at~ ebraic  closure (again in F,) of {h,(/~:) U {y, : i ~ a }] (where. f z ] denotes 
the field gen< ra~ed by z). As above we can construct an isomorphism f< of C,~ onto 
D., such tha~ if a,  < o:: then f , ,  C_..f,,. Clear ly QJ C, = F~ and l. j  D<, = F, so 
g = U t], i~ the desired automorph ism,  K) 
Theoreln 4.66. Suppose tha¢ F is a fiehf and d~(z,,) i.," ,n  oper~ formula over Fof rank 
> ! and degree = 1. {f F~ is at, ofgebraicaHy dosed extension of F and X and Y are 
maximal L., (F)- independew subsets of O(F,), t;,.en !X I  = !Y  i. 
Proof. Suppose one of the sets X, Y is infinite. Then it follows easily from 
Theorem ,1.21 at~d Theorem 4.12 ttaat both X" and Y are infinite and have the same 
power. So suppose that both X and Y are finite and IX i<!Y i .  %Y flint 
X = {xl . . . . .  x7}. Choose n elemep,~s yl . . . . .  y? in Y. LcI FI and F~ be the extensions 
of F generated bv F tO U~..,, R,,x{ and F t' U .... R,,yl respectively. Then d~e map 
~efined by the relations f (x )=x  Vx~F and f (x~)=y;  generat,:s an F- 
isomorphism of F; and F.'- By Lemma 4.65 there is an auwq~orphism g of F, 
e3tending f (since both F{ and F, are finite extensions of F). Fhen g-' is also an 
/:'i.isomorphism and g - '(Y) is an L.~ (F)-independent subset ~.f 4' which extends X. 
C,:;o! larv 4.67° Supp,ose U~at ,r:~ is an oIgebraicat!v dosed t~eld and F',. is an 
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algebraically closed extensio;'z ofF,. Let V be an irreducible variety over F,~. Fl, en all 
maximal free subsets of generic points of V in ~ kave the same cardMali~'v. 
Proof. Since V is irreducible and F~ is algebraically closed it follows by Corollary 
4.60 that V has degree = t. We can assuirie that dim V > 0. Then any maximaI free 
subset of generic points of V is a maximal La(F)-independent subset of V by 
Theorem 4.64. The:, result is then immediate by Theorcm &66. 
Note that it follows from {he proof of Theorem 4.66 thai if F is a fie~d and ~(v, ) is 
a~l {pen formula over F having rank >t  and degree = I then all LA(F)- 
independent subsets of qf(v,) have the same power in any extension F, of i v 
satisfying the following con,tidon: if Fz is a finite extension of F in F, and if the map 
[: F..--* F3 is an F-isomorphism of F, onto the extension F, in F, then ]" extends to 
an automorphism g of F,. 
The results we have proven above interrelating the structure theory of affine 
varieties and the struct,are theory for open formulas developed in the first '~art of 
this chapter show that many of the basic notions of the model theory of eo-s~ablc 
theories generalize clas:, cal notions of algebraic geometry. The follox~ ing schemc of 
equivalence illusirates the relafionsbip betweer~ hese theories. 
(A) Rank ~-~ Dimension 
(B) Definable set +--* Affine variety 
(C) Degree <-+ Number of irreducibie components of the same dimension over the 
algebraic losure 
(D) Type ~ Ideal in the polyno,nial ri~g 
(E) Independent point <~ Generic point 
(F) lnde~er~dent subset +-~Free subset of generic points. 
The above scheme allows us to establish correspondences between certain basic 
theorem.,, of the respective theories. For example, the degree theorem ~.'or (~>sfable 
theories cited above corresponds to the classical theorem of algebraic 
geometr', which states tha( atl varieties wer  an algebraically closed field split into 
absolutely irreducible corn ,oaents. Theorem 4.4,~ proved earlier in this chapter is a 
corresponding result for SM se:s over existet~tially closed structures. Another 
example is the Basis Theor<m for ideals in polynomial rings which corresponds to 
the fact th~.:~ any type over a model of an w-stab*e theory (or oper~ type 
in an L.,-(oo)-stable tmiversal class with AP) ca~~ be localized by rat:resenting th,? 
type as 12 f:~r some form,.~h~ 4'. Besides illustrating the similarit,, of the basic 
structure of the .~heory of a£tine varieties and t:le theory of definab~, subsets of 
~o-stable theories the co..respondences which ~.v# have established serve another 
purpose, namely to stimulate research in both fields. For example tl~e following 
aroblem is suggested by the properties of altine varieties: if A i~ a subse~ of a modeI 
~fan w-stable theory is the prime model fi. over ,4 the ~eas~ e'~te,~.sion B of A such 
:hat alI formulas 0(v,,)E L(B) spli~ over B? 
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5, Problems 
Problem 5.1. What natural universal cla.~ses i~ave open formulas with rank <':c 
(assuming AP)? Investigate this question for groups, abelian groups, boolean 
algebrz~.s, lattices, lattice ordered groups, e,c.. and subc!asses of these classes. 
Investigate the structure of bo~h ranked and mwank,~d fo*mulas in ~hese contexts. 
Conjecture 5,2~ l e~ X be a~ L,,@o)~sgabg, e universa~ Nass u, ffh AP and D be a 
maximal E-diogr~v,n. []" d~e~v are > I co~ntable xisten~ioily closed D-s~ructures. 
then their are >~ to existentially cb'~sed cmmrabge D-sin emn's. 
Problem 5.3. Suppose V is a universal class with AP. If A E X and d.~(v,,)~. 
L.~ (A)  has rank < x and degree = i. lhen if {x .. . . . .  x,, } is a~ independent subset of 
& cm~ 0 have an h~dependent subset of power > n ~,~ I in the structure generated in 
A by {x~ . . . . .  x..} and the parameters defining d; in A '~ 
Problem 5.4, Suppose tha~: v is a universal class of rirgs with AP (possibly 
commutative). Are algebraic formulas reducible to equation,s over ring3 in X? 
Conjecture 5.5. Suppose thor 5' is an L.~.-(~o)-stob!e unive~wai class u,i:;~ AP and 
A C E. I[ O(co) d L,~ (A)  and ~.~  !~I,(A )! < i A i, the~ V cardinals ~o < k < ~ there 
is A ,  C v with Ao ~ A,. where Ao is the subsm,cture generated by the parameters of ,b 
in A,  such that !,4, i = A and i0 (A , ) i  = k. Ccm this be exwnded ro an n-cardinal 
theorem ? Does this result hold fi~r L ,  -stable of L.,-supersmbte universa; classes with 
AP? 
P~ ~blem 5.6, Suppose tha~ Z is a universal class with AP a~ld 6r(v~,) ~ L.~ (A) is an 
algebraic fornmla. What can be said (perhaps with additiona1 conditions on qt or v )  
concerning the rela:ionship of the A ..automorphisms of the splitting extension/~ of 
~!~ and the intermediate xtensions A ~ C ~ B? 
Problem 5,7. Investigate the relationship between ~he algebraic stability condi- 
tions on a univmsal class v with AP and the stability of the completions of Th (s).  
How is the algebraic stability of X related to the stability (or instability) of various 
structures in Z? 
Problem 5.8. Let v be a universal c!ass with AP. Develop a stability theory for 
v.diagrams. 
Problem 5.9. U~der what conditions oe a universal class with ~ P is it possible to 
show that the full exchange theorem and the theorem on unique dimension hold for 
all formulas of rank < ~ and degree = 17 Are there algebraic conditions on 2~ 
lil~|., D 
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Problem 5.10. Suppose that v is an LA-(~,,)-stable u~iversaI class with AP. 1~ 
6(v0)EL~(A)  has the ~wo cardinal propergy and A ,~ A i:; g~:~erated b} ~hc 
parameters of th in ,4, then if Ao~B,  is '`here an ex'~ensio~ ( '~B with 
t0(C) = to(B)? What if 4¢ is SM? 
Problem 5.11. Is the:'e a comklete theory T with 2'" I-~ypes ~zh that X, is L.,- 
(w)-stable? Such ~ha[ in additio~ ,S~ has AP? 
Problem 5.12, Extem ~ the d~eory of universal classes with AP to uncoamtable 
languages. 
Problem 5.13. Suppose that X is an L~-(~o)-stable universal ciass with AP. If W 
do~::~ not have a constant number of models in all ), ~ w~ is there some formula 
0 (~,~ L~(A)  for some A ~ X such that 0 has ~he two cardinal propert3;? 
C~ajecture 5.14. Suppose that X is an L~-(~0-stab~e unit~ersa~ c~ass with AlL 
Suppose O(v~,) E L.~ ,A ) h~s o,, ~ A < i A i solutions in the existentially cl,~sed st:'ue~ 
turn A. Then V~,  ?,.. with ~o ~ A~ < A: there is an existemiaglv closed extensicm .~i¢ ~f 
the structure A,, generated by the parameters ~( g, in A such that i O(B)l = A, a,..~d 
i~ I  = A:. Can we extend tl, is ~o an n-ear~itla~ theorc,~ ? 
Conjecture 5.15. Suppos:: d~af Z is ~n l_ ~ -(~e )-stabie unicersal class whh AP. bet 
X be an uncountable set c4 L:-indiscernibles and A be t;,,e structure generated by X. 
Then (f to(v~,)E A and I t (A ) !  > eJ, the~ ! O(A )! = i A !. 
Conjecture 5.16. Suppose v is ,.m La-(~o)-stable universal class with AP. g 
,4. ~ X, tt'en any two prime exiswnti~Ily dosed extensions of A ~re ..4 -isomorphic. 
Problem 5.17. Suppose tha~ V is an La-(~o)<~,'able universal crass witI~ AP. tf 
A ~ X what is the possible power of the group of automorphisms of A ? 
Preble~ 5.18. Suppose theft X is an L.,~-(a~)-stable universal class with AP and 
0(v,,) E La (A)  ha ~ rank ,:: e and degree = 1. Let A,~ be the .~ubstructure g, nerated 
bv the parametcr.~ of :h,:? fornmla 4.' in A. If 6 has a maximal ce indepeadent subset 
of power ?, < ] A i w!h .~. ~ o~. is ',here for each pair of cardinals ,~,, < A: with ~o "~ A~ 
an extension B of A0 st~ch tha~ !B i=A2 and g, (B)conta ins a maximal a -  
independent subst "ff power A~? 
Problem 5.19. Suppose that X is an L.~o(w)~'`able tmiversal class with AP and 
A ~ X is generated by an uncountable set X of La d~discernibtes, If two sequences 
x, and y~ in ,~, h~ve the same L,, (A)-type and t)(t,,th~)~:5 La. then ;.f ! 0(x,,4)i = A, 
must  l ~"(y,A )l = ,~'? 
Problem g2(L Find m~ exampte of .~. univcrsaf class Z with AP such that Z is ~ .... 
(e0)~stabl::'. and {here is A ~ ~_v such tha~ A -:,: A,  for a substructure .~'~.,, bu~ *here is a 
subset Y of A such timt if A~ is the s~.ructure generated by A~, U Y. then ,4 / 2{ ,. 
P~b lem $.2t. Suppose ti~a~ Z is; a univery;al class with AP and v is L.~-(,~ )-stable. 
' et A .'~7 B E ~,o  and suppo.,~e ~ha~ !A >, A, ,,-- [ L~ i where  ,~ is "%u{ar.l¢~* ' Can we 
find an 1. ~ (A toindisccrnibk: so.; in ~ of i~o',vc ' .a ~? tf '< is any l. ~ (A)qndiscernibie 
subset of ~ of power ~,, mus~ X g Y where !Y{=A,  and Y is L,~(A)- 
h~discernib!e? 
Problem g "~'~ Suppose tha~ v isa  universal class with ~P a~.d v is L.,@o)-stable. 
Let A E v be generated by an unco~mtahle s t X of L;~-hMiscerniMes. Suppose 
that F(v,,) is a set of formulas of pov,'er < !A which is consistont and defined over 
A. Yv~'na~ can be said of the ~p'ossibtc power of ~he solution set of ~" in ~{ ? Investigate 
the sm~,e qv.esdon for an arbimlrv imhfit~, cop, sisten~ s::t of formulas of power 
< I.A ! defin :d over .-,~. 
Problem S.23. Suppose ~ha~ T is au a~c.ca~,cgorial lhcorv. De~ermil,e the possible 
spectrum of v 
PrcR~tem S.24. is ~he function 1, (A) increasing on cardinals > ~o~? Can we refine 
the s*abitiw classification of uMversat classes by, finding some classification of the 
fimction A_.(),)? What is the relationship of t ,( .a'  co the spectrum of 2;'? 
Problem .~,25, Can we find conditions on "F tha~ imply that if X,- is L.., -(e,))-stable 
then T is .,0-s~abte? 
Conjt~'ture 8.26. Suppose that X is a~ L_~-(~o)-stable universal class with AP. 
Fhen X has no rigid existentially closed mo&q of f;ower > ~:o,. 
Problem 5.27. Suppose {t~at v is an l...~-(eo)-stable universM class with AP. tf A is 
a countable xis~ential![y closed D-structure. where D is a maximal -V-diagram, 
thcn if A is ~igid, is A a prime existentialiy closed D-structure? 
Problem 5.28, Suppose tt:at v is an L.,-(w)-stable universal class with AP. What 
can be said concerning the spectrum of L..,-homogencous structures in Z'? in 
particular, is the spectrum fm~ction increasing on uncountable cardinals? What if .~. 
is an arbitrary universa! class with AF 2 
Problem 5.29, Develop the theory of L.,-(~e)-stabte univer: iI classes of rings with 
AP (especially the classes of ommutat ive rings). To what extent can we furthe~ 
generalize the tt,.e,'~rv of arlene varieties in classical aloebraic geometr 3, to the 
COllteX[ O{ aFloitrary c~ls~'~'ll forr'--tl~.l.as i,q one  or  scvera! variables ill SUch ch~r, ses o{ 
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rings? Note that the local theory developed above solves the problem of generaliz- 
ing basic algebraic geometry to a large class of classes of riv~,~... In regard to this 
problem we refer the reader to: RM.  (L)~#~n, Israe~ Journal of Ma+hematics, vot. t9 
(t974) pp. 10%15t and especiaIty to the discussion of closure operations on pp+ 
144-145. 
Problem 5,30. Le~ G be an L.,-homogeneo~,s group. Does ~he automorphism 
tower of G terminate in a thfite number of steps? (In regard to this question see J. 
Dyer and E. Formanek: Complete automorphisi+~ groups, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. (2) 
(!975) 435-437.) : 
Problem 5.31, What can be snid concerning the structure of k,-homogeneou+ 
groups or abeiian groups? Are there fio.ite L.~-homogeneous groupr? 
Problem 5.32. Develop a con~ptete structural classification of upe~ formulas in 
the context of L,,-(+a)-stable universal classes with AP. 
Problem 5,33. Chmacterize those pairs of open formulas ti)~(v,,),4~:(vo) ver 
models of universal classes with AP (which are t+ ~ +(~o)-stalqe) havhag i~depende~t 
cardinalities. 
Problem 5.34. Let a>: denote, gor a universa~ class with AP+ the least upper bou +d 
of the ranks of ranked formulas over models of 5". tf v has a constant number n < ,o 
of models in each a ~ ~ot, is .~,_ < ~o? If the class of existentially closed smlcmre.,~ in
v is categorical in A ~ ~o~, is a'_,- < ~o? 
P~'obtem 5.35. For what varieties V of algebras with AP is it the case that every 
mgebra A which is algebraically closed (in the sense of groups) is existentially 
classed? Wc would l+ke to obtain a complete characterization of suc!~ varieties. This 
q+,estion was sugge.~,ted by work in ~his direction undertaken by Paul Bacsich. (See 
Paul BacsicL, (-'olinal Simplicity and Algebraic Ctosedness, A!gebra Universalis 2 
(l;)'72) 354-360. 
Problem 5+36. ~s there a complete theory T such ,,hat v+ Ires ~+ < ~o models of 
power ~o~, ~,hcre ++ "> !? 
Problem 5.37. Suppose tha~ Z is an La-(~o)-stable universal class with AP and 
t~'(v,,) @ L,, (A) has *",'o cardinal property. Ass,~me further that V is locally finite. 
Let B be the substruc+ure of A generated by ~he parameters of ~¢~ in A, Is ~here a 
sequence {n,: i < wl of numbers with n, < ~+;. if i < / such that for each i < ,o there 
is a countable extensitm A, of B with n~ ~ [+J+(A+)! ~ ~+,++? 
Conjt~:ture ~ 38. SuptJose tha+ Z is an L~.(oJ).stable univ.er:+al cJ~ss wid~ AP and 
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Conjecture 5.39. U~r each card i~a l  N,, v,'iri~ a, > ~ there are >. l ~z ~- 1 '~ exisfentiat~y 
dosed  D~sm~ct~res.  i f d:e "'~ "~ . . . . .  ~a.,5 o[ ex~:;~enm gfv cb3sed D-sgrggetureJ~ is n9f  categor ica l  
in al l  A > .)~, 
Problem S.4(L Can we find condifio~.s (tuber tha~ stabi{ity conditions) that elasure 
the existence of i~dis~ernib!e~ in ce,;~ai~ models or sets ia the context o{ universal 
classes with AP? 
Notes 
Section I. For a proof of ~he Keisicr Llltraproduct The(rein see [5] or [1tl. 
Corottar} 1.5 is dae to Tarski (See i241), Tl~corem t.6 is a special case of the Chang- 
Lds,,Suzko 'Fhcorem (See [41), It is rm cIear who first proved "f heorem 1.8 but the 
present proof is ar; adaptation ol the proof of a related resul~ for direct limits of 
algebras (See [7]). The notion o, ~ a complete full theory is due to Morley and Vaught 
and Theorem ~. 14 is proved in [ 17t, For tiw basic O, cfinitions and properties of finite 
forcing tte reader is referred to [t9]. 
Section 2. For a purely a!gebraic treatment of the notion of algebraic extension 
see [9]. The notion of an open type ove~ a structure has been developed 
independently by the author and other mathematicians. See, for example [i4!. The 
notioq cf an algebraic formula is due independently to the author and Paul Bacsich. 
The latter aiso obtained a proof of Lemma 2.7 by a different method. Although 
Bacsich an.l the author ot~tained this result around the same time for universal 
classes wifl AP the author derived a special case (for universal classes defined by 
complete falt theories) in fall t968. Note that Bacsich obtains a reduction via 
Herbrand's Theorem to earlier work of A. Robinson [1}. The notion of La (A)- 
algebraic formuta allows the development of a theory of algebraic extensions for 
universa~ classes with AP along lines closely parallel to the classical development of
algebraic extensions in the theory of fields. Compare: for example, the proof of 
Lemma 2.28 with the corresponding proof for fields given in Van der Waerden: 
Algebra .  This was noted also by Bacsich although he omits an exposition of this 
theory in his paper. Many of the results we prove u:ere obtained in a mo|e generai 
context via algebraic methods by B..tdnsson. The reader is again referred to [9}. We 
note finalty that Lemma 2,33 is a welPknown fact in the theory ef fields. 
Section 3. The notion of an Laohomogeneous structure goes back to [8]. We 
extend his definition to arbitrary universal classes. Although we use the term 
La d~omogeneous flwoughout he text of the paper a better term would be atomic 
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homogeneous. ~,~, e note again that atomic ho~:zogeneous m,:d homogeneous s~ruc- 
tures are distinct. For an exposition of the ~.heory of ~.he Iat~er see [5}, Theorem 3,28 
was proven for aagebras by D. B. SmiH~. See "'Universal homogeneous algebras" 
Algebra Universalis vol .  1 (1971) pp ~'14 ~,:"~ , . . . . .  ~.a~, .  This resu!{ m'eda~es considerably 
that o.; the author, but the results are indepenclent. The e*istence of a universal 
~raph was first discovered by Ra&. The homogeneity of ~his g~-aph was proven by 
Ward Henson, wi:o proved the existence of suck graphs in certain o~her universal 
classes of graphs wL'h &P as wcU. See . . . . . . .  \Vard Hen~om "'A fm'~ilv, of eoumable 
homogeneous graphs" Pacific Journal of Matf~emalics vol. 38 (t971) pp. 69-83. 
Corollary 3.30 yields a new proof of Henson's resuhs and implies the existence of 
La..hom~geneous universal graphs in ail univevsa! classes of graphs with AP (and 
JEP since the class ma," have more than one maximal diagram). The no~ion of 
La-saturated structure is a special case of anmher definition d,~e }adependenUy but 
earlier to R. Fitt~er. See '*Saturaled models of incompIete H,,eo~ies" Arch. Math. 
Logik Grandtage;fforscb. 16(1974) pp. 3-14. The notion of an ,~,,~siable theory is 
due to M. Morley (See [t6}). Moriey used .the term totally ~ranscendentaL The 
definition of weak~}, injective model appears in [23]. Finite complete diagrams were 
first studied b) S. She!ah (See [22}). The present nodon is dv, c to the at;Hlor 
although we have discoverecl ~hnt finite opeu diagrams have i~ecn considered in die 
theory of graphs. Peter Krauss discovered essendaily me sa;m" ~ccomp,_:sition of a 
universal class with AP as we give via diagrams and also a versu n of Theorem i. il 
(which we understand was discovered also by o~hers). See AMS Abstract 73T-FVT. 
In a recent unpublished paper Krauss also presents an independent proof of 
Corollaly 3.30. The no~i.m of an ultra-homogeneous graph (equivalent u~ ~he 
notion of a~.onuc homoge ~eous graph) is one of a number of symmetry conditions 
considered in the thorny of graphs. For an exposition of the basic properties of 
existentiaUy closed structures we refer the reader to [23}. The prime model 
construction for co-stable theories is due to M. Morley (See [I61). Definition 3,56 is 
actually an adaptation of a definition which appears in [22 I, The proof ,-,f Theorem 
3.69 follows the general ines of Morley's categorici~y theorem which appears in 
[16 t, but we make use of a siti~plification of that proof discovered by the author in 
spriqg 1970. 
See~b:m 4, Definition ,4.2 is due to M, Morely for the special case o~ universal 
classes dei]ned by compiete full theories. The ba,qc lemmas concerning tl~e rank ;ire 
modifications of the o~ighml proofs due to Morley (See {lt~]). The fact that ~he 
definitions and proofs generaUze to the context considered here is a fact lirst noted 
by the author. We give de~ai~ed proofs both for the sake of completeness and to 
convince the veaoe: that this generalization is valid. Definition 4.9 is the joint work 
of the author and A.H. Lachlan in the context of {,,-stable ~'heories~ Lachlan utit{zcd 
this definition to obtain a simple proof of ~he ~'o~]owing conjecture due to the 
auflmr: If T is ~-stable and T has > I countable m~,~dels, then T Las -~ 1~,, models 
in power N,,, The proof is based on a structural analysis o'  the author who also 
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ob{:dr~ed ;~ spccml case of Ibis rcsu)t, The )w~f  is tmp~H~iis}wd. Lachtan ex~ended 
~,b, is rcsv, tt to super~;iable iheol ics Scc 4%.}L '/.achlan: 77~e N~mber of Co~,:,,3le 
Models of  a Coumabte Supersrable YJ~eo W. No*e tlxat in kemma 4.11 we have 
implicitly utilized the GCH:  this can easiiy be removed, Thc(~rem 4.12 is a basic 
result for indepe~deat ,~els first proved by H~e -tuti~or. Theorem ,..14 was first 
obtained by Morley in ~l~e case of ~o-s{abic d~eor{es, Fhc prescott prcaff is new aud 
a,,oids ~be use of l:~amsc~'s "~aet~rcm, a{ihou),h i( fo tows ~,hc same o,:~ lcral Ih~e as 
:Merits',,; o~igimd proo-f, A nm'~ber ~,q' results concert~ing fi~c splitti~.g of mdisccrn- 
ibles appear in t)~e literature on s{abili~y', for e×ample, in [22,}, where a much 
diIterent but reia~cd resvA,, appears. To my k~owtedge no such resu!t exists i~ the 
published literary.re on to-stable theories, although this res~alt may have been 
ki~own to a number of researchers in d~.is field. Theorem 4.21 is a geperalization of a 
theorem of LacMan who proved a more specialized resull in the cont,:xi of to-stable 
theories. The ~,iniq,,~cness of Dimension for SM se~s was fit< ;_:;,~cd by Marsh for 
a>s, ablc theories. This resu)~ appear5 in his H~csis, Fhe <leg'ee theorem cited after 
ti~e proof of Theorem 4.53 appears in {I3}, The proof of the :xistence of sa,~urated 
m~¢~els ir~ at~ s,~abk~ powers of a stabD theory has been ratio ~slv ascribed to both 
Victor l larnik and S. Sheiah, Final!\ we no~e that a general re/erence for the basic 
commuI:alivc aIgebra and algebraic geometry which we utilize it~ ~,f~e final "~ortion (:,' 
Seciion 4 is ".u ~ ' ' ; -  ~ . . . .  • \ a dcr \'vae.~cn, \'oiun~e ~ (c'w;""'*'-X:er):" 1067). See 
page 162 of v,.q. 2 Of |he latler for ;molhcr proof of !emma 4.50. For ;t proof of 
Lc ~m~a ,4,54, see Van der \Vaerden, iEm~,aru,,g~' "":' "V i : die Algebr~,ikc/ze CTeom, efrie 
(Springer-Verlag, 1973) page 46. 
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